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The major theme of this issue is language, with emphasis on language referring to impaired
or societally devalued people, and language used in, and in reference to, human services, We have
long been collecting material on this topic, There is some--but not very much--overlap with
language issues relevant to Social Role Valorization (SRV), which we usually deal with when SRV
themes are covered, Thus, readers should expect to see much language material that is more SRV-
related in future SRV coverage, or in our regular column in the International SRV Journal.
Readers will already have noted that this is our largest TIPS issue ever: a quadruple issue,
The reason is not just to catch up with our publication lag, but to do proper justice to the language
issue, We found that fractionating the material in this issue would make for a vastly less compelling
presentation. We also repeat in this issue a small number of items printed before, but which are
placed in a better context. Readers may think of this book-length treatise as a 16-year anniversary
issue. Because this issue is so long and complex, we provide below a table of contents.
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SOME ISSUES OF LINGUISTICS IN GENERAL
Language, perception and thought form a feedback loop. On the one hand, humans give
language to what they perceive and think, but on the other hand, possessing language about a topic
may enable one to perceive and think things that one otherwise would not have. Also, withholding
language from people about what is going on may prevent them from perceiving and seeing about
that issue, and may dull their passions about it.
It is reported that Australian aboriginals have thousands of words for family and specific
familial relationships. But it is also reported that Australian aborginals have not been able to learn
to count using Western methods, though they do have precise numerical concepts. Thus, while a
language can expand one mental framework, it can narrow another.
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This means that those who control our language will also control, to at least some degree, our
cognition. At the very least, it will be very difficult to think in terms that are contrary or alien to
the idiom of one's language structure.
*Already in 1932, the British experimental psychologist Frederick Bartlett had demonstrated
that when ambiguous figures were briefly shown to experimental subjects, and if the subjects were
supplied with a name for the figures, this immediately shaped both what the subjects reported they
saw, and what they latter recalled as having seen.
*As Walter Ong (a famous linguist at St. Louis Univ., which the TIPS editor had attended) put
it (Batz, 1988), any dominant mode of communicating, and any associated technologies, will affect
the patterns of human consciousness.
*Different language structures can lead to very different interpretations of reality. For instance,
it is said that the Eskimo people have between 18 and 40 different words for snow; in the rest of
North America, we have maybe five (dry snow, wet snow, slush, ice, sleet); in the more southerly
climes, they may have even fewer. Thus, while the Eskimo are able to perceive and differentiate
among 18 to 40 types, we can only perceive a few types. Similarly, the Arab cultures are said to
have approximately 20 words for sand, and can therefore perceive these 20 different types that we
might not. Italian has 500 words for different kinds of pasta.
Languages can be grouped into related families. For instance, all but a very few of the
European languages are part of the Indo-European language family. However, it is impossible to
ever really translate from one language to another without losing something. Thus, all translations
are really what one might call transliterations. This is why Islam considers only the original Arabic
version of the Koran authoritative, and puts all translations in the category of interpretations or
commentaries. To some degree, even within the same language, a passage cannot be equated with
what the same words would have communicated decades or centuries earlier.
*When Coca-Cola began to export to China, it had a Chinese character designed for its product
which, when pronounced, sounded like an approximation of the name "Coca-Cola." However, the
characters were discovered to have two other meanings in Chinese: "mare rolled flat in wax," and
"bite the waxen tadpole." Sales did not begin to burgeon until Coca-Cola gave up its international
name and instead adopted a Chinese name that means something like "feeling of happiness in the
mouth. "
*We have all bought things that we had to put together ourselves, and cursed the unintelligible
instructions translated from the Japanese by somebody who did not know English well. One gadget
required that a screw be screwed into a certain pre-drilled hole, but unfortunately, the translator
failed to appreciate the nuances in the synonyms for the verb "screw," and came up with the F word
(Consumer Reports, 8/93).
*Many people have noted how language can be a tool of control, though the constructionists
have gone simplistically overboard by claiming (more or less) that this is all it is. However, how
easily social context can determine social perception and its accompanying language is reflected in
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a German joke that says, "This man used to be a thief. Now that he is rich, he has been diagnosed
to have kleptomania" (Monkemoller, 1906). Someone else once said that the difference between a
call girl and a streetwalker illustrates the power of language, in that the difference is the price at
which something sacred gets sold.
A Body of Disjointed Parts
1. Where can a man buy a cap for his knee?
Or a key to a lock of his hair?
Can your eyes be called an academy
Because there are two pupils there?
2. What jewels are in the crown of your head?
Who walked the bridge of your nose?
Can you do the shingling
in the roof of your mouth
With the nails on the ends of your toes?
Author Unknown; in BRMM, 9/96
3. Can the crook of your elbow be sent to jail?
If so, what did it do?
Can you sit in the shade
of the palm of your hand?
Be darned if I know, do you?
4. Did you ever sharpen your shoulder blades?
Can you beat the drums in your ears?
Do the calves in your legs
eat the com on your toes?
Then why not grow com on the ears?
MISCELLANEOUS GENERIC LANGUAGE ISSUES, PRACTICES, OR VIGNETTES
*Simone Weil wrote (in Lan~uage and Thought) that when one does not reserve a part of one's
mind for superstition (as the highly rational Greeks did with their mythology), then superstition will
become pervasive. This, she said, happened to us. "Under cover of an abstract vocabulary, "
superstition "has revenged itself by invading the entire realm of thought ... " " ... Our political
universe is peopled exclusively by myths and monsters: nation, security, capitalism, communism,
fascism, order, authority, property, democracy. . .. Each of these words seems to represent for us
an absolute reality, unaffected by conditions, or an absolute objective, independent of methods of
action, or an absolute evil; and at the same time we make all these words mean, successively or
simultaneously, anything whatsoever. " "... When empty words are given capital letters, then, on
the slightest pretext, men will begin shedding blood for them and piling up ruin in their name,
without effectively grasping anything to which they refer ... " " ... When a word is properly defined
it loses its capital letter and can no longer serve either as a banner or as a hostile slogan; it becomes
simply a sign, helping us to grasp some concrete objective, or method of activity. To clarify
thought, to discredit the intrinsically meaningless words, and to define the use of others by precise
analysis-to do this, strange though it may appear, might be a way of saving human lives."
*Of the 10,000-20,000 words that the average American knows, about 10% is slang, and it is
among that part of their vocabuary that they use the most (Newsweek, 11 July 94). One implication
is that if one takes people's slang away, one cripples their tongue.
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MODERNISTIC LANGUAGE DEGRADATION
*"Newspeak was the official language of Oceania and had been devised to meet the ideological
needs of Ingsoc, or English Socialism... The leading articles in the Times were written in it, but
this was a tour de force which could only be carried out by a specialist. It was expected that
Newspeak would have finally superseded Oldspeak (or Standard English, as we should call it) by
about the year 2050. Meanwhile it gained ground steadily, all Party members tending to use
Newspeak words and grammatical constructions more and more in their everyday speech. The
version in use in 1984, and embodied in the Ninth and Tenth Editions of the Newspeak dictionary,
was a provisional one, and contained many superfluous words and archaic formations which were
due to be suppressed later. It is with the final, perfected version, as embodied in the Eleventh
Edition of the dictionary, that we are concerned here.
"The purpose of Newspeak was not only to provide a medium of expression for the world-view
and mental habits proper to the devotees of Ingsoc, but to make all other modes of thought
impossible. It was intended that when Newspeak had been adopted once and for all and Oldspeak
forgotten, a heretical thought-that is, a thought diverging from the principles of Ingsoc=should be
literally unthinkable, at least so far as thought is dependent on words. Its vocabulary was so
constructed as to give exact and often very subtle expression to every meaning that a Party member
could properly wish to express, while excluding all other meanings and also the possibility of
arriving at them by indirect methods, This was done partly by the invention of new words, but
chiefly by eliminating undesirable words and by stripping such words as remained of unorthodox
meanings, and so far as possible of all secondary meanings whatever. To give a single example.
The word free still existed in Newspeak, but it could only be used in such statements as 'This dog
is free from lice' or 'This field is free from weeds.' It could not be used in its old sense of
'politically free' or 'intellectually free,' since political and intellectual freedom no longer existed
even as concepts ... " (from George Orwell (1949), Nineteen Ei2hty-Four).
Since the above was written (before 1949), many authorities have commented upon the fact that
there has been a degradation of language in the culture of modernism, and especially so since
roughly the 196Os. According to some scholars, the degeneration of a culture is immediately
manifest in the degeneration of its language. As we think about this, it should not be surprising.
And it certainly means that people should be much more sensitive to the degeneration in the
contemporary language idiom than they generally are, because it could be a revelation to them of
what is happening to their culture, and also help them to resist participating in, and contributing to,
this degeneracy.
The degeneration of language was also noted by the social critic and theologian Ivan Illich, who
apparently thought that Americans=and especially professionals-were the leaders in this process of
degradation, in speaking a peculiar idiom that is remarkably empty, meaningless and/or confusing,
and which he called "Uniquack." (Source information from Charles Mingle.)
Some people have referred to the modernistic way of talking in brief cliches as "talking in
bumper stickers."
Here is how Confucius warns us ("Confucius say") about confusion.
"If language is not used rightly,
then what is said is not what is meant.
If what is said is not what is meant,
then that which ought to be done
is left undone.
If it remains undone,
morals and art will be corrupted.
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If morals and art are corrupted,
justice will go awry.
And if justice goes awry,
the people will stand about in helpless confusion."
Confucius also said that calling things by their right names is the beginning of wisdom.
*Unfortunately, the modernistic values of individualism and sensualism together have been
contributing to the development of a peculiar new idea of what language is and should be. Namely,
it is now becoming, essentially, "whatever I want it to be," so that words are given very
idiosyncratic meanings, which renders communication almost impossible.
Obviously, if everybody defines everything the way they want to, and in addition, changes their
own definitions all the time, a "tumult of many voices," a breakdown in communication occurs for
which the original biblical word "babel" is totally appropriate. Imagine a science of chemistry where
one person says "lead" when referring to gold, another says "chlorine" when referring to lead,
another says "gold" when referring to chlorine, etc.
Words are like coins: They get their value from an agreement among their "users" as to what
they are worth and what they can "buy," i.e., what they stand for. If people no longer believe that
a coin has value, the person who possesses such coins possesses something that has very little value.
*Some authorities have noted that more and more Americans are losing the ability to talk.
They talk in part-sentences, part-words, interspersers ("you know," "like"), and obscenities.
According to some studies, there has been a decline in the vocabulary and correct grammar in
the US population, even ignoring the foreign-born.
"The language we have now has suffered damage wholesale, the faults encountered come not
as single spies but in battalions ... : words misunderstood or misapplied, idioms distorted,
prepositions used at random, jargon and imagery blanketing thought, neologisms proliferating
without need, grammar and syntax defied to no purpose." (Jacques Barzun, cited in Science,
17/2/95).
A FEW LANGUAGE TRAPS & DEGRADATION STRATEGIES
Below, we briefly discuss a few of many types of language traps and modes of language
degradation that are of special importance to the language about societally devalued human conditions
and classes.
Hidden Assumptions
Everything humans do is ultimately based on assumptions--i.e., beliefs--about what is true,
right, what people need, what "works," etc. This includes language. Epistemologists have firmly
established that all statements about knowledge eventually boil down to faith, belief, or assumptions.
Therefore, a first step to avoid getting trapped by language is to analyze its underlying
assumptions, images, or messages. These are often very hidden. For instance, one would scrutinize
all phrases and idioms--often those associated with movements and crazes--especially when they are
new and when they become popular, to see what their underlying assumptions are. Relatedly, if
language reflects assumptions that one would reject as invalid or immoral, then one should not adopt
that language.
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A prime example of how language reflects assumptions is found in a plan drawn up by the
president of the American College of Obstetricians and Gynecologists to reduce the "need for
abortion." Any such plan thus already starts on the assumption that there is such a "need" to begin
with (Medical Tribune, 18/6/86).
Further, an examination of the assumptions underlying the use of the term "dying" should raise
suspicions, because after all, who alive is not dying? And why would people be said to be dying
when they will live for years more?
Violations of "Face Value"
Any use of language that is inconsistent with its "face value" or "face validity" is mighty
tricky. "Face value" refers to what a term appears to mean or signify "on its face." This is often
the dictionary definition, or the main dictionary definition, or the way in which most people use the
word in most contexts. When terms are used in ways that are intended to convey a new,
unsuspected meaning, or even one that is actually the opposite of the term's face value, then this is
a very bad sign.
An example of language violating face value would be to call the members of a social group
that meets for fellowship and companionship "self-advocates." To the ordinary, uninitiated person,
the term "self-advocate" would convey something other than having fun with other people in a social
club, and merely being present, or even participating, in social meetings would not be seen as
equivalent to advocating for oneself.
Code Langua~e
Code language mayor may not be a language degradation, and mayor may not be meant to
be deceptive. A language can be said to have become "code" when those who use it intend that
additional meanings besides the "face value" meaning are to be conveyed, and that those who hear
or read it will pick up these meanings, or that only certain members of an audience (i.e., an "in
group") should be able to apprehend the meaning.
Sometimes, a kind of code language is needed, in order to convey information quickly and
efficiently to an in-group. Thus, the military has a kind of code language, and many business
sectors and crafts have their own code language.
People are often mistaken in thinking that any language that is not very simple must have
hidden code meanings. But language can be high-brow and at the same time very clear and
consistent with truth and reality. We think that the term Social Role Valorization is a good example.
However, we need to be very clear that the problem with code language when it is unnecessary
is that it confuses rather than clarifies things, and may even be deceptive.
An example of the invention of deceptive code language and slogans (see below) was the
meeting of the pro-abortion leaders in the US in the early 1970s, in which they concocted an entire
vocabulary that was to be used to promote abortion, among which was the word "choice" as a code
for abortion. This meeting has sometimes been called the Wannsee conference of the abortion
movement, in reference to the conference in Wannsee, Germany, in which the killing of the Jews




Sloganeering is a sibling to code language, in that it tries to reduce even the most complex or
high-level issues to catchy sound bites that appeal to emotion rather than reason. Examples are
"better dead than red," "every child a wanted child," calling something that affects everybody a
"women's issue," etc. Already as early as 1835, Alexis de Tocqueville, in Democracy in America,
noted that Americans were "slaves to slogans" (Smithsonian, 4/96, p. 41).
Mystification
Mystification is also a sibling of code language, in that it uses a discourse (or other practice)
that is more complicated than necessary, or implies that more knowledge is needed than is the case
in order to understand an issue or a skill. This lends power to the mystifier.
*A survey was conducted in which 50 words, phrases, or acronyms were selected from a
sample of nuclear jargon. Only 2% of respondents could define the terms correctly. People who
had been in the armed forces could identify most of the terms, but even they could not interpret them
accurately. The vast majority of people did not even recognize that the terms had something to do
with nuclear war or policy. Instead, they thought that they referred to law, insurance, sports,
hobbies, or even sexual activities. (Gyi, 1984; source item from Martin Elks).
*Any language that clouds an issue rather than clarifies it, that leads to fuzzy thinking rather
than to clear analysis, that makes it difficult to even grasp let alone analyze issues, should be avoided
or suspected. Here would fall many mindless cliches and much of the language of moral relativism,
such as "there are no rights or wrongs, everything is relative," and "there are no abiding universal
principles against which things can be judged."
Euphemistic Detoxifying Discourse
A euphemism is the substitution of a mild or inoffensive expression for one that communicates
something unpleasant. Euphemisms are commonly used when the ordinary language of people
contains truths that are experienced as too unpleasant, or as simply unpleasant whether true or not.
Euphemisms can thus be a means of denial not only to others, but also oneself. Detoxification
makes something bad or evil look harmless or even positive, and can thus go beyond merely
flattening a message.
*Officials never kill, murder, or order their subordinates to do so. They execute, liquidate,
terminate with extreme prejudice, ethnically cleanse, achieve a final solution, or issue a Do Not
Resuscitate order. They never starve or rob people. They downsize, restructure, terminate benefits,
evaluate, and tell people that their situation is not covered in the regulations and that their papers
are not in order (J. Quinn Brisben, in Mouth, 1/97, p. 54).
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*A US training manual for training Third World rightists used the expression "targeting
informants, public officials and other leaders" for "desired effect," meaning assassination (Syracuse
Record, 13/1/92).
*The Soviet KGB had been working on a brainwashing technique called "acoustic psycho-
correction" (Time, I March 93).
*During the Nixon administration, much fun was poked at the peculiar imperial language used,
such as announcing that previous statements were "inoperative." The administration of Syracuse
University also came up with a humdinger of a Nixonian phrase. Contemplating the likelihood of
having to reduce in scope and down-phase the university due to a decline of college-age students,
it has been talking about "disassociation of resources," by which it means getting rid of staff (i.e.,
"human resources").
*A few years ago, the US State Department announced that it will no longer refer to "killings"
in its reports on the status of human rights around the world, but to "unlawful or arbitrary
deprivations of life. "
*In Vietnam, killing civilians became "collateral damage."
*Being shelled by one's own side has been called "incontinent ordnance" by the Pentagon.
*In South Africa, the army had a special arm, called the Civil Cooperation Bureau, whose
function was to harass, intimidate, and if need be assassinate political, labor and religious leaders
who were opposed to apartheid (USN&WR, 19/3/90).
*It is almost entirely unknown that the domestic operations of the US CIA were carried out
(maybe still are) by an organization called the National Collection Division, while its clandestine arm
was called the Foreign Resources Division. We could hardly finish dictating this item from
laughing.
*A euphemism for sterilization, proposed by the US government, is "advanced fertility
management" (DeMarco, 1982, p. 34).
*Ever since women joined the military, the term "obstacle course" (in basic training) has been
fading away in favor of the term "confidence course."
*In a street drug killing case in Syracuse, the prosecution spoke in terms of rival street gangs,
while the defense referred to the different actors in the case as "members of rival groups" (SRI,
12/12/90).
*There was a time when one had sex, fornicated, debauched, raped, masturbated, committed
bestiality, or whatever. However, around the mid-1970s, all that changed as people began instead
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to engage in "sexual expression." Together with the advent of this "verbal expression" came the
phrasing that people had a "right to sexual expression." Even the churches began to use this jargon.
Relatedly, "having an active sex life" has replaced "being promiscuous."
*A grand example of detoxifying "term-hopping" are the words used to signify soldiers'
response to modern war. In WWI it was "shell shock," in WWII "battle fatigue," in Korea
"operational exhaustion," and in Vietnam and since, "post-traumatic stress syndrome." Since the
latter has been around so long, we can expect a new phrase no later than the next war that is not a
walk-over.
*The British meat industry noted with approval that with bloodless supermarket packaging,
fewer and fewer of the younger consumers had a clear concept that meat comes from animals. In
order to further disarm the animal rights movement and its efforts to turn people into vegetarians,
it asked butchers to change their names, get rid of such words as "slaughter house" and "abattoir,"
and avoid being seen in blood-splattered aprons.
*Gyi (1984) mentions and documents a number of linguistic strategies that have been used by
the ruling circles in the US to detoxify and de-emotionalize gruesome realities, such as the nuclear
arms race, that ordinarily could be expected to arouse opposition. Among these were the following.
"Domestication," as hy referring to nuclear weapons as "Little Boy" and "Fat Man," or using
acronyms such as FEMA, LODE, ALL, TEL, PAL, SAM, and so on that have familiar and/or
positive connotations.
Use of anesthetizing terminology, as exemplified by "stabilized mutual deterrence," "finite
deterrence systems," "vertical proliferation," "flexihle response policy," "tolerable inferiority," and
"counter-value policy."
Application of outdated language to current events. For instance, the term "defense" used to
have a different meaning in the past, but now really means deterrence via the threat of retaliation
and total annihilation. The phrases "massive defensive shield" or "nuclear defensive umbrella"
create illusions of security when, in fact, there are no longer any shields or umbrellas hut only a
balance of terror. "Nuclear stalemate" projects an image of static deadlock.
Outright positive meanings may be suggested for terrihle realities hy terms such as "humane
homb program," "window of opportunity," "flexihle response policy," "Operation Sunshine" for a
hydrogen bomb test, "liberating villages" for killing its civilian inhabitants, "saving towns" for
destroying them, and so on. (Gyi, 1984; source item from Martin Elks.)
*The Federal Emergency Management Agency (fascinatingly abbreviated to FEMA) has been
testing course materials in 22 states to help children from kindergarten to high school to learn "to
protect themselves in a wide range of natural and manmade disasters"--including nuclear ones. The
impact of radiation exposure is explained as "somewhat analogous to sunlight-dong exposure in one
day can be harmful, while the same total exposure distributed over a few weeks produces a nice tan n
(Common Cause, 3/4/84).
*Even the tiniest particle of plutonium can cause cancer in humans. At an operating nuclear
power reactor, a radioactive waste tank was found connected to the drinking water system. An
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investigation termed the coupling "poor practice." A quantity of plutonium was found in the mud
of the Erie Canal near a government nuclear facility in Ohio. A spokesperson said that "This comes
as a complete surprise. "
*The US Environmental Protection Agency no longer uses the term "acid rain," but calls it
"wet deposition," which makes serious pollution sound more like a gentle and soothing steaming up
of a window (source information from Oxana Metiuk).
*A Toronto funeral director (calling himself a vice president) explained the services of his
funeral business. He noted that "people are called upon to make funeral arrangements either when
a death has occurred or in advance of need." Funerals were referred to as "a funeral experience."
For people who no longer consider "a traditional funeral service appropriate for the survivors of the
deceased, we have introduced a concept known as 'the life appreciation service'." One cannot help
wondering whether they would also arrange for an orgy if this is what the survivors considered
appropriate to celebrate the death of a loved one with. He also reassured readers that "our needs
for cemetery land can be met well into the 22nd century," and that cemeteries today have taken on
a whole array of beneficial uses such as jogging, cycling, historical research, the study of wild life
and many rare examples of botanical life, and the conversion of carbon dioxide into oxygen.
"Today's funeral director is well educated, highly trained and available on a 24-hour basis." The
whole article gyrated about severely in efforts to avoid references to anyone dying, or being dead
or deceased, etc. This accounted for peculiar phrasing such as "should a situation of destitution
arise ... " your government will pay, rather than saying "if the deceased was destitute." People do
not die, but "death occurs." Interestingly, this particular funeral business also operates a 200-acre
private zoo, and provides support to all sorts of senior citizen activities. As part of Senior Citizens
Week, the funeral home will transport senior citizens free from the town to the zoo. Upon reading
that, one can only hope that it won't bury them there, and make it a multi-purpose trip.
*Used cars are now commonly sold as "pre-owned," but who would want to eat "pre-chewed"
food?
*A proper response to detoxification is "corrective retoxification." This means that one uses
language that fully reveals what the awful thing at issue really is. For instance, prescription mind
drugs should not be called "medication" but "physician-prescribed dope."
A~l!fandizin2 Euphemization
A slight variation on using euphemisms is aggrandizing euphemication (h... , this is a language
issue, so why should I not coin new words when everybody else is doing it?). The strategy here is
to take something lowly or mundane and interpret it in ways that make it sound glorious.
*Every employer of more than a handful of people used to have a personnel officer, or even
department. Since about the early 1980s, this function was renamed "human resources." This is
particularly ironic in the marketplace of the last 15 years in which ruthless "downsizing" has
destroyed whatever unilateral or bilateral loyalty used to exist between employers and employees.
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*The women housekeepers of the priests in Italy have launched a campaign for rights, and the
very first right they demanded was to be called not housekeepers, but "clerical domestic manageress"
(source material from Peter Millier, 6/92).
*In the Dilbert cartoon, the "Dignity Enhancement Program" was a campaign by management
to get "employees to feel good about themselves while they work harder for less money" (SHJ,
26/8/94).
Positive (Craze) Term Piracy
A common practice is to try to ride the coattails of the language associated with something that
people generally view positively. The pirating of the term "choice" (as in choice apples) into a code
word for abortion is an example. Human service examples will be given later.
*Weaver (1953) gave us an analysis of the rhetoric prevalent in a particular society at a
particular time. It includes a certain number of terms which are intended to stand for things that are
so widely positively regarded that he has called them "god terms." Examples from our society might
include "progress," "science," and "facts." More recent examples might include "computerized,"
"diversity," "self-determination," "choice," and "empowerment."
On the other extreme, a society's rhetoric also has certain "devil terms." Until recently, these
would have included "communism." More recent examples might be "exclusive," "dogmatic,"
"sexist," and so on.
Deceptive Toxification/Dys.phemization
The opposite of corrective detoxification is to give something good a bad image so as to make
it look very bad. Here is an example. At one time, not having sex outside of marriage was
described in terms such as chastity, fidelity, purity and morality. Now, the term "abstinence" is
being applied to it, which gives it a rather negative connotation, evoking an image similar to that
of a meat-eater desperately trying to abstain from meat on Fridays. Perhaps the modernists will be
calling it "fasting" next. Another example is that in the idiom of modernism, a spouse who loves
the other spouse despite that party's shortcomings and offenses is no longer said to be loving deeply
or heroically, or to be long-suffering, but to be "addicted" to the other person. The implication is
that a sane person would not be steadfast in love in adversity, and that this kind of insanity can be
cured by professional experts.
CERTAIN CONTEMPORARY SOCIETAL & CULTURAL DOMAINS
IN WHICH IDEOLOGIES PRODUCE LANGUAGE DEGRADATION
We will look fearlessly at four cultural domains in which vigorous ideologies have been major
generators of language degradation: the political correctness (PC) culture, the culture of assertion
among racial minorities, the culture of feminism, and the media and entertainment culture, with
special reference to obscenity.
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The Discourse of the Political Correctness Culture
The political correctness (PC) culture, and the mentality (mostly liberal) that preceded it, has
been a powerful factory of irrationalities, insanities, and hence also language degradation, especially
in respect to societally devalued conditions and people.
*Here is a (liberal's) garden of PC vocabulary.
Womyn: female adults.
Waitron: a person of any sex who waits on tables.
Humankind: the collective human race.
Herstory: the study of womyn's affairs.
Heightism: discrimination against short people.
Weightism: bias against fat people.
Ableism: prejudice against the handicapped.
The South: poor countries.
Insensitive: not PC.
*One hallmark of this mentality is the denial of basic realities of human nature. One kind of
language that makes war against one of the most fundamental human realities is to define the
appreciation of bodily beauty as "Iookism." The foolish anti-Iookists might as well command the
tides to retreat.
*The way people differentiate members of their own group from everyone else can be quite
bizarre. For instance, in the United States, a person with an Italian name but only one Italian great-
grandparent may be perceived as Italian-American, and may perceive him/herself that way, At least
a third of Americans are of German descent, but hardly anyone is ever considered, or called,
German-American. (See the later section on racial discourse.)
Some minority groups impose their own classifications on those of their own people who do
not want to be so classified, and who in fact resist such identification. For instance, starting in the
late 1980s, some openly homosexual people began engaging in an activity they call "outing," which
means that they announced that certain persons are homosexual who had hidden or controlled their
homosexuality. Sometimes, a person who is not homosexual gets outed as homosexual because the
homosexual "outers" want to persecute or punish that person--perhaps even because that person is
known to believe that homosexuality is a disorder, or that homosexual acts are sinful.
Another example is the defmition of "alcoholic." Most people would judge as alcoholic what
appears to be a drunken "bum" on the street, even though the person may only be on a one-time
binge. In contrast, an upper-class person of positive appearance who is thoroughly dependent on
alcohol might not be identified as such. Yet further, members of Alcoholics Anonymous will define
themselves as alcoholic even if they have not had an alcoholic drink for 40 years.
*Terms such as Yankee, Republican, Democrat, redneck and wetback have all been used
derogatorily, to say nothing of several ten thousand other words, including "father," "mother" and
"pope," whence the Protestants' much-loved term "popery" derives. But according to the PCers,
one may no longer refer to wetbacks, and hence also not even to "reverse wetbacks," which refers
to hundreds of thousands of Yanks working in Mexico without a work permit, or even entrance
permit.
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*In recent years, one way to say something positive about something that was formerly viewed
negatively has been to say that one "celebrates" it. Thus, we have heard of celebrations of
"differentness," "multiculturalism," "differently abledness," "being gay," etc. Being logical, we are
trying to "celebrate" root canals, sciatica, arthritis, tiredness, and being burglarized. We urge others
to celebrate muggings, unemployment, heart attacks and cancer.
*One thing that has struck us about the diversity insanity is that the phrase "multi-cultural" is
widely applied to individuals rather than to phenomena or events. In other words, a person will be
said to "be multi-cultural" rather than that a festivity, gathering or event is multi-cultural. How
much this then is a code phrase becomes apparent when one considers that hardly any of us are not
multi-cultural in some way or another. The term "multi-cultural" has also begun to acquire a code
meaning of "minority." A good example is the new phrase "multi-cultural education." On the face
of it, one would interpret it to mean being educated abID!t multiple cultures or in multiple cultures,
but it has been used to mean such things as educating students from several cultures, or even only
"African-American" students (e.g., Exceptional Children, 11192).
*In the 1960s and 1970s, many universities established so-called minority affairs committees
or offices, but now the PC culture dictates that the name "seems to be outdated" (as a 1992 Syracuse
University document put it, and we certainly would not want to seem outdated!), shifting to more
PC versions such as "committee on diversity and multiculturalism."
*As in the case of "multi-cultural," the terms "diverse" and "diversity" have acquired very
distinctive code meanings. Initially, a collectivity was said to be diverse, but it meant that it had
members from several subcultures, and not that it was diverse in the traditional dictionary meaning
in respect to zillions of other characteristics. Also, a group that is said to be "culturally diverse"
does not have diversity of levels of being cultured, or of levels of knowing the arts, but as having
members from several cultures. In fact, the members may actually share the very same culture and
be merely of different skin shades! Next, individual persons, and even settings, were said to be
diverse. Depending on the context, "diversity" might refer to women or femaleness, in others to
homosexual people, and in yet others to people labelled "black," and less frequently to other non-
Caucasian racial groups. Only a few years ago, the phrase "diverse older women" would have
meant something entirely different than it does today (~, 1994, p. 132). Apparently, the one group
that is never referred to as "diverse" is heterosexual Caucasian males, even in contexts where they
are very diverse or excluded.
*In 1995, we first ran across the phrase, "linguistically diverse students" (~, 10/95). Would
one formerly have spoken of multilingual students, or of classes in which not all the children could
speak English?
*A 1994 article was entitled, "Mathematics: Educational Tools for Diverse Learners." Not
only is "diverse" here a code word, but there is an implication that math for diverse learners is very
different from math for nondiverse ones. It reminds us of records being sold in the 1960s of "music
for handicapped children. "
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*If told there was a course entitled "Teaching and Curriculum in Diverse Classrooms," most
of us would have thought until recently that this had something to do with learning how to deal with
different types of classrooms-but of course, in today's code language culture, it has an entirely
different meaning, namely, that it is the children who are "diverse." But even this does not mean
that they are not all the same, but that either at least some of them are handicapped or from different
racial backgrounds.
*No wonder people become schizophrenic or develop multiple personalities if they come to
believe that being diverse is better than not being diverse, and that in order "not to seem outdated, "
they better become diverse. The TIPS editor thanks his lucky stars for being diverse even before
coming to the US, and prior to the PC era.
*Some social workers have deemed the word "gangs" to be prejudicial, and instead refer to
"street organizations" (Newsweek, 17/3/97). Would members of an Inuit juvenile gang in the far
north permafrost Yukon be called a "street organization"?
*"Poor" is out in PC land in favor of "lower income."
*The bad news is that there is much drug dealing going on in California, but the good news
(learned from Time, 18/11/91) is that it is a "multi-cultural enterprise."
*In 1991, we first ran across the phrase and construct of "cultural competence." On the face
of it, one would think it referred to being competent in one's culture, or to being competent about
culture: the arts, music, etc. However, the way it is used, it refers to being knowledgeable about,
and positively inclined to, the cultures of many minority groups in one's society, and above all to
non-Western racial and ethnic minority groups. If one does not agree with what is PC on the latest
race or ethnicity issues, one falls short of "cultural proficiency" or even "cultural competence," and
"needs education."
*While Iraq was perpetrating endless massive atrocities around 1990, all the PC culture could
do was protest that the Iraqi UN ambassador had referred to "pygmies" (Globe & Mail, 22/9/91).
*In 1997, we noticed for the first time that a TV program--probably in an exercise of cultural
competence--consistently avoided speaking of "the Chinese," "the Japanese," etc., but instead used
the constructions "persons from China," and "Japanese persons." So we are not supposed to say
things like "the English drink vastly more stout than Americans," but "persons from England drink
vastly more stout than American persons." Dear Reader: do you really believe that these persons
will fly?
*A USN&WR columnist (28/5/90) noted the hypocritical inconsistency in current PC language
police practices. A college student may be called up on academic charges for using the word
"bitch," while a rap group on the same campus may use hundreds of the most awful words for
women, and recommend "musically" that women should be raped, mutilated and killed, and
everybody will invoke a first amendment free speech privilege. While a student can be reviewed
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for expulsion for commenting in class that perhaps some day, homosexuality might be cured, stage
comics on the same campus can rattle off "faggot" jokes with impunity--as long as it is clear that
it is part of a public performance.
*In PC circles, it has become almost de ri~eur to characterize people who consider
homosexuality to be an objective disorder as "homophobic." This is of course the grossest form of
both deception and calumny, because (a) homo means "human," and (b) any number of disapprovals
of what other people think, do or act would certainly not be characterized as "phobic," which means
being afraid of. People who disapprove of communism cannot necessarily be characterized as
"communismphobic," and people who disapprove of capitalism cannot be characterized as
"capitalismphobic." However, the PC crowd virtually insists that any dissent with the position that
homosexuality is a condition or action mode equal to, or even preferable to, heterosexuality must
constitute "homophobia."
*A Methodist husband and his Jewish wife were referred to as "an interfaith couple" (SHJ,
23/11/96). This is little improvement over the previous howler, "a mixed marriage."
*One translation of the Christian Bible (Contemporary English Version) reworded or omitted
all passages that might be offensive to Jews. Even where Christ pronounces his "woes," "woe to
you scribes and Pharisees, hypocrites ... ", it becomes "you Pharisees and teachers of the law of
Moses are in for trouble."
People who want to know what the Bible actually said had better hold onto their old
translations. The trend to rewrite the Bible into modem feeling tones and ideologies actually began
years ago, even before the PC translation craze, when passion and expressivity began to be edited
out of the Bible. For instance, the passage in Luke (1:41) that said that the baby "leapt" in
Elizabeth's womb got flattened out to the baby "stirring." Now, all references to the divinity in
male terms are being edited away, even where the original used unequivocal male terminology.
(Surprisingly, we have not run across one serious proposal to correct male imagery in reference to
the Biblical demons, i.e., to reinterpret them as female or neuter.) Recent PC translations of the
Bible have also eliminated the phrase "the right hand," lest left-handed people might feel slighted.
Thus, Christ no longer "sits at the right-hand of the Father," but "sits at the mighty hand of the
Father-Mother." In other words, things that were formerly left to interpretation, footnotes and
teaching, are now converted into content-changing editing.
This trend runs parallel to the one of eliminating classical works of literature from library
shelves because they do not meet today's ideological tests. Some people are even going
systematically around libraries and stealing works that would reveal what some of their very own
hero figures had done. For instance, pro-abortion and sex libertarian people are systematically
stealing one of the early books of Margaret Sanger (the mother of birth control, and to a lesser
degree of libertarian sex as well) from public libraries because the book reveals her rabid social
Darwinism and genocidal attitudes. Yet further, some people are systematically rewriting children's
books, not only changing the language but also the plots.
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All of this is terribly reminiscent of George Orwell's novel Nineteen Eighty-Four where the
government engaged a large number of people to systematically keep rewriting old newspapers in
order to conform with the most recent governmental policies. We can probably expect something
like this to happen next as well, as well as the rewriting of adult classics.
*There are even Bible translations into languages of non-existing people, namely, into Klingon,
probably in anticipation of future diversity. One problem has been that Klingon, being designed by
media liberals, has no concept of, or word for, God. (AP in SlU, II Jan 94).
*The United Church in Canada decided to no longer use the term "missionary," considering
it paternalistic and colonial, and instead switched to the rather peculiarly modernistic technocrat
term, "overseas personnel" (Globe & Mail, 28/9/91). We assume that this means that from now on,
people will have to have sex in the overseas personnel position.
*In 12/91, we heard the Nutcracker ballet referred to for the first time as a "Hanukkah classic."
This will come as astonishing news to most Jews.
*The politically correct medical research culture shies away from talking about promiscuity
within the "gay" culture, and instead speaks of "a high rate of partner acquisition" (Science, 3/3/95).
Very sensitive!
*We are rather amused by the term "insensitive" being applied to all sorts of acts of real or
alleged differentism. The term may be applied for the slightest hint of an improper PC phrasing
vis-a-vis a minority or alleged victim group, all the way to a brutal racist physically violent attack
on another person. "Sensitive" means putting things the way the group at issue wants it to be or be
said.
*When people nowadays do not like something someone said about them or somebody else,
they commonly announce that they are "outraged" or "deeply offended." For instance, if a soldier
were said to be shell-shocked, he/she might claim to be deeply offended or outraged at not being
said to "have post-traumatic stress syndrome." Such discourse is particularly common from PC
people.
*What the TIPS editor finds especially offensive is when the PCers rewrite, edit, and correct
pre-PC texts and discourse, the way Big Brother did in Nineteen Eighty-Four. An example on US
TV of 1990s PC idiom being frequently retrojected into discourse from the Wild West days is the
show "Doctor Quinn, Medicine Woman." If one knows one's history, this is hilarious; but most
people today are historically illiterate, and not sophisticated about language, and really believe that
people of early days used terms and phrases invented or popularized since the 1960s. Worst of all,
we ran into one example where an academic discourse of 1871, though cited in Q.Uotationmarks, had
obviously had 1990s politically correct terms inserted.
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*Few people know that one can also be politically incorrect in sign language. English sign
language for the deaf indicates a "Jew" by making a hooked nose sign, "Chinese" by pulling one's
eyelids back with one's forefingers, and "homosexual" by a limp wrist motion. (The Chinese were
not offended; after all, their sign for Westerner is to describe circles around the eyes.) Pressures
to change signs such as the above have been put on deaf people in England by PC TV broadcasters
who have to dub sign on their broadcasts, but the deaf have always resisted having hearing people
tell them what to do (Silent News, 10/94). (After all, this is "a deaf people's issue. ") The conflict
between having the deaf "self-determine," and doing PC broadcasting, could send many a UK media
PCer to the booby hatch.
*There was political correctness even before the term was coined. For instance, at one time,
it was not polite to use the word "rape." News reports commonly used the euphemism "criminal
assault" instead. Not surprisingly, one newspaper wrote that a rape victim had cried out "help! I'm
being criminally assaulted," when she had actually cried out, "help! I'm being raped!" (USN&WR,
10 Sept. 90). Many of the language absurdities related to devalued human conditions are of a
similar category.
*We need to keep in mind that in different societies and times, different things are politically
incorrect. When Islam ruled supreme in Turkey, the word "hat" (for men's hats) was associated
with infidel customs, and the press never used it but instead referred to it as "head cover with a
brim," or "protector from sunshine." Moslem men wore headcovers, of course, but these were
either a turban or a fez (Smithsonian, 3/96, p. 120). A contemporary example is what is happening
in China, where factories and business enterprises are being privatized, but where the word
"privatization" is unmentionable because it is, literally, politically incorrect (Time, 22/9/97). We
could learn much from these examples if we could only see the parallels to our current PC practices
and language censorships, especially in respect to devalued human conditions and people.
*In French, PC people may be called the "bien pensant intelligentsia, " i.e., the "well-thinking"
or "right-thinking" intelligentsia.
Problematic, Ridiculous or PC Language About Racial Differences
*The National Urban League was started in 1910 to help Negroes resettle from the US South
to the North. It never mentioned race terms but discoursed in terms of "poor" and "minorities," lest
it lose support (SHJ, 8 July 92).
*During the 1960s era of consciousness-raising about racial prejudice in the United States, a
great deal was published that underlined that almost all the words that stand for blackness or
darkness carried negative connotations, while those that stand for whiteness or brightness carried
positive ones. For instance, Davis (1969) found 134 synonyms for the word white or whiteness, 44
of which had positive meanings, while only 10 had negative implications, and even these of a
generally mild sense, such as ashen, white-wash, etc. In contrast, 60 of the 126 synonyms for black
or blackness were distinctly unfavorable, and none of them were positive. Furthermore, words
formed in combination with black also generally have negative connotations, such as blackball,
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blackmail, black market, etc. Such findings were interpreted to mean that the language associated
with terms for lightness and darkness was itself designed to express and support racial prejudices.
However, recently, it has been found that the language referring to blackness and darkness carries
negative connotations virtually all over the world, even in cultures where everybody has been dark-
skinned, and thus represents a true human universal. It is now thought that this language has
something to do with night and day, because prior to the advent of modem lighting, night time put
human beings at a great disadvantage in any number of ways, as by reducing working and hunting
time, and increasing the risk of predation by animals and enemies.
*Please. please. please let me know what my next craze is to be! Living in the South in the
1950s, the TIPS editor risked life and limb by respectfully using the term "Negro" instead of its
corruption, or the word "colored" that was the then neutral and PC term. The TIPS editor never
started using the word "black" for people who previously demanded to be called Negro, when
"black" began to be seen to be the preferable term, even though the term "colored" was then also
still widely used by the people who were called that, and still is in expressions such as "persons of
color," or Women of Color Press, a publisher's name. It is virtually forgotten today that as recently
as the mid-1960s, the man who called himself Malcolm X used the word "Negro," a word also used
by M. L. King until he died. Time also used the word Negro at least as late as 1968. It was only
during the 1970s that the term Negro was gradually dropped in news reporting in favor of black.
Reportedly, it was the style books of the Associated Press and United Press International that were
largely responsible for the sudden switch in the larger US culture from the word "Negro" to "black"
(Disability Ra2, 5/85). Before that, there really was no preferred name to Negro, and the term
black was considered insulting, and also virtually unheard of as a noun. In fact, until about 1950,
"black" was used as a dirty epithet in the then "colored" community in the US. When one "black"
called another "black" "black," this was a ~ helli, until the "black power" movement virtually
forced (via threat of violence or vicious verbal attack) the "black" community (almost overnight--
excuse us, from one day to the next) to embrace the epithet as a badge of honor. The author of We
Were Always Free (1992), the story of his African-American family that was free since 1758, used
the word "Negro," because his ancestors would have considered "black" a slur. Virtually everybody
else capitulated to the perversion of calling people "black" regardless of their skin color. But one
of the reasons not to do so is that logic would require that most people of Asian ancestry be then
called yellow, of North American ancestry "brown," of North European ancestry "pale," etc.--all
regardless of their ~ skin color. Many "black" people are very light-skinned, but have Negroid
features. Some have hardly any Negroid features nor dark skin, and in fact, look as "white" as most
"whites," more than many "whites," and "whiter" than the TIPS editor, which is one reason he kept
choking on the word black, especially when the "black" person looked at was blonde and blue-eyed.
Further, among all these groups, there are albinos ("pale whites"). In May 1983, a Louisiana court
held that a person with as little as 1/32 of "Negro blood" is "legally black." As a result, a woman
who would be considered Caucasian by unsuspecting observers was designated as "black" on her
birth certificate. But interestingly, the definition of "white" is peculiarly elusive. Having one
"white" great-grandparent would hardly ever qualify someone as "white"--in fact, probably not even
having three "white" grandparents!
The antidiscrimination regulators in the US have also adopted a rule that one belongs to a
disadvantaged racial or ethnic class if only one among one's 8 great-grandparents was. At least that
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is the way it goes when one applies for jobs that for antidiscrimination purposes must prove that they
are not discriminating against "blacks." To illustrate how funny all this can get, a number of
firemen in Boston who were really of Irish origin claimed to be "black" because they had a "black"
great-grandmother (apparently untrue). Even though they flunked the firefighter exam, they were
hired and worked for 10 years under antidiscrimination provisions, and were even considered for
promotion to lieutenant until they were found out (~, 31/ 10/88).
Nor does it make any sense to call people what they say (at the moment) they want to be
called. Maybe somebody (perhaps even a "victim group") wants to be called "shithead,"
Dummkopf, or something no one else can pronounce; if one were PC, one would have to comply!
Imagine, if you will, that there existed a people whose ears and eyes were shaped like stars.
Imagine further that from a long history of oppression, and for political reasons, they demanded to
be called not the starry-eyed or starry-eared people, but the diamond-eyed and diamond-eared ones.
Imagine further that out of shame and guilt for having been oppressors for many years, and out of
fear of being judged "politically incorrect, " the round-eyed and oblong-eared people capitulated and
called the starry-eyed people diamond-eyed, because they demanded it.
And then we are still left with what to call people who really are an unmistakable skin color,
such as perhaps purple, or zebra-striped? What shall we call zebra-striped people of North American
ancestry, in distinction to those of African ancestry?
Today, in the real world, we are faced with many analogous phenomena (not only in respect
to race), as exemplified by this amusing vignette. A 5-year old girl reported to her mother that "a
little brown girl" had pinched her at school. The mother told her daughter that it was better to refer
to such people as black or Blacks, whereupon the daughter replied that the little girl who had
pinched her was not black, she was brown, that there were lots of people at her school who were
different shades of brown, and that if her mother didn't believe it, then she should come to school
and see that they were not black. This child's perception of reality was correct, yet she was being
socialized--like most of the rest of the larger culture--into using a language that is not consonant with
perceptual reality. No good can be expected to come of that.
During the late 1980s, the people who craft ideas and terms that account for peculiar situations
like those above decided that "black" people in America should be called Afro-Americans, even
though most other Americans are not labelled by the country of some of their ancestors, especially
not if their ancestors came to America several hundred years ago. Who would call New Englanders
from old families there Anglo-Americans?
Also, not everyone of dark skin is of African descent. People in the US whose dark skin
derives from ancestors from Arabia, India, Australia or Indonesia may now nonetheless be called
Afro-Americans, and thereby have their identity denied and falsified,
Jesse Jackson (who used to speak of Negroes himself not long ago, in the early 1970s) and
other prominent leaders came out rather suddenly with the demand that people formerly called worse
things than colored, then colored, and then black should now be termed "African-American,"
arguing that the rationale for the term "black" is "baseless" (Newsweek, 2 January 89)--exactly what
the TIPS editor has always argued, and got persecuted for.
US Supreme Court Justice Thurgood Marshall (who was "black" but not very black) finally
came "clean" (white?) in 10/89 and admitted that he had never like the word "black," and would
henceforth use "Afro-American." Jesse Jackson had said (in 1988) that "Afro" sounded too much
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like a hairstyle, and preferred African-American, but Marshall said that Afro-American was in the
dictionary, and African-American was not (Time, 30/10/89).
We think that either Afro-American or African-American is less worse than "black" if it is
applied to dark-skinned Americans of African descent, but that Afro-American is (a) more natural
to pronounce, and (b) carries less of the implication that one was born in Africa. We may reconcile
ourselves to it as being least-worst, though it has no adequate parallelism to non Afro-Americans.
Euro-American sounds implausible, and is not always valid. "Greco-Arab-Swiss-Albanian
American" (after all, most Americans have multiple ethnic ancestors) would be logical, but also
hopeless. Who would even think of calling J. Edgar Hoover a Swish-English American, or any
number of people a German-American, unless they were first or second generation immigrants?
Also, where does it leave the dark-skinned people not in America, or who are not of African
descent, and European-Americans who are of very dark skin color (yes, there are such), and where
does it leave "white"-skinned or light-skinned Africans (Berbers, Egyptians, multi-generational
Caucasians in southern Africa, etc.)? In limbo, perhaps? But then, limbo is a heck of a lot better
than hell with its red hot and white-hot conditions.
*It has become clear that by deliberate but unexplicated policy decision, and apparently starting
I January 1990, ~ magazine has embraced the term "African-American" as its new PC term,
having abandoned the short-lived craze term "black." What will be next, and when? One thing is
fairly certain: If the people in the handicap and "People First" business had had their way, we
would probably have been speaking of "people with blackness," "people who are black, " and "people
who have been labelled black," and would now have to switch to "people with African-
Americanness," etc.
*There is irony in the fact that the members of the National Association for the Advancement
of Colored People (the name has never been changed) call each other just about everything except
"colored. "
*A PC priest in Harlem has redefined "Blackness" by declaring that anybody who is oppressed
is "black" (SRI., 2 March 92).
*Politically correct, as well as "black," visitors from the US to equatorial Africa are in for a
shock: the dark-skinned aboriginal inhabitants there will call them all indiscriminately "white," no
matter how "black" their skins are. With glee, we state our conviction that they deserve to have the
same type of word-game dished out to them that they had been dishing out to others. But then, as
the old dog joke has it, a lot of people are good at dishing it out but not very good at taking it.
Dark-skinned Africans are also scandalized by the "black" culture in the US, and look down on it.
They interpret African-American culture as still being a slave culture. When dark-skinned Africans
settle in the US, they usually become quite successful, like earlier immigration waves, regardless
of what discrimination they may encounter, which many earlier immigrant waves also did (SHA,
28/9/97).
*One of the highest officials of Syracuse University referred to "black" people (mostly youths)
who had been making trouble in the university area as "community people, " apparently because there
are several ghettoes near-by. This was a very clever way of avoiding being accused of racism if he
had spoken of "black delinquents."
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*Webster's dictionary (the main one used in the US) defined "nigger" as "a black person. A
member of any dark-skinned race--usually taken to be offensive"; and "now ranks as perhaps the
most offensive and inflammatory racial slur in English." The National Association for the
Advancement of Colored People stated in 10/97: "A 'nigger' is not a black person or a member of
a dark-skinned race as defined by Merriam-Webster. It is not a definition of a person's race, but
a derogatory word," and demanded a revision of the dictionary, or it would seek to have all Webster
dictionaries in the school boycotted (SID, 17/10/97). We can envision every special interest group
demanding its own vote on how dictionaries should define words of special interest to them.
*There once was a Negril Beach village in Jamaica, which for the sake of the tourist business
has been renamed Hedonism II--a vast improvement.
*Major parts of California are now like a foreign country, where one may be in a sea of people
who do not speak English, or speak it only in accents or brokenly. But ebonies was being taught
in 300 schools in 1997 (Newsweek, 13/1/97). Perhaps English will soon be outlawed in California.
*A "black" journalist said (Newsweek, 10 Feb. 97) that learning to speak and write "standard
English" has "empowered" her and opened a middle-class life for her. (Fortunately, she was taught
before S & F discourse-see further below-became normative.) Teaching ebony children ebonies
in response to PC pressure is a trick to keep these children in a slave culture and thus in the serf
class, just as the Afro-Africans are saying.
*An "afrocentrist" group in the US has been talking of the discipline of "blacology," but
apparently will soon have to change this to "Afroamericanology."
*PC has outlawed the term "slaves," and therefore, school books in New York State will only
admit to there having been "enslaved persons" in the antebellum South. This is supposed to
convince children that slavery was a condition into which people were forced, rather than a chosen
role like "gardener, cook or carpenter" (SHJ, 21/6/91).
*The great American classic, Huckleberry Finn by Mark Twain, has been banished from many
libraries and school curricula because of its non-PC language. So one reviewer (USN&WR,
22/4/91) composed this Huckleberry soliloquy. "Well, if I'm to tell the whole truth, I reckon I
should put in here that we is still banned from some classrooms. Mostly it's 'cause I called Jim,
Miss Watson's runaway slave, a 'nigger.' I called Jim a 'nigger' 'cause that's the way I was brung
up. You'll notice that I also helped him escape even though I'd been learned this was a bad sin-sand
I promised myself to 'go to hell' ruther than turn him in. What I done, the professors like to
explain, was spit on 'conventional morality' to follow my heart, which is what true morality's all
about, they says."
*An episode of "Murder She Wrote" on CBS TV in 1/96 was rather humorous. A "black"
man was the suspect in a crime, and mystery writer Jessica Fletcher gave a very detailed description
of him to a police officer, such as "dark hair and brown eyes," without ever communicating his
racial identity. However, in all likelihood, the program would have had no PC difficulties
describing someone as an "oriental" man, and probably not as a Martian, which certainly would have
facilitated a search for a Martian-looking suspect.
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*Some universities now have "diversity managers," which actually refers to personnel that
make sure that there is broad racial representation (USN&WR, 22/7/91).
*An absolutely phenomenal example of the current language insanities occurred in a passage
in a 7/90 issue of the Fresno ~ (Calif.). It stated that an earlier item about a Massachusetts budget
crisis had mentioned that new taxes would help to put Massachusetts "back in the African-
American," when it should have said "back in the black." (Clipping from various sources.) This
just goes to show what knee-jerk political correctness can accomplish. Quite likely, somebody had
a word processor or mindless editor who automatically converted all references to "black" into
"African-American." Once again, we are reminded of the endless rewriting of the earlier
newspapers by the propaganda people in the novel Nineteen Ei2hty-Four.
*We have always known that not all issues are white or Afro-American, but that many are salt
and pepper.
*A cover story by Time (10 June 91) on evil contained symbolic allusions to evil being black
(as in things being black or white). This elicited a storm of protest from readers who felt that it
fueled racism. According to this belief, we would also have to abolish the equation of yellow with
cowardice and red with fury. However, since there are no purple, blue (except the Tuaregs and
Picts) or green people, we can still talk about purple prose, blue words and being "green with envy."
However, there are "white" people, and in order to avoid interpreting them as better than people
interpreted as being of different hues, we should certainly no longer refer to things as being white
as the driven snow--but it would undoubtedly be permissible to speak of white lies, since whites are
so well-known as liars, especially among American reds.
*It recently occurred to us what good fortune the advent of xeroxing has been to people of
darker skin color, because for once, in doing copy work, dark is beautiful, while light or white is
simply unacceptable.
Gender Babble
*Now that the PC culture has endorsed so-called ebonies as a distinct language, feminists have
demanded that femonics also be recognized. Some people have likened it to a "dialect."
*Some feminists have begun to speak and write of wimin or womyn, apparently in an effort
to eradicate the references to those awful men embedded in the English word women.
*An Australian feminist (De long), in an effort to avoid presumably "sexist language," referred
to "pregnant persons." Apparently, she was applying the cliche of never mentioning "men" or
"women," but "personizing" everything, as if we might bump into pregnant men allover.
*We were struck by an interesting language development in liberal circles. Namely, young
females betweem perhaps 12 and 18 years of age are ordinarily referred to as "children" or
"teenagers" in the media--unless the discussion involving them has to do with having sex or being
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pregnant or having abortions. Then suddenly, these young females are referred to as "women."
This undoubtedly has to do with an earlier introduction of slogans to the effect of "women's right
to choose" and libertarians would feel awkward talking about a child's right to choose, so the
children are suddenly verbally transformed into women so that they can be subsumed under the
implied rationales of the abortion rhetoric.
*In one article, ~ referred to women being "disabled by pregnancy or childbirth." This
is curious language, actually used by feminists and the American Civil Liberties Union who compare
women who are pregnant or had babies to "other employees with disabilities." Another feminist
referred to "pregnancy and hernias as two temporary disabilities." One thing all this does is to
project a disease image on reproduction, about which one should not be surprised. Further, we can
contrast this usage with the strident efforts to denounce language that says that one is "confined" to
a wheelchair. If one is not confined by a wheelchair, then how could one speak about being disabled
by pregnancy and childbirth?
*In the movie "The Fly," a man's identity is merged with that of a housefly, and when he
mates with a woman, the question arises what their offspring will be like. In one scene, the
obstetrician delivers a 20-inch baby maggot which spews formic acid on its prey and devours it. No
wonder some women want pregnancy and childbirth treated as a "disability."
*In 3/92 we learned to our amazement that in certain academic PC circles, the term "mother
love" is definitely a no-no, and has been replaced by "care-giver love" (CP, 3/92).
*One group of feminists, called the Coalition for Reproductive Equality in the Work Place,
proclaimed that "the time has corne to acknowledge that women are different from men" (something
the TIPS editor and little children have actually always known).
*According to some language modernists, one no longer speaks about "males," but "people
with male genitals." Paradoxically, at the same time, it is a positive definite absolute in the PC
culture to refer to a man who for mental reasons pretends to be a woman as a "she." (Remember
that in modernism, things are what one wishes them to be.) Maybe if all men dressed as women,
this would solve all the PC problems with language with male referents.
*To PC feminists, when a male looks appreciatively at a member of the opposite sex, it is
"rape, " but the other way around is really irrelevant because no real woman would ever commit rape
with her eyes--at least not on a male. However, the Germans complain that what Americans do with
and to the German tongue constitutes "language rape." Now in our book, this is real rape!
*The PC crowd has begun to take exception to the use of the word "seminal" (in the sense of
something being tremendously important, the origin of a new idea or movement, etc.) as too
mannish. Accordingly and relatedly, a feminist professor now calls her seminars "ovulars." Next,
feminists may "ovarify" in courts, and "testimony" becomes "ovarimony" (John Leo, USN&WR,
2217191). However, it is apparently still permissible to speak of an event being "pregnant with
meaning. "
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*Freshstart. At some colleges, there are still sophomores (even though mores comes from
moros, foolish), juniors and seniors, but freshmen have become "first-year students," because fresh
boys, fresh girls, fresh persons, etc., were all deemed undesirable.
*Some feminists have made war against the word "manufacture" because it has a "man" in it,
even though that "man" comes not from the German root "man," but from the Latin manus, the
hand.
*There have been proposals that boycotts be replaced with girlcotts.
*It has also been proposed--hopefully tongue-in-cheek, but one never knows anymore--that a
man who has herpes should be said to have hispes, even in cases where he caught it from womyn
herselves. And while it is very politically correct to speak of "Hispanics," we are surprised that no
one has demanded that they be called "his-and-her spanics."
*The Canadian national anthem has been declared sexist ("true patriot love in all thy sons
command"), but any "corrections" to it would throw the meter out of whack and make it unsingable.
*First came out the feminist cornerstone book, Our Bodies. Ourselves, followed by The New
Our Bodies, Ourselves; then came other works in which the term "ourselves" became a euphemism
for women, e.g., as in the book Ourselves Growini: Older, which dealt with older women; and then
came out (1992) Our Earth. Ourselves, which left us a bit disoriented.
*Holy Script as verbal silly putty. Catholic prayers and liturgy are being rewritten to be
politically correct in regard to gender, and this includes not only no longer referring to God as a
male or a father even when the original biblical scripture language has done so, but also going so
far as to eliminate language that would suggest that Christ was male. For instance, in one litany,
it no longer says "by your coming as man," but "by your coming as person." Among some
politically correct Christians, Father, Son, and Holy Ghost have become "the Parent, the Christ and
the Holy Spirit." One hilarious counter-language is for people who compose politically correct
Bibles to reverse the male gender whenever it occurs, rather than to genericize or neutralize it.
Thus, God the Father does not become God, but God the Mother. The "prodigal son" does not
come home to his father and brother, but to his mother and sister. Ironically, when "man" is used
disparagingly in the Bible, then it is let stand.
*One fascinating historical element about which future social scientists will say obvious things
that today are not sayable without being severely punished is that a great deal of the ideological
controversies within feminism are being carried in academic journals under a veneer of scientism and
scholarliness. Personally, we are highly in favor of ideologies being treated as ideologies--but
devoid of any false veneers.
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Pur.ple Foulmoutbedness, Especially in the Media Culture
One form that language degradation has taken is that obscene talk (in German, this is called
having a blue mouth) has been on the increase, even in what used to be "cultured circles." We can
see two reasons for this. (a) People are so frustrated by modern life that they seek, and find, relief
of their pent-up angers, frustrations, etc., by means of blue mouth talk. If they did not, they might
go on random killing rampages instead--as some do. (b) Being sensually ever more saturated, people
seek escalation of intensity in all domains, including the language domain. Mild "darn," "heck,"
etc., just don't hack it anymore.
*Around 1995 (and certainly not much earlier), a remarkable thing happened in the language
used in Time, Newsweek, and other printed news-related media. Namely, a policy decision was
apparently made to start reporting (or increase reporting) purple mouth obscenity talk either explicitly
(e.g., "pissed off," as in Newsweek, 11 Aug. 97, p. 75), or by using the convention of indicating
obscene words with the initial letter and a dot for each additional letter not printed (i.e., s... and
f.. .), or with the initial letter and then a long dash, as Time has chosen to do (e.g., "I took s- for
doing this, " 9 June 97, and "p- off," e.g., 22/9/97). This is why we began to refer to this as S
& F language. Of course, these terms often appear in combinations, such as "bull s... ," "holy s... "
and "mother f. .... ".
One authority on the entertainment media said that there are three reasons why profanity is now
so common in that culture: many screenwriters lack the talent to write convincing dialogue without
it; the film world prefers foul language the same as violence because it attracts teenagers who shun
PG and PG-13 films because they view them as "immature"; and the public has been desensitized
to profanity because its members use it normatively in their own speech and, therefore, do not mind
it when it is given to them in turn. Accordingly, profanity has been creeping into prime-time TV
shows (Parade, 28/9/97).
To gain some insight into the trend, we began to clip items (mostly from the above two
magazines) to see if we could identify some pattern, and discovered the following. (This
documentation can be made available to anybody who wishes to conduct research on it.) (a)
Newsweek has about eight times as many reportage items with S & F language than Time. (b) One
may now encounter S & F language in several articles in a single issue, and in almost every issue
of Newsweek in at least one reportage. (c) Sometimes, a single reportage article will be peppered
repeatedly with S & F words. One article on rap in the 23/9/96 issue of Newsweek had 5 such
references, and another in the 919196 issue of much shorter length on "black" music also had 5 such
references. (d) Sometimes, there are as many as four different stories in a single magazine issue that
have S & F language in them. (e) This language is particularly common--in fact, almost invariably
present in Newsweek--in items on the rock and related scene, and of course above all, on rap and
punk music. In fact, it is quite possible that it was the rap genre that opened the door to making
S & F talk respectable in Time and Newsweek. After all, it would be terribly politically uncorrect
to say something bad about it if this comes so prevalently from an oppressed minority, though of
course the writers and performers at issue are an extremely privileged oppressed minority. (f) Even
women "artists" of the pop music culture enjoy good S & F discourse (e.g., Newsweek, 30/6/97).
(g) We also noted how closely S & F talk is linked to either music about violence, or real violence,
as well as illegal drugs in the lives of the "artists." (h) However, one will also encounter such
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language in reportage on virtually any other topic, even in the business and science sections, where
nothing obscene that some interviewee utters is spared us. (i) S & F discourse is found even in
cover stories, such as one on the current pop music culture (in Newsweek, 26/8/96) which contained
five such words. (j) We have also run across a sprinkling of not just occasional but heavy S & F
language in other printed media. For instance, in 1994, the novel How Late it Was. How Late, was
strewn with expletives, one obscenity occurring 21 times in the first three pages alone. Not
surprisingly these days, the book promptly won Britain's leading literary award, which included
$31,500. (k) One hardly ever sees the word "damn" anymore with or without dots, presumedly
because it is now much too mild. However, the word a.. still makes an occasional appearance.
*In 10/97, Whoopi Goldberg broke into a paroxysm of vulgarity when she began to talk about
the Pope before a TV audience of millions on Barbara Walter's show, and when she came to his
opposition to divorce and homosexuality, a liberal sprinkling of the F word occurred (NC Re~ister,
2 Nov. 97). One could almost have inferred that she was a discontented nun. However, to repeat,
vulgarity and obscenity of discourse is not just found in the entertainment and media culture, but has
become many people's normative idiom. In sports, it is often referred to as "trash talk" these days.
"Even" Princess Diana had embraced S & F idiom (Newsweek, 13/10/97, p. 65), but one area
where there is less than there used to be is in the US Marine Corps, which has been trying to elevate
the language of its recruits (Parade, 9 Nov. 97).
*Amazingly, it was Newsweek (17/10/94) that reported that Americans are swearing more and
hearing it less!
*Not only has S & F discourse become virtually normative in many societal sectors, but it
should also be noted that the F part thereof is now used where formerly, people would have used
blasphemous expressions, such as "God damn." Since people are no longer concerned what God
might want, a blasphemy is no longer a strong enough expletive, while a vulgar reference to sexual
intercourse or sodomy still feels "strong." When it loses its strength as a result of everyone
copulating with everyone and everything else, what will people do?
*American English is a language and culture of genital vulgarity--which is not to be taken for
granted. For instance, German culture is one that has traditionally been one of anal and fecal humor
and vulgarity, but as is the case all over the world, it is gradually being replaced by the American
style of vulgarity, which must be more vigorous. Perhaps we can glimpse here a Gresham's law
of linguistics: in a diverse culture, genital vulgarity will drive out anal vulgarity.
*One of the ironic paradoxes is that it is the PC crowd that revels in the obscenity of S & F
discourse, while virtually putting to death people who violate PC discourse.
SPECIFIC EXAMPLES OF
OTHER & MISCELLANEOUS CONTEMPORARY LANGUAGE DEGRADATIONS
We have collated under this heading miscellaneous specific examples of contemporary language
degradation that do not seem to fit readily into the categories treated above.
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*Newsweek columnist Meg Greenfield said that there had been a distinct change in public
discourse about public issues, and that it had degenerated to being "imperial, territorial, doctrinaire,
and anti-intellectual" (18/12/95).
*After 39 members of the Heaven's Gate cult committed suicide in California in March 1997,
former members of the cult said they did not think the term "suicide" should be applied to these
deaths, but that instead the dead had "graduated." The reason? The former cult members thought
that the term suicide was "too negative" for what had taken place (e.g., CBS-TV "60 Minutes," 30
March 1997). This is an example of making words mean what one feels like.
*A few years ago, the county in which Syracuse, NY, is located announced a "hiring freeze. "
When the freeze was lifted, it was discovered that the county government had a hundred workers
more than it had before the freeze. Obviously, people now call a heatwave a freeze.
*Hallmark refers to its greeting cards as "social expression products." Grocery checkout clerks
are called "part-time career associate scanning professionals." A Detroit bank announced the hours
of its "24-hour banker machines," which turned out to add up to less than 8 per day.
*We saw a furniture catalog in which items that we would have called tables were described
as "work stations. "
*A psychologist reported (APA Monitor, 12/93), "I used to be a psychologist; then I became
a provider. After that, I became a preferred provider. Now, in my most recent communication
from a managed care company, I discover I am a vendor. Isn't it wonderful how our profession has
progressed! "
*In 1992, we ran across the following definition: "Groups which actively and powerfully shape
society, and within which there are unique individuals who share challenges, changes, struggles,
failures, successes... and sometimes dreams." First of all, who in the world would have known, if
handed this definition, that it was supposed to be a definition of the word "family"?? Secondly, this
is obviously the grossest degradation of the very concept of "family. "
*We may soon have to quit talking about "Training Institute associates." It appears that
modernistic language is taking away yet another word from us. Publications by and about Syracuse
University that mention the Chancellor's wife no longer refer to her as his wife, but his "associate,"
as in the expression "associate of the Chancellor" (e.g., Syracuse Record, 1 Mar. 93). Is Hilary
Clinton one of the "associates of the President"? And are weddings henceforth to be called
"associations" or "mergers"? If "wife" is no longer a good enough term (maybe not PC enough"),
could we humbly suggest the alternative "consort."
*An educator specializing in the psychology of marketing carefully coached an actor in the
delivery of a purportedly scientific lecture, entitled "Mathematical Game Theory as Applied to
Physician Education," which consisted of nothing but "double talk, meaningless words, false logic,
contradictory statements, irrelevant humor and meaningless references to unrelated topics." This
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lecture was presented to three professional audiences that included psychiatrists, psychologists, social
workers, educators and administrators. None of them detected the hoax. In fact, feedback
evaluations described the lecture as "clear and stimulating." The experimenter concluded that "an
unintelligible communication from a legitimate source in the recipient's area of expertise will
increase the recipient's rating of the author's competence" (Journal of Polymorphous Perversity--Yes,
there is such a thing, Spring 1987, p. 19; source item from Michael Kendrick).
*An apparent example of Uniquack (mentioned earlier) is the following passage (cited in
Zygon, 6/88, p. 224): "In the neurobiology of archetypes with reference to their different
appearances in different cultures, surface structure and core elements may change, but are described
by constellations of relationships which possess a quality of meaningfulness and are subjective
manifestations of stable neural connections." (Again we ask: Where but in TIPS would non-Zygon
readers obtain such information?)
*A member of the board of directors of the American Assoc. for the Advancement of Science
said (Science, 19/4/91) that sloganeering has become common even in science. To show how true
this is, we offer the following passage from the 1993 book, Denationalizing Science (referring
actually to the internationalization of science) which had this to say: "International space thus
enables the process of construction, validation and authority formation of transnational objectives by
creating social conditions which unlimit (sic) the range of human and material resources available
within the subculture of a given national research tradition and practice" (Science, 18/6/93, p. 1827).
One interesting corruption of language in science that we have noticed is that the people in it
find it difficult to discourse in terms other than developments being "exciting" or "breakthroughs."
We have a rather remarkable collection of clippings on this phenomenon--most of them from the
journal Science itself.
*The 1991 book name Technobabble refers to promiscuous use of computer terminology,
especially when applied to non-technological issues.
*The book Doublespeak (by Wm. Lutz) informs us that "There are no potholes in the streets
of Tucson, Arizona, just 'pavement deficiencies.' The Reagan Administration didn't propose any
new taxes, just 'revenue enhancement' through new 'user's fees.' There aren't any bums on the
street, just 'non-goal oriented members of society.' There are no more poor people, just 'fiscal
underachievers.' There was no robbery of an automatic teller machine, just an 'unauthorized
withdrawal. ' The patient didn't die because of medical malpractice, it was just a 'diagnostic
misadventure of a high magnitude.' The US Army doesn't kill the enemy anymore, it just 'services
the target'." (A Common Reader catalogue, 1992).
*B~ond Hypocrisy: Decoding the News in an Age of Propaganda (Herman & Wuerker, 1992)
has been described as a "dictionary of doublespeak for the 199Os,"with examples for business, the
news culture, politics and war. Examples are "prevention of war" (enlarging the arms budget) and
"restraint" (killing fewer people than is within our technical capability).
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One's critics and moralists are always referred to as "self-appointed."
*People who used illegal street dope only a few times are never said to have abused drugs, but
to have "experimented" with them, and especially so if they did it (a) several decades earlier, and/or
(b) while they were young. Our image of experimentation with drugs is that of people in white coats
in a scientific laboratory setting.
*A clipping from the Albany Journal (18/5/89, submitted by Betty Pieper) notes that "For
every group of do-gooders banding together to rail against some form of corporate or governmental
abuse, there's a corresponding group quietly raising money to defend that very abuse. But because
those in favor of bulldozing forests or pumping crud into the atmosphere generally don't like to
advertise it, their organizations are named with the same sort of Orwellian doublespeak that has
given us freedom fighters, Peacekeeper missiles and cheese foods." The article then gives examples
such as the following. The Washington Forest Protection Association, made up of the largest timber
companies in Washington State, fights against various logging restrictions. The Clean Air Working
Group represents the oil, steel, aluminum, paper and automobile industries who lobby against
tougher revisions of the Clean Air Act. Living Lakes is an organization of coal-burning power
companies that makes a big show of lining acidified lakes with crushed limestone in order to
undercut support for industry regulations that would eliminate acid rain in the first place.
*"Downsizing" by getting rid of employees has been variously described by 15 different major
US firms as force management program, release of resources, involuntary separation from payroll,
career-change opportunity, involuntary severance, career-transition program, rightsizing the bank,
reshaping, reduction in force (RIF), elimination of employment security policy, strengthening global
effectiveness, repositioning, schedule adjustments, reducing duplication or focused reductions, and
normal payroll adjustment.
*A 1987 edition of the Random House Dictionary of the English language included 50,000 new
words and 75,000 new definitions which evolved just since its previous edition in 1966. The
dictionary also sanctioned more agrammatical, illiterate and ignorant language uses than any other
major dictionary, and a whole slew of new PC words.
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*There is a Quarterly Review of Double-Speak, and a Committee on Double-Speak of the
National Council of Teachers of English. The latter hands out double-speak awards, and Colonel
North and presidential advisor John Poindexter have been among its recipients. (Clipping from Stan
Kosloski.)
*One can simply never be alert enough about the meaning of modernistic idiom. There has
been a big battle about whether younger women should get regular breast x-rays, and in early 1997,
a government panel eventually could not agree. Instead of simply saying that they did not know
what the findings meant, and that there was sharply divided opinion, the word that prominently got
out to the public was that "each woman should decide for herself." Never prior to ca. 1980 would
the issue have been phrased like that.
*A university professor observed that whenever he wants to construct tricky multiple choice
test items, then all he has to do is salt the false items with phrases such as "comforting" and "peace
of mind," and students will check them off "like salivating dogs" (NC Re~ister, 20/10/91).
*An apparently new political practice in the US is for parties, or the managers of candidates,
to prepare lists of buzzwords which their candidates are supposed to use in their campaign speeches.
This appears to account for the peculiar phenomenon of candidates sometimes using these buzzwords
in contexts where they do not fit very well, making their speeches sound peculiar or "out of it."
Remember Mondale always talking of "leadership" at the wrong times?
*One of the manifestations of language degradation is for firms to adopt names that are totally
unrevealing of who they are and what they do or produce. One example occurred when the Syracuse
University Federal Credit Union (a perfectly intelligible, clear-cut and appropriate name in the US)
changed its name to SUNFIRST, which communicates absolutely nothing except a positive image
that one cannot normatively tie to any particular reality, but that sounds like a human service agency
or even a nursing home.
*Ours must be the first generation in human history that enjoys songs with unintelligible lyrics.
This must be an extremely significant sign of our times. Perhaps it means that we prefer
meaningless to meaningful communication, that we would rather not know what is going on, or that
the medium is indeed the message. The deadening of sensibilities that we see in so many other areas
may very well come from the same root.
A survey of comprehension by teenagers of the lyrics of rock songs showed that 12% did not
even know what the words of their favorite songs said, and another 51% gave incorrect
interpretations of the lyrics (APA Monitor, 11/88).
The lyrics of one pop song, entitled "Get a Job," were "Sha na na na Sha na na na na na...
Dip dip dip dip dip dip dip dip, Boom, moom, moom, moom, moom, moom, moom, Get a job. "
Another song consisted solely of "Whoo hoo woo hoo hoo." Another one: "Boom ba-doh, ba-doo-
ba-doo." "Sincerely" has the words "Bop ba-doh ba-doh ba-doh ba-doh oot-oot-ooo-oo-be-you-oot-
oot." Only in retrospect can we fully appreciate the coherency of "You ain't nothing but a hound
dog."
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Rock musician and former Beatle John Lennon accidently spliced in a track of one of his songs
backwards, liked the effect, and let it stand. It is hard to believe that this was discovered when fans
listened to his records by running them backward on the record player with their fingers. This
started a playing-things-backward cult. Some Beatles fans went as far as playing all Beatles albums
backward, listening for profound messages.
Since then, people claim to have discovered that rock lyrics played backward yield all sorts of--
often supposedly sinister and satanic--messages, and from this has sprung up an entire cult of playing
backward all sorts of people's speech, and a theory has developed that people unconsciously encode
their speech in such a fashion that their real message only comes out when the sound is played
backward, in what is called "reverse speech." Indeed, by playing backward enough speech by
enough people, by chance alone one can hear all sorts of peculiar messages. For instance, some
people claim that when Anita Hill delivered herself of her "long Dong Silver" accusation, that
backward, one hears her say "it was not long, If which has led some people to conclude that she had
an affair with Clarence Thomas. The new cult theory also claims that hearers will actually
understand (i.e., hear in their minds) the backward messages conveyed to them by forward speech
of others, which is of course extremely unlikely.
Among the rock messages people claimed to hear were suicide messages, and ever since there
have been lawsuits that people who attempted or committed suicide were put up to it by such
subliminal messages (Discover, 7/92). The TIPS editor believes that we should indeed listen to all
the speeches of our politicians backward to see if they contain any more truth than forward. Alas,
all of this will be well nigh impossible to do with the new recording methods and the equipment
available to the vast majority of people.
*A guest columnist in Newsweek (26/9/88) who teaches advertising reported that his students
increasingly treat the world as if it were the world depicted in advertising. Obviously, as one of the
Psalms says, they are becoming like what they worship.
*During a plane flight in 11/91, we learned for the first time that there was such a thing as a
"personal service unit" in passenger planes, consisting of one's seat and the light and air outlet above
it.
*An agricultural ad agency no longer uses the word "farmer," but instead uses "agricultural
producer. "
*We have noticed that in recent years, increasing reference has been made to people carrying
out the roles of "facilitators." However, in 4/97, we noticed for the first time that now, people are
called facilitators who formally would have been called speakers or presenters, and who are still
doing what they would have done formerly under those role titles.
*What used to be cultishly called "the self" or "self-concept" is now apt to be cultishly called
"the self-system."
*A US firm has been selling "New York Texas Toast, European-style," made in Columbus,
Ohio! (Cons. Rep., 11/97). We also call this incoherency.
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*If one goes to a cathedral and howls like a wolf, is one behaving decadently, or is one
engaging in art and music, religious or otherwise? This is the kind of production John Cage, an
American composer, has been staging. Another example of his art is to put a pianist silently in front
of a piano for four minutes and 33 seconds--which is called a composition; or to turn five radios on
to play simultaneously whatever is emitted by five different radio stations. What does it mean when
a public eagerly eats this sort of thing up, and when it gets reviewed in a serious fashion, and
positively, in the most sophisticated journals that report on art? What does it mean when a painter
can hurl a can of paint against a canvas, climb on a tall ladder to look down on it, cut out those
parts of the canvas that "look good," and sell it for top money to the top museums of the US, such
as the Museum of Fine Arts in Boston that has been exhibiting such paintings by one Larry Poons,
and whose curator finds these paintings "highly significant." Taking a photograph of yourself from
behind after having shoved a bullwhip up your butthole is "daringly homoerotic art" (Leo, in
USN&WR, 21/5190). Is there a little child anywhere that can tell us that the emperor has no
clothes?
*To our amazement, we discovered in 1994 that Syracuse University (which has masses of
English professors) offers its students and employees something variously called "hazard
communication training" and "hazardous communication training." By face value, this suggests
training in how to communicate in ways that are hazardous, though one would not know whether
it was meant to be hazardous to the communicator or communicatee. Knowing that things are no
longer what they appear, we thought at first that it might refer to training people not to say things
for which they would get a slap in the face, or sued for harassment. So we asked, and were told
(and can prove it) that "risk management" representatives come and give a talk about how bad it is
to sniff glue, White-out correction fluid, and similar things.
*An interesting witness to the deterioration of communicative processes is the following.
Formerly, abbreviations and acronyms actually stood for something, but nowadays, they are
sometimes made up to stand for nothing at all. For instance, a vehicle developed by American
Motors to replace its traditional Jeep was called the YJ, the letters standing for absolutely nothing
whatever (Time, 16112/85).
*It is amazing how the contemporary idiom, and the thinking that both produces it and is
shaped by it, gets retrojected into earlier history or literature. A college professor got this passage
from a student who was discussing John Milton's Paradise Lost: "The major effect of the fall was
to make Adam and Eve change their lifestyle" (FT, 4/95).
*Language degradation is not just a phenomenon in America, or of English, but is taking place
wherever the culture of modernism penetrates, and where TV is widely prevalent. For instance,
judicial opinions in Germany have become normatively unintelligible (AW, 2 Sept. 95).
*For some reason, euphemistic language has prospered more in Romania than other countries.
Crimes are called "infractional phenomena," for which suspects are taken to a "juridical instance"
where they are "activated in justice"; hospitals are referred to as "techno-sanitary networks"; etc.
The titles of governmental ministers may be twelve words long, at which the director of the Training
Institute for Human Service Planning, Leadership, and Change Agentry turns green with envy (AP
in SHJ, 29/3/93).
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*When US troops are sent to a place where few people speak English (e.g., to Bosnia), it has
been discovered that the soldiers best able to communicate with the locals are the "trash talkers."
"They can establish rapport" (Time, 25/12/95). What does that tell us? Is water finding its own
level?
*Moorlands of the Not (Anonymous)
Across the moorlands of the Not
We chase the gruesome When;
And hunt the Itness of the What
Through forests of the Then.
Into the Inner Consciousness
We track the crafty Where;
We spear the Ego tough, and beard
The Selthood in his lair.
With lassos of the brain we catch
The Isness of the Was;
And in the copses of the Whence
We hear the think bees buzz.
We climb the slippery Whichbark tree
To watch the Thusness roll;
And pause betimes in gnostic rimes
To woo the Over Soul.
CONCLUSION TO THE GENERIC LANGUAGE ISSUES
All of the foregoing was meant to set the stage for an exposition of language issues--and
especially language degradations--in reference either to impaired and/or societally devalued people,
or to human services. One point that we cannot emphasize enough is that language degradation is
involved in a vicious circle: insane people degrade language, and degraded language drives people
insane, i.e., it insanicerates them, as we put it. Obviously, if language is being corrupted in the
mainstream of society, it will also be corrupted in these applications--and perhaps even more by
service providers than by ordinary members of the public who tend to be a bit more conservative;
and we must fully expect mass insanity in the above areas where language degradation is not only
normative, but is even "celebrated."
A Washington Post writer said (SHA, 31/10/93) that the total subversion of the meaning of
words, so that draft beer now comes in cans, means that we live close to "the End of Time."
LANGUAGE ABOUT & IN HUMAN SERVICES,
& ABOUT SOCIALLY DEVALUED (INCLUDING IMPAIRED) PEOPLE
Is there such a thing as a decadent society? Do societies move through cycles of vigor and
decadence? If there is such a thing as decadence, what is it, and how is it manifested? Is there such
a thing as decadent art, and if so, what would it be like? And is there such a thing as decadent
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human service? The TI emphasizes again and again that human service workers will not understand
services unless they gain a fairly deep understanding of their society and its trends, and the above
questions are very relevant ones to understanding both one's society and one's human services.
There is, of course, one big reason why today, we should have so much babble, confusion and
psychogarble about the language of human frailty, and devalued conditions and people; namely, the
degradation of language in society will certainly also be mirrored in human services; and there is,
indeed, a vast amount of language confusion in the larger society. In turn, language confusion is
locked in an intimate feedback loop with confusion of thought, confused thinking producing confused
language, and confused language scrambling people's thinking.
One of the key maxims about human service that we must remind ourselves of over and over
these days is that anything human service workers say about their services, about their own motives,
or even about their intentions, is largely irrelevant to what actually happens in their human service,
and is most certainly irrelevant to what happens in the aggregate of human services. This includes
statements about the noble motives with which they came into the field, their dedication to service,
their commitment to function with integrity, and on and on. Even in instances where a (paid) server
in an agency puts all these verbalizations and intentions into practice, it still is not likely to change
what actually happens in that service, because organized services function rather independently of
conscious individual or even collective human service worker intent; and furthermore, service
workers whose intents and verbalizations are noble, and whose behavior and their verbal world are
integruous with each other, are simply not apt to be around very long in an organized imperial
service. In human services, language means less and less what its culturally normative surface
meaning would suggest to ordinary citizens. Human services use a never-never land code language
all of their own in which words quite often really mean their precise opposites--much as in the
military these days.
The Human Service Talk Game (By Milt Baker)
Human service is now deeply involved in using talk as a major vocation and avocation.
Talking about anything and everything is now the goal and the process for virtually every minute
of human service leadership encounter. Talk about all kinds of phenomena inside people, outside
people, and even in the cosmos is so pervasive that the human service machine has come to a
grinding halt. Critical human issues are addressed verbally, with this and that form of talk, with
human problems screaming for some form of even feeble action going unaddressed. Talk, talk, talk,
yack, yack, yack. Talk now has value in and of itself, even if all the verbiage leads nowhere in
solving human problems.
As the talking quiets down at the end of a working day in human service, just when it appears
one can be treated to a little gift of silence, one steps outside the agency walls and then again is
treated to more talk on a social/political level. One would think that people would get talked out.
Just when one approaches another day of work feeling that maybe, just maybe, there will be some
action and less talk, the opening of the agency door is greeted with the "second wind" phenomenon.
This is difficult to define and/or describe because it defies all of the principles of wind and air flow,
storage, expulsion, etc. It defies some basic physiological facts having to do with the need for all
body organs, including the larynx, to have a modicum of rest. Yet, given all these principles, we
find that human service leaders have defied them all and have great ability at "second wind." Just
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when one thinks today's human service leader has said all he/she can say, the second wind
phenomenon takes over and the air is again filled with yack, yack, yack. As difficult as it is to
define "second wind," the phenomenon is so much in evidence we should make some attempt to
describe it.
The second wind phenomenon seems to occur as a consequence of our tenacious social
emphasis upon what is inside the person, one's feelings, and ultimately the value of what is inside,
to hell with everything exterior to the self. It's as if "me-ness" is so profound, so wonderful, so
perfect that "me" continually has to be elaborated upon. If "me" is so great, then it stands to reason
that everyone else would benefit immeasurably if they could only have some more social intercourse
with "me." It further appears that the "second wind" phenomenon occurs in other arenas aside from
human service talk. We see that athletes, at about the point of exhaustion, often get a "second
wind," and getting this additional commitment to the task at hand they go on and win.
In human service, leaders are deeply involved in a race, everyone is running their ass off, and
many are exhausted, but almost without exception, everyone has a marked ability for getting their
second wind. Just when you think human service leaders are going to shut up, they get their second
wind and the barrage of words starts all over again.
If you think at this point in this paper, I am about to stop talking, you are wrong. I just got
my second wind, and I am going to explain this very important business of talk, talk, talk, in greater
depth, even if it kills both of us.
Human service has a remarkable ability to talk, talk, talk about itself, and also to see to it that
all the talk leads nowhere. Why, we are not the least bit afraid of problems experienced by other
people-we can literally sit down in the midst of multiple problems experienced by other human
beings and discipline ourselves to talk, talk, yack, yack about all the problems all around us. What
is equally important, we are disciplined people; we can look at horrible human circumstances, very
painful things happening to people, talk at length about all that suffering, and discipline ourselves
to not lift even one little finger to do anything about what's around us.
The air that is inhaled in preparation for exercise of the collective human service larynx
constitutes a tremendous volume in cubic meters in every leadership meeting, every day. When one
thinks of all the energy that is expended to get all that air into the collective human service lung to
produce the babble that ensues, it is enough to make you want to hook them up to the Goodyear
blimp and attempt to inflate it-for such attempts would be just as productive. The air produced by
irrelevant utterances over a week or so in anyone human service agency could easily inflate both
the Fuji and Goodyear blimps. Air bags have been made optional on some of the more expensive
models of cars. While this has been going on in the automobile industry, human service has been
working on a similar project--it has made it mandatory for every human service leader to be an air
bag. The following are some samples of human service workers taking on the character of an air
bag.
"Let's get it all out on the table"; "is there anything you would like to share with the group?"
"are you sure now - can't you think of something to say"; "oh come on now, certainly there must
be something to be said about something." "What do you think we are getting paid for; we are paid
to be very sure before we act, and that takes a great deal of discussion." "We have to make sure
everyone comes along with the process; it takes time; you have to pay a price to bring people along
in a nurturing way." "What are you feeling--now--right at this moment; tell us what you are feeling!
Are you feeling hurt, excited, anxious, like you have to go to the toilet?" "Let it all hang out, don't
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hold anything back." "Do you feel you can't express your feelings because too many people in our
little group here will feel badly about you if you told us what you are feeling"? "Let's take some
time to analyze all this. There are many facets of every problem. The obvious is not always the
obvious. Why, sometimes what appears to be obvious, a simple answer can not be given because
people aren't geared up for simple things. They like big issues and big endeavors and you know
big things require a lot of thought and talk. We have to be sure what we are describing is actually
what it is we are describing." "It's very important that everyone has a chance to express his/her
views-we subscribe to the democratic process, everyone has to be involved. Everyone has to say
something even if what they say is a bunch of bullshit. We recognize and appreciate their right to
talk and express their views."
"In closing, before we make any commitment to action, are you sure there is not at least one
or two little ideas, thoughts, feelings, itches, twitches, aches, gas, pains, cramps you are having
inside you would like to get out for everyone to hear, view, smell, touch and otherwise experience?"
"You know if you don't get all your experiences out here you may not get a chance to do it again--
not until tomorrow when we all get our second wind and get back together for some more of our
little talk things out sessions."
"Good luck now, go and rest your larynx so we can all come back together and continue. "
All of this required a lot of hot air, but important human service issues must be thoroughly
explored and talked about.
Human Service Code Lanlmage or Mystification
Code language, explained earlier, abounds in human services. In fact, many contemporary
human service euphemisms are examples of code language.
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*The IDSC Bulletin, published in Australia, contained the following passages on just one single
page of its 1990 issue No.3. "For quite some time now, I.D.S.C. has been involved in negotiations
with D.E.E.T., S.A.H.C., D.P.I.R. and the F.M.W.U. regarding the introduction of D.C.W.
Traineeship. A traineeship is a vocational training programme that provides a combination of on-
and-off-the job training for young people entering the work force. The granting of status into further
study (DTAFE) is the key element of the traineeship concept." Nowhere were any of these
abbreviations defined, nor was this a spoof.
*In 1986, someone gave a presentation at the NY State Assoc. of Gerontological Educators that
was entitled "Conversion of a 60 Bed HRF Unit with Primarily OBS Residents to an SNF Under
RUGS."
*The 20-page Fall 97 newsletter of the California Protection and Advocacy office newsletter
carried a glossary that explained the 26 acronyms used in its stories.
*In 9/95, we saw for the first time a sign that said, "this is an acronyms-free workplace."
*Though we received the parent's story below from Judy DeSalvo in 1982, it is still worth
reading.
"Our son Steve is non-amb, has no basic self-help skills, can't verbalize but has some very
good non-oral communication. He is MR. Some people think he is SMR/profound but actually he
tests EMR but functions on a TMR level, has CP, no LD but is definitely DD. He thus is
'involved' and disabled. Steve also is epileptic, has grand-mal, petit-mal, psychomotor and focal
seizures, convulsions, fits, or spells, whichever term you choose to use. Therefore, you see, he is
multi-handicapped. Today, he would be called impaired or developmentally delayed. We got our
first eval at the old Hamilton County Neuromuscular Clinic, which today is CCDD or, as those of
us in the field refer to it, C2 D2. He could also get an eval from CCC where we were told 'treat
your child as normally as possible' and introduced to our social worker, psychologist, neurologist,
and neuro-surgeon.
"Steve went to a school where the educator told us not to 'label people,' and certainly those
of us who believe in the principle of normalization follow that directive! He went to a Compo Care
DDSA Developmental Training Unit, which had some Title I and Title VI funds in it. Today he
could go to UCP or RGC; or with BEEC administering PL 94-142, he could go to the public school
for the least restrictive environment. He would have an IEP, an ITP, an IHP or an IPP, depending
on the city or county in which he resided. His individualized program plan would be structured by
the classroom teacher, functioning as the case manager, with input from the parent, the PT, OT, ST,
and Behavior Manager. Because of gross motor, fine motor, and sensory motor integration
problems, he definitely needs tactile stirn. While he has some adaptive behavior problems, I don't
believe he has any emotional overlays but does need b. mod. He's a client of SLTRC from whom
we receive respite (which is a relief!). We were encouraged to join N-KAR, that's NKAR associated
with KARC and NARC, which is comparable to the KAAMD, CEC, and KEA. His future is
probably RGC's CCAC, or possibly RGC's CCAWAC or BAWAC, Inc., referred through BVR.
Long range, he will need residential placement, which at this point in time is a DHR facility, such
as Oakwood, Outwood or Hazelwood. We, however, would prefer a community-based facility
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approved appropriate by CORVA which is an HSA (that's a Health System Agency) and the CHP.
We would expect the CNCB to conform to the state HSP. He can collect SSI, but we hope he never
collects AFDC. I am a bit confused as to whether DHR, BHS, BSI or BSS would be responsible.
Most important is that he is Title XX eligible!
"Of course, I have used professional language in order to make sure this description is clearly
understandable, concise, and accurate, and to demonstrate that if we don't use such precision, we
won't know what we're talking about!"
*The NY State Department of Correctional Services (in pre-euphemistic days, referred to in
prison and reform terms) announced that Mark David Chapman, the murderer of ex-Beatle John
Lennon, was held "in a mental hygiene unit" ... an isolate cell (Syracuse Herald-Journal, 26 August
1981). It is interesting that isolation, in part for one's own protection, was still referred to as
"mental hygiene."
*One code language degradation since apparently the mid-1980s has been to call illegal drugs
"substances." Until then, the term had a generic meaning, plus a philosophic one (i.e., even spirits
had a "substance"). Calling street dopes "substances" results in all sorts of amusing euphemisms that
would have been totally unintelligible prior to about 1980. For instance, drug-addiction has become
"substance addiction," "substance dependency," and more recently "chemical dependency," which
in turn has led to the identification of "chemically dependent people" --as if all life were not
dependent on chemistry and chemicals. (One wonders whether there are any physically dependent
people, or visually or aurally dependent people. Unfortunately, we already know that some people
are orally dependent, though we would probably be told that anal dependency is a contradiction in
terms.) Such language led to statements such as the following (that we encountered a few years
ago): "Maybe you have noticed that chemically dependent women have special needs" (in an ad for
a medically-based treatment program with the otherwise very enhancing name" Amethyst Program. ")
Further, in 1994, we first ran across a phrasing that a particular dormitory had a "substance-free
floor." Members of an earlier generation would have been utterly mystified how such a thing (a
floor without substance) were possible. A spiritual edifice with immaterial floors? A storey on the
Seven-Storey Mountain?
*In 6/93, we first ran across the detoxifying phrase "secretion sharing activities," used in
connection with the transmission of disease (SHJ, 1 June 93). This certainly beats the phrase that
arose out of the AIDS epidemic, "body fluids exchange."
*Another perfectly good English word run into the ground. As one of his administration's civil
rights platforms, President Kennedy launched the phrase "affirmative action" in 1961. The first
fruits of all this were so-called affirmative action employment practices to give more employment
opportunities to minority members. Suddenly, the terms "affirmative" and "affirmation" began to
blossom in the English tongue as used in North America. Soon the term was generalized to
inclusion of handicapped people, and then came such things as "affirmative industries" (referring to
a certain special strategy of employing handicapped and non-handicapped people together), and
shrink and pop psychology programs of "affirmation." In 1989, the New York State Department
of Civil Service claimed that it had been an "affirmative action pioneer. "
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Roughly in the early 1980s, the religion theo-babble/psycho-babble culture embraced the term
"affirmation." Entire institutes sprang up, such as "House of Affirmation" (which offered
"psychotheological institutes"), and a relatively large literature dealing with "affirmation." One book
which rapidly went through 6 printings, entitled Healing the Unaffirmed, said that lack of
affirmation leads to "deprivation neurosis." (Today, it would be lack of self-esteem.) Another book
was entitled HaWYAre You Who Affirm. Affirmation House mostly tried to put cracked-up priests
and nuns back together, in good part with the saccharine books and media it published.
What do you do when hardly anything around you works anymore, and things and people are
cracking up left and right? Well, one of the contemporary craze answers is that you go and start
"affirming." After you have affirmed a while, what if things still don't work? They have the
answer: you start "reaffirming," as in a program entitled "reafftrming rehabilitation," taught at
conferences with that theme.
Today, we (at TIPS) cringe when we hear this previously perfectly good word, affirmation.
*Not surprisingly, the construct of "cultural competence" mentioned above was immediately
applied to human services, which began to be interpreted as falling somewhere along a continuum
of six steps: cultural destructiveness, cultural incapacity, cultural blindness, cultural pre-competence,
cultural competence, and cultural proficiency. However, a service can be deemed "culturally
competent" even though its quality is otherwise atrocious. For instance, it might engage in the
grossest violation of such things as culturally valued analogues and other Social Role Valorization
principles. We have run across an adoption service being interpreted as being "culturally
competent," which probably means that such a service would rather let children "of color" die than
find Caucasian adoptive parents for them.
*A relatively new euphemism on the special education scene is the term "transition." There
is now even a Transition Institute at the University of Illinois. One certainly would not know what
such an institute was supposed to do unless one knew the code word, which refers to the transition
of pupils from one status to another, and mostly from high school to the labor market.
*Another new and meaningless human service term that we have encountered is "work
conditioning, " which is apparently similar to certain so-called "work activities" programs in which
people are supposedly preparing to work but are not actually given real work to do.
*Since the TIPS editor's days, living in college dormitories has been highly psychologized.
College dormitory residents these days are apt to be instructed in "roommate intervention strategies"
--and we kid you not.
*One current perversion is the "empowerment" craze. The term first gained popularity in the
civil rights movement, then it was promoted in reference to client empowerment in human service
agencies, and then more broadly in reference to societally devalued people generally. There is of
course some merit to the idea that people should be able to make their own decisions, to avoid or
escape dependency, and so on. However, the term empowerment has become a big generic
euphemism, and is now being used as both a code and craze word for all sorts of other things,
including things that formerly would have been called growth, competency, acquisition, improvement
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in one's judgement, even designing a program for someone based on that person's need--even dying.
People are no longer said to be helped to pursue or attain this or that, but to be empowered to it,
as in the expression "empowering people to live healthier lives." Even teaching and learning is now
called "empowering," not to mention that teachers themselves want to be empowered, as illustrated
by a 1988 book on The Empowerment of Teachers.
These days, one no longer simply conducts research on something or other, but announces that
one is engaged in "empowering and enabling through research." In 1995, the Kennedy foundation
started to hand out a "self-empowerment prize." Soon we will hear of the empowerment of the rich,
of Congress, of the Presidency, maybe the Pentagon itself--and perhaps even of the band at the
Waldorf Astoria.
Readers are invited to give some thought what, before the empowerment craze arrived, one
might have called what is now called self-empowerment. Clearly, one forerunner was the
assertiveness craze, and people might have been given awards for "self-assertiveness." Before that,
people would have used culturally normative and traditional language, such as taking an initiative,
becoming a bit more forward, speaking up for oneself, bootstrapping oneself, etc. Fortunately,
already by early 1993, a professor of management said that the word "empowerment" had become
vastly over-used, and that in a corporate context, the word "delegation" is the one that is often meant
and should be used (SID, 25/5/93).
An Orientation to Lan~a~e About People
Before we even get into how to refer to societally devalued conditions and people who have
them, we will review the meaning of some generic language terms.
Strictly speaking, an epithet is ~ descriptive adjective, noun or phrase, regardless whether
it is positive or negative. Positive examples are Alfred "The Great," "Stonewall" Jackson, man's
"faithful friend," and "rosy-fingered" dawn. Unfortunately, people think that an epithet is always
negative, so that it would be confusing to use it as a neutral term.
A person who gives names to things (usually for the first time, as in naming a newly-
discovered plant) is a "nomenclator." A term that means giving names to entities is the verb
"nominate," and the corresponding noun "nomination." This would be a great word to use were it
not for the fact that it is archaic. There are two other alternatives that have the advantage of being
both reasonably recognizable by educated people, and neutral in connotation. One is "designation,"
and "designate" as its verb. The other is "appellation" which, unfortunately, has no corresponding
verb in English. (Thus, one can designate an appellation, but not appel or appellate a designation.)
If used extremely properly, then a designation rests on some presumed quality, while an appellation
may be fanciful. Below, we will be using these three terms.
The History of Certain Terms Referrin~ to Societally Devalued Conditions
& to Human Service
*In the Indo-European language family there is a linguistic connection between being mad and
being crippled. Mad comes from Sanskrit mad, which meant mad or drunk, and ~, meaning
foolish. In Latin, mad became mams or mattus, also meaning mad or intoxicated. And of course,
in English, "mad" refers to being insane, and "mead" is an intoxicating alcoholic drink made from
honey, which has a similar pronunciation in several Germanic languages. In Gothic, ~ became
~amaips which meant crippled. This meaning is also encountered in the English word "game," as
in having a "game leg."
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*The choice of the name Gump for the mentally limited hero in the film, "Forrest Gump," has
deep roots of which most people are unaware. In English, the word "gumption" meant common
sense, as documented since at least 1719. The expression that somebody "lacked gumption" has
existed since at least 1823. The noun "gump," and apparently derivative "gumpus," has referred
to a foolish person or a dolt since at least 1825. There is also a possibility that the word root in
"gump" may be related to the English verb "to grump," which means to grope with one's hands,
implying that one is more of a hand person than a head person, and a not particularly skilled person
at that, even though from at least 1811 onward, "grumping" also referred to groping for fish with
one's hands under the banks of waterways. The word "gump" is probably also related to the
medieval central European (mostly German) word gimp (hence gimpel), which means a (dull-witted)
fool, as in the story of Gimpel the Fool (by Isaac Bashevis Singer, 1953).
*A word root used in many European languages (in Slavic, German, Italian, etc.) for gypsy
comes from old Byzantium, and means as much as "untouchable".
*Apparently, the term "idiot" did not become a general term of insult and abuse until the
eugenic era had been around for a few decades. Among other things, we can gauge this from the
fact that even the most enlightened pioneers in mental retardation in the 1840s and 1850s perceived
no difficulty in using the term idiot, and in calling the early asylums "idiot asylums," while between
ca. 1890 and 1910, several institutions in England substituted the term "feeble-minded" for idiot"
both in their general use and in their own names. It was also during this period that the term "idiot"
came to refer to the more seriously retarded. It seems that the term "feeble-minded" came into
currency at about the same time in order to reduce the growing stigma of the terms idiot or imbecile.
Goddard in turn coined the term "moron" between ca. 1908 and 1913 not only to characterize the
mildly retarded, but also to start out afresh with a relatively unknown term that had no meaning
baggage in the minds of the public or professionals. However, precisely because at that time, social
Darwinism/eugenics were in the process of interpreting feeble-minded people in the darkest terms,
the term "moron" almost became a very bad word as soon as people learned it, and no better
(perhaps worse) than what it replaced.
*Scholars of mental retardation and other interested parties need not get excited and start
researching when they hear that in Switzerland, there is such a thing as an Idiotikon. The term is
used by the Swiss to refer to a dictionary that deals with the peculiarities of an idiom--in this case,
the Swiss idiom. Thus, the term "idiot" is not necessarily a dirty word.
*People constantly claim that the word "handicapped" comes from begging with cap in hand,
which is a mythology someone ignorant and not in the habit of checking dictionaries started, and
which has been coming around ever since. The phrase comes from sport racing, where lots were
drawn by hand from a hat which gave different participants more or less of an advantage, and from
a form of betting where items of different value were drawn by hand from a cap. It then got
transferred to horse racing where the horses known to be advantaged were required to carry a heavier
weight, so as to even out the odds more fairly, i.e., by disadvantaging the advantaged. Thus, having
a weight laid upon one handicapped one, which is how the term came to mean disadvantaged, and
by yet further derivation, impaired.
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*One of undoubtedly several reasons why the term "retardate" became popular for a short time
in the late 1950s and 1960s was that psychology had long used the term "normals" to refer to the
control subjects in their experiments. It thus made a lot of sense to use a parallelism involving a
single noun to refer to experimental subjects, and while in mental disorder research, these might be
the "neurotics," "psychotics," etc., in mental retardation research, the natural candidate was
"retardates. "
*The term "alcoholic" did not originate until the 20th century. Before that, people were said
to drink to excess, to be "inebriate," or something like that. Note the difference in meaning between
the action of drinking to excess, versus "being an alcoholic," which shifts the emphasis from a
behavior to an inner mental state, or at least to a status condition. This shift resulted from the trend
toward mentalizing behaviors.
*The TIPS editor has been reading old human service history texts, including works that have
to do with prisons and punishment. He has been struck by the fact that 100 years ago, people used
to say that a prison was big enough to hold so many people. Nowadays, prisons are being described
as having so many "beds, " as if prisons were hospitals. This undoubtedly reflects the medicalization
of human life, including of antisocial behavior.
(Ridiculous) Attempts to Pretend That Human Impairments Do Not Exist. or Do Not Matter,
or Should Never be Referred to, or That an Impairment is Much Less Severe Than It Is
We were very much struck by the many forms that denial of human impairment have taken
over the decades. Prior to the 1970s, it was very common for parents of young handicapped
children to deny the child's impairment, and to go shopping all over the country or even world for
a more reassuring diagnosis or a cure. Nowadays, we see less of this, but we see vastly more verbal
reinterpretation of human impairments. For instance, there is an unending stream of people who
object vigorously to the term "suffering" being linked to any kind of human impairment. One parent
with a child with spina bifida said, "we are not raising a handicapped child, we are raising the most
beautiful child I know"--as if it were impossible to raise a beautiful handicapped child! All the
language games being played in the PC culture have much to do with either eliciting these kinds of
verbal reconstructions, or with reinforcing tendencies toward denial. If one does not like something,
it is not there.
Most scholars these days keep up with at least parts of the vast literature by reading a large
number of abstracts of studies, often in special journals that publish nothing but abstracts. This is
becoming a very frustrating experience in the field of handicap because so many abstracts have
begun to describe their study population in nondescriptive and nonrevealing undecipherable code
language. When the people written about are described even in the abstracts as "people with special
needs," "with special medical care needs," "challenged," "challenging," etc., one will not know
whether they are blind, deaf, retarded, sick, poor, mentally disordered, and what the publication is
about, and whether one should go to the trouble of trying to get a copy of it to read. In other
words, the abstract that was once meant to save time and afford initial access to a publication that
one does not subscribe to has become utterly useless, and a waste of one's time. Then why not
dispense with abstracts altogether?
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The new code language now sometimes also appears in commercial catalogs and flyers that
advertise books. Amazing is that from that language, one really would not be knowing what it is
that one might be buying. For instance, books on handicaps may not mention that that is what they
deal with, and books on people with a particular handicap, such as mental retardation, may not
mention that that is the topic they deal with--and may not even mention impairments at all.
Dismissini: the Reality of an Impairment by Referrin~ to Identi{yin~ Designations as
Mere "Labels"
A major strategy of impairment denial is to say that someone is merely "labelled" as impaired
in this or that way. As part of this development, a lot of people will refer to someone as "having
been labelled (whatever)." One even keeps running into phrasings that imply that if only retarded
people had not been "labelled" as such in childhood, they would have grown up non-retarded. (Of
course, this is true for a few of them.) How far this absurdity can go is illustrated by references to
profoundly retarded people as "having been labelled profoundly retarded." Even more striking is
a phrase we recently encountered during a PASSING assessment, when a PASSING team member
referred to persons with Down's syndrome as "people labelled Down syndrome." If this is what we
have come down to, we might as well refer to "people labelled professors ... presidents ... spouses...
black ... dead ... blue-eyed ... rich ... French-born ... witty ... etc., etc." (Written by someone labelled
TIPS editor.)
Sometimes, people are not even interpreted as "labelled retarded," "labelled handicapped," or
whatever, but merely as "labelled, n as in this sample sentence: "she was a parent of a young man
who is labelled." Another variation of this idiom is to speak of someone "who lives with a label,"
much as other people might live with their husband or wife. It occurred to us that there is hardly
a handicapped person in the world who has been labelled as much as the TIPS editor.
The anti-labelling lobby would largely be shocked to discover that the entire linguistic world
consists of labels (nominations, designations, appellations), and we are not the only ones who have
noted how absurd it is to rail against it. As columnist Middleton noted in the Saturday Review a
few years back, a woman told him, "I think grammar is important, but I don't believe in labeling."
"What do you mean by labelling?" "Oh, you know+adverbs, adjectives, nouns, stuff like that."
To put an end to such nonsense, Middleton recommended that we read a book entitled What's
Happening to American Eni:lish? by Tibbets and Tibbets.
Insofar as "labelling" has become a code word slogan, a better phrase would be to say that
someone has been given the appellation or designation of "so-and-so." However, we do believe
there is at least one occasion where one should indicate that a diagnosis given to a person either lacks
diagnostic or syndromic integrity, or that one does not believe that it is valid for the person spoken
about. Diagnostic categories that lack diagnostic or syndromic integrity include schizophrenia,
autism, Alzheimer's disease, a vast number of craze syndromes, and to some degree even
depression. For instance, the diagnosis of "schizophrenia" has notoriously poor reliability, i.e.,
observers (such as psychiatrists) cannot agree on whether a person "is" schizophrenic or "has"
schizophrenia. Whenever a construct has poor reliability, its validity is thrown into doubt as well.
Thus, it is probably quite legitimate to speak of someone being "designated as" schizophrenic,
autistic, etc., wherever such constructs are applied to them.
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Yet further, wherever a construct (including a purported disease syndrome or mental condition)
has been very poorly constructed in terms of the philosophy of science, it is probably better to speak
of a person having such-and-such type behaviors, rather than having a condition that may not even
exist. For instance, the condition of "autism" is a very poorly-constructed one, and again, there is
insufficient agreement to give it high reliability. But there are no doubt certain behaviors that are
observed repeatedly in people who are said to "have" autism. Thus, one should probably at most
speak of people who exhibit autistic behaviors, or better yet, who exhibit this or that behavior pattern
that is widely attributed to "autistic" people. One might even say that someone "is autistic" (i.e.,
in the sense of displaying some characteristics commonly ascribed to people who have the diagnosis
of autism) or whatever, but does not "have autism" or whatever.
Of course, there are some terms for conditions that may be rejected outright for other reasons,
e.g., because of their use as code words, because they interpret conditions that are not diseases as
being diseases, etc.
By the way, outside the mental fields, it is quite uncommon to hear diagnoses referred to as
"labels. "
The advent of constructionism, the "labelling" rhetoric and "Facilitated Communication" have
also resulted in people no longer being referred to as "having" an impairment, but being "perceived
to be" impaired. For instance, a 1994 workshop was interpreted to "promote and enhance the values
that guide services to people who are perceived to be cognitively impaired." Presumedly, this means
that we should now talk about people who are perceived to be deaf, blind, dwarfed, or obese, and
that people with IQs of 200 are "perceived to be cognitively superior."
*A 1993 article in the Journal of the Association for Persons with Severe Handicaps was
entitled "Enhancing Communication with Persons Labelled Severely Disabled."
*Once people fell into the labelling jargon, they quicldy fell into the double-whammy of
speaking of people as "labelled with" this or that, as in "labelled with schizophrenia." Expect to
encounter people labelled with blindness.
*Instead of saying that somebody had had mental problems in the past, people may now be said
to have "had a history of psychiatric evaluations" (Life at Risk, 7&8/91). This comes close to the
"labelling" position.
*We ran across a curious argot that spoke about laws governing the marriage of "labelled
persons" (Entourage, Summer 1992). We hope very much that the article was talking about
marriages of men to women, or at least people labelled as such.
*We learned of a speech being given with the title, "Listening to Labelled People." Only then
did we become aware that we had never heard anyone give a speech on "Listening to Unlabelled
People." We immediately perceived that this will provide a splendid opportunity for someone to
start some kind of human service institute that will gather materials, give presentations and courses,
grant degrees, conduct research, etc., etc., on this topic.
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*Some organizations of handicapped people have used the truly awful phrasing, "differently
labelled. "
*Authors labelled scholars. A 7-page article in the 12/88 issue of Mental Retardation used the
term "students labelled mentally retarded" scores of times, in order to avoid saying that there is such
a thing as retarded people.
*Someone used the phrase "unlabelled voices," referring to what impaired people were saying
whose identity was ambiguous.
*Actually, once one has identified about a third of the population as "labelled people," then
it was inevitable that the rest of the population got labelled as "unlabelled" (Are they the able
labelled unlabelled?)
Concealing the Nature of an Impairment Behind a Smokescreen of "Special Needs" Euphemisms
One of the unrevealing euphemisms/code words that has become popular is to refer to impaired
people as "people with special needs, " without indicating who these people are or what their special
needs are.
One of the sources of the popularity of the euphemism "special needs" may have been the 1978
English Warnock Report that concluded that 20% of children in England had "special needs." This
language was then incorporated into the 1981 English Education Act, which interpreted certain
children as having "special educational needs."
*Very quickly, a person with special needs became a "special needs person," "special needs
child," "special needs teen," "adolescent special needs student," etc., which is pitifully euphemistic
and uncommunicative. One could even ask, what child/person does not have special needs? Nor
is the nouning ("being" a special needs person rather than "having" special needs) an improvement.
*We have now seen articles describing programs in which so-called "special needs children"
participate, and where this term is used relentlessly. For instance, in one such 1996 article, one is
told that for some children, a certain summer school program was "their first time with special-needs
classmates. "
*Having had occasion in 1988 to review about 50 applicants for (mostly graduate) scholarships
to the School of Education at Syracuse University, the TIPS editor encountered the application of
a student who actually had received a master's degree in "severe special needs." Speaking of mild,
moderate, severe and profound special needs actually adds potentially useful information.
*Some people refer to very severely handicapped children as "children with significant needs."
This raises the question whether severe needs is worse than significant needs, or the other way
around. One would think that members of the general public would, for the most part, recoil at such
a nontransparent euphemism.
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*Naturally, once research articles began to study "children with special needs," they began to
use control groups of "children without special needs" (e.g., AJMR, 1995).
*In 1990, Allyn and Bacon published an entire series of books that had the phrase "detecting
and correcting special needs" in their title, with the different volumes then addressing such topics
as language arts, classroom behavior, mathematics, etc. Special needs may indeed need detecting,
but one would hardly speak of "correcting needs." Instead, one corrects problems and problematic
behaviors. Thus, we have a clear indication here that the word "special needs" has become a code
word for problems, impairments and handicaps, and that ordinary people presumedly only have
ordinary (non-special?) needs.
*A 1996 text was entitled Assessin2 Infants and Preschoolers With Special Needs. Bad enough
that the title is code, but even worse is that the review of the book in the Journal of the Association
for Persons With Severe Handicaps (Summer 1997)also never explains who these children are, only
once referring that some have "sensory loss."
*In some types of services, clients are getting SNPs, i.e., "Special needs plans" (e.g., DHH
News, 6/97), one of about 2 dozen versions of the original "individual program plan."
*It probably had to happen that once impaired people were said to "have special needs," and
they became "special needs persons," they themselves would very quickly become "special needs."
For example, even a Cambridge University researcher entitled a 1997 article, "Supporting Special
Needs in the Mainstream Classroom. "
*Always watch out for perversion dense packs! Once people were said to be "challenged" and
to "have special needs," it was inevitable that some would be said to "have (very) challenging
needs." For instance, a woman in Canada was described (in Saskatchewan ACL Dialect, 6/92) as
an advocate of "people with challenging needs." The problem is that all of us may have challenging
needs, to say nothing of sex maniacs.
*Talk about a phrase having "surplus meaning": The Special Needs Information Center (with
the rather appropriate but not very image-enhancing acronym SNIC) in Youngstown, Ohio, does
such things as "introducing children and young adults with disabilities to the world of fine arts"
(DSN, 11/89). At least, such persons might acquire "cultural competence."
*In Pittsburgh, PA, euphemisms have gone so far that as of 1989, one could see vans parked
in front of senior centers with the initials SPD. Upon probing, one discovered that this stood for
"Special Populations Division," which sounds a bit like a vehicle that might be used by a deviancy
SWAT team. (Source item from Charles Thomas.)
*A cartoon ("One Big Happy," in the Syracuse Post-Standard, 4/4/97) had a little boy come
home from school in a tantrum of disappointment because he was not "specially-abled," did not have
"special needs," and was not in "special ed," even though his mother was trying to assure him that
he was special indeed.
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*Somebody pointed out that "families of children with special needs have special needs"
(Celebrate Life, 9/97, p. 17). To this one could add that neighbors of families of children with
special needs have special needs--as do the neighbors of the neighbors, observers of the neighbors
of the neighbors, etc. A plaintive presentation at the 1997 Natl. Down Syndrome Congress was
"Siblings Have Special Needs, Too."
*We actually ran across the phrase "special-needs parents" to refer to parents who have
handicapped children (Newsweek, 6 Jan. 92).
Reinterpretinf: an Impairment as no More Than a Shortcominf: in Accommodations by Others
& the Physical Environment
One major trend has been to reverse the interpretation of a human deficiency or impairment,
so that it is not people who are said to "be" or "have" it, but the social environment is said to have
a need to make special accommodations.
*One development that reflects this thinking is the current (and extremely controversial)
definition of mental retardation by the American Association on Mental Retardation. It is also
reflected in a most absurd wording that said about a young woman who needs almost total care "that
to be able-bodied, she needs another person with her" (Intercom, 9/96, p. 15). Similarly, there has
been a proposal to call people who have cerebral palsy "assisted persons."
*In Britain, the organization founded by parents of retarded persons, MENCAP, said that it
is not people who are "profoundly disabled" but a society that creates barriers to people that result
in profound limitations to them (Inclusion International, 4/95).
Miscellaneous Ways of Circumlocutin~ the Fact That Someone is What Used to be Called "Idiotic,"
&/or That This Has M'lior Problematic Life Consequences
*The poor mentally retarded! According to Sinason (1992), no human group has been forced
to change its name as frequently (at least since the 1800s) as they.
*Idiocy was a perfectly good word for what some of us still call mental retardation until the
genetic alarm era made it vastly more negative than all such designations are.
*A novel language game since ca. 1980 is to call people who were formerly called "idiot
savants" plain "savants." This is a true perversion because some of these people are mentally
retarded in every aspect of their functioning except one, whereas the word "savant" has traditionally
only been used in reference to very wise or scholarly persons. This is an example of how modem
language, both in and outside of human services, becomes a collection of code words that one will
not understand unless one knows the subculture that generates the term, and its associated mentality.
If one did not like the "idiot" part of "idiot savant," it would have been better to create another
word. The condition is almost the opposite of that of a so-called "specific learning disability," and
since this is a very popular concept (though not so much with us), one might have called it
something like a "specific learning ability" in an otherwise mentally retarded person. But logic is
not a basis for, or concern of, modernistic language usage.
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*A few years ago, the issue was mostly that some people did not want the phrase "retarded"
to be used unnecessarily, but now, one commonly hears it said that the word "retarded" itself is a
devil word (as one party stated it, "a put-down"), and should not be used under any circumstances
(Down Syndrome News, 6/91; we were amused that the Down people would carry this item).
*A better way? We recently heard of two new euphemisms, "globally delayed" and
"pervasively delayed, " that apparently were meant to avoid the terrible no-no word "retarded," and
especially "profoundly retarded. "
*Apparently in order to avoid the contemporary contentious language controversies, when the
US Public Broadcasting System covered the history of circus and freak: show impresario P. T.
Barnum on its 10 Feb. 1992 episode of "American Experience," it referred to the so-called "wild
men of Borneo" whom Barnum exhibited as "mentally underdeveloped," instead of "mentally
retarded" (which they were), "mentally challenged," "with retardation," etc.
*Moderately nearly. profoundly nearly. etc. Dalton Prejean, who was executed for murder in
Louisiana in 5/90, was interpreted by the media as being "nearly retarded." (Source item from
Karen Lee.)
*Show me yours and I'll show you mine. Oh no, spare us, we plead piteously. A 1991 article
was entitled, "self-concepts of mothers who show mental retardation." Apparently, this was thought
to be preferrable to saying that they ~ retarded.
*It seems somewhat incongruous--even absurd--to refer to people in their 60s, 70s and 80s as
having a "developmental disability," and yet that has, in fact, been done. The TIPS editor was
startled recently to see a picture of a very normal looking elderly man identified as a "senior with
developmental disabilities." It sounds a little bit like the "child again" role. Next we will hear of
"seniors with developmental disabilities with Alzheimer's who have Down Syndrome," or who
knows what else. It seems that the very people who engage vehemently in superficial "delabelling"
campaigns are the very ones who fall for these kinds of language perversions.
*We were similarly incredulous to encounter the phrase "developmentally challenged seniors"
in 1990. Thus, in order to avoid the term "mental retardation," people go to such absurdities as
calling the elderly retarded who are no longer in what is generally called the developmental period
of life "developmentally challenged."
*In some I'Arche communities since the late 1980s, mentally retarded resident members were
code-named "core members," trying to communicate that they were at the core of the community.
Next thing one knew, some people began to use the term "core members" as a code word for any
retarded persons, i.e., those who were not members of a l'Arche community.
*A Catholic institution in Pa. advertised in 1992 that it caters to "severely developmentally
challenged" children, many of whom "also have severe medical problems." It turns out that 98%
are nonambulatory.
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*In early 1993, we first ran across the following idiom, cited verbatim from an advertisement
for training videos: "Retirement alternatives for the mild, moderate, severe, and profound older
person who has developmental disabilities." What was meant was old retarded people, inferrable
from the fact that a mental retardation agency sent out the flyer. This shows how people's very
language area in the brain is "disabled" by the language games being played.
*Someone in Syracuse advertised in the generic local newspaper (10/97) that she was "a woman
with a DD" and looking for a housemate. She obviously assumed that everyone knew what a DD
is.
*We have in our possession a very slick 6-page brochure, published by a Canadian Association
for Community Living (ACL), that never once mentioned that the organization works on behalf of
intellectually impaired/mentally retarded persons, and is composed largely of parents of such
persons. It does contain code phrases such as "people with disabilities" and "people who have been
labelled," and asserts that "disability... can be eliminated by changing the community's response."
An accompanying 2-page flyer intended to recruit new members does not even explain what ACL
stands for. It uses code words such as people "who need assistance." The only clue that the
organization might be concerned with retarded people is a mention that a child depicted in the
brochure "happens to have Down's Syndrome," that one of many other people in another picture
once lived in a "developmental centre," and that a board member shown in a third picture spent 21
years in a "developmental centre."
*We find it exceedingly amusing that a periodical concerned with mentally retarded people and
their families is entitled Community Living News. Are we then to assume that there will be no
coverage about retarded people in institutions, nursing homes and prisons, on ships at sea, in the
polar regions, or on tiny islands? And conversely, are we to assume that this periodical will tell all
about living in the community? Isn't that what most generic newspapers do? All this goes to show
what sloganeering and code wording can do.
*Community Focus (ACL-Manitoba, 9/95, p. 1) carried a story of a mentally retarded man
who fills the valued roles of boat-owner, and employee in a boat-yard. In the winter when work
at the marina is slack, he works part-time there, and part-time at an apiary. The story also shows
how participation in valued roles in valued society opens all sorts of other doors (e.g., he is learning
more jobs), and is often an avenue to greater participation in society. For instance, he is described
as having been very shy and hard to get to know when he first started to work, but as having become
quite sociable over time, "one of the bunch." However, the man is never described as mentally
retarded, probably because the story is featured in the newsletter of the Manitoba Association for
Community Living. This is true code, insofar as one would wonder what the point of the whole
story was if one did not know that the organization and its newsletter are all about retarded people.
*In 12/89, the TIPS editor published an article in Mental Retardation, entitled, "Bill F.: Signs
of the Times Read From the Life of One Mentally Retarded Man." A few months later, the
Religion Division newsletter of the American Association of Mental Retardation recommended this
article to its membership, but listed its title as "Bill: The Life of a Man," which we interpret as
either a conscious or unconscious act of censorship of the phrase "mentally retarded."
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*A new newsletter published by the Central New York Developmental Disabilities Services
Office of the State of New York received the name The Central New Yorker, which misleadingly
suggests a generic news medium.
*Alston, J., Roberts, E., & Wangermann, O. (1992). The Royal Albert: Chronicles of an
era. Lancaster, England: Centre for North-West Regional Studies, University of Lancaster. One
bizarre element in this history is that one has to search high and low in it to discover that the original
name of the facility was the Royal Albert Asylum for Idiots and Imbeciles, because it shamefacedly
keeps using the abbreviation "The Royal Albert," or the later name, "Royal Albert Hospital." Is
this how the history of an earlier era gets rewritten so as to become politically correct?
*In England, beginning in the 1980s, the phrase "people with learning difficulties" has become
popular among enlightened circles as an alternative to "people with a mental handicap," which in
turn was understood in England to refer to those whom we would call retarded persons. The new
term has its share of problems. First of all, we all have learning difficulties. Secondly, even the
most brilliant person who ever lived would have extraordinary difficulties when presented with
certain types of learning tasks. Thirdly, all sorts of people who are mentally impaired but not
mentally retarded have learning difficulties. Most strikingly, this will be the case with persons with
adventitious brain damage, including trauma, dementia or Korsakoff syndrome, but even people with
psychoses, neuroses, or character deficits can have serious learning difficulties, at least in certain
domains of learning. In fact, the face meaning of "learning difficulties" would apply very well to
elderly people, for whom new learning is vastly more difficult than for younger ones. However,
mental retardation has always been defmed as requiring an onset during the developmental period,
or else it has been called something else--and for good reason. Fourth, there is only a correlation
between learning and intelligence; some people of only average intelligence are excellent learners
without thereby becoming more intelligent, while some very bright people are not good at learning
all sorts of things. And on a few tasks, mentally retarded children (as a group) have been shown
to learn as well or even better than non-retarded children of the same mental age. On an individual
level, variability on the wide range of learning tasks is even greater, in that many retarded
individuals have less difficulty learning a certain material or task than some non-retarded people
have. Fifthly, a face value implication of "having difficulties" is that difficulties can often be
overcome, implying in turn that if only everybody tried a little harder, few or no persons with
learning difficulties would be left. After all, people with reading difficulties often overcome them,
people with marital difficulties may end up deliriously happily married with the very same person
that they had difficulties with earlier, etc. Also, all sorts of "difficulties" that people have in life
are often due to obstacles which can be removed. If a young man has difficulty getting a date--or
even asking a young woman for one--this might be overcome with either determination, some help
from more sophisticated persons, or even by the very fact that a young woman might ask him for
a date--and certainly, the "difficulty" disappears as soon as the young man gets engaged and married.
One could imagine thousands of scenarios where the term "difficulties" would be involved in a
fashion that does not imply that there is a situation or condition that will almost certainly be life-
long. In turn, "having difficulties" sounds similar to merely "being challenged," or perhaps only
inconvenienced, by one's learning problems. Lastly, the "learning difficulties" formulation is
technically invalid because mental retardation involves more than merely learning difficulties. One
can thus see that the term "learning difficulties" has many problems; and yet, as far as I know, these
have never been systematically discussed in the literature, nor admitted to be real in verbal
discourses on what phrase to use for the condition/people at issue.
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*During the mid-1980s, the term "the dually diagnosed" became a new craze term and
syndrome in human services. It most certainly is code, because it is used exclusively to refer to
people who are both mentally retarded and mentally disordered, even though it could more
accurately be used to refer to people who have any two afflictions: cancer and blood disease,
arthritis and kidney stones, etc. The term was nm selected in an effort to disguise what were the
conditions it covered, as addressed under the next heading, but has served to circumlocute who the
people at issue are. Its exclusive and code word use thus violates its face value of broader
applicability. Gunnar Dydwad poked dismantling fun at this phrase by claiming to be dually
diagnosed himself--with hemorrhoids and hearing loss. Another problem with the above use of the
term "dual diagnosis" is that it implies that dual diagnosis is a specific and discrete clinical
syndrome, rather than a status description. Thus, since a status description is what is in fact
involved, it would only be proper to speak of people "who have been given dual diagnoses" of this
and that. After all, what one "has" and what one gets "diagnosed" as having are two entirely
different things. Thirdly, the term could come under further suspicion because the term "diagnosis"
carries the assumption that the conditions at issue are medical ones, perhaps even diseases, when in
this case, they are not. Finally, the "dual diagnosis" construct has been promoted most heavily by
psychiatry in order to regain its lost dominance in mental retardation, and this has partially worked--
at the cost of legions of hapless retarded persons ending up on deathmaking prescription mind drugs.
*While for about 15 years, the term "dually diagnosed" had been highjacked on behalf of
people who were both mentally retarded and mentally disordered, to our relief, it has fmally been
reclaimed, namely, on behalf of people who are physically handicapped and addicted to dope (Cf,
5/95, p. 439).
*One outright untrue--hence deceptive, hence unworthy--way to speak about a mentally retarded
person is to bold-facedly substitute the expression that a party is a "self-advocate" when one means
that the party is mentally retarded. There are four things wrong with this.
First of all, many retarded people are not self-advocates. Secondly, some really should not be.
Thirdly, one virtually never hears nonretarded, or even other handicapped people, referred to as self-
advocates. Fourthly, doing something ~ because it has been demanded by an intended beneficiary
(such as calling them by whatever they want to be called by) surrenders one's own freedom of
action, informed conscience, and moral integrity, as further discussed under a later heading.
One encounters innumerable phrasings about "self advocates" that are deliciously ridiculous
(e.g., "three self-advocates having lunch," as a picture caption; "self-advocate takes center stage")
where what is meant in each case is/are mentally retarded persons. A headline (Ability &
Enterprise, 1993, 6(2), 7) proclaimed, "Kelowna Bank Hires Self Advocate."
The 1993 TASH (Assn. for Persons with Severe Handicaps) convention offered complimentary
registration (i.e., free admission) for the following two categories of people: "parent (non-
professional) and self-advocate." Probably other conferences do something similar, but this is where
we noticed it. Almost every competently functioning person can be considered a "self-advocate,"
since people typically pursue their own interests, needs, wants, etc., often in the face of obstacles,
literally every day. Thus, as mentioned above, one could argue that almost everyone except many
impaired people is a self-advocate, though it is only handicapped people who are ~ such, and
usually because people do not want to use some other language that is not so obscurantist and that
perhaps carries some negative connotations and imagery. Since everyone is a self-advocate, we
suggest that everyone who is going to the TASH convention register as a self-advocate, and get in
for free. This might financially ruin the TASH convention, but it also might shock some sense into
those who use "self-advocate" as a code word for impaired people.
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*There is a slew of new terms being used that do try to convey that somebody is not very
smart, but without using that no-no "mental retardation," or saying that somebody is stupid and
somebody else is smart. One is to speak of people being, or not being, capable of "symbolic-
analytic" work. Experts say that almost 50% of the Japanese population will earn its living from
symbolic-analytic tasks while no more than 20% of the American work force will do so
(USN&WR, 22/4/91). In late 1992, we first came across an instance of retarded persons being
consistently referred to as "conceptually non-expressive." Another new semi-code word is
"cognitive limitations," as used in the title of a conference on "parents with cognitive
limitations." This could be worse, since at least one has a rough idea what cognitive limitations
are, except of course that we all have them.
*Someone who is not very bright may be described euphemistically as a "kinesthetic
learner. "
*In the early 1990s, some Association for Retarded Citizens chapters used the slogan,
"People with mental retardation are just like you and me... They're individuals!" While this
is true, it is also faulty for at least two reasons. (a) It plays into modernistic hyperindividualism.
(b) It implies that being retarded is not a big deal in terms of life consequences.
*Political pressures (associated with the fact that minority groups are so heavily over-
represented among children with mild mental retardation) have resulted in mildly retarded
children often being given less stigmatizing labels, such as "learning disabled" or
"communication-disordered," to the point that someone who goes to a school setting may find
that hardly any of the mildly retarded children there actually get interpreted as being mildly
retarded. One consequence is that if students now ~ identified as mildly retarded, then they
are probably much more retarded than the children who had been designated as "educably
mentally retarded" in previous decades, especially prior to 1960 or 1970. In fact, one of the
results of the talking away of mental retardation has been that in American schools, fewer and
fewer children are interpreted as mildly retarded, even if their IQs are only in the 60s
(E&TMR/DD, 9/97). Since most of these children are now put into the rather meaningless
category of "learning disability" (mind you, not learning "difficulty" but "disability"), bQtb the
constructs of mental retardation and learning disability have suffered. Among other things, this
makes it impossible to compare research data on "mildly retarded" children in the last 20-30
years with earlier such data.
*One parent of a son with Down's syndrome, and a leader in the parent association,
continued to refer to him as a mongoloid, in order to make sure that no one would get the idea
that a new term=no matter how popular-would solve the problems the son and society have with
each other.
*In Summer 1991, we saw an anti-alcoholism public service announcement that said
something like, "Do you want your baby to be mentally retarded? If not, don't drink." We
thought the announcement to be outrageously outdated and politically incorrect, in that it did not
say "do you want your baby to be differently-abled? If not, don't drink."
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*The field of mental retardation--or at least of low intelligence-Is one in which it is
certainly true that the past is not dead yet, and is not even past (as Wm. Faulkner said). If we
believed the fantasies of the constructionists and of the interactionist/phenomenological approach,
then people are "socially negotiated" as being mentally retarded through a process of social
interaction among the observers. According to these interpreters, mental retardation underwent
an "objectification" when intelligence tests arrived. This thinking is then used as a rationale for
saying things such as that someone is "labelled mentally retarded." The problem is that there
have always been people who have been clearly recognized by those around them to be very
unintelligent, and for the most part they are the very same people who would have been similarly
recognized in all cultures, and today. A social negotiation on which virtually everybody at all
times agrees hardly has the relativistic flavor that constructionists and interactionists would like
to give it.
Obviously, persons are only "constructed" as mentally retarded if they function around the
edges of low intelligence, because it certainly must be true that the kinds of demands that a
society places on a person will have a great deal to do with whether the person is considered a
success or failure, and different societies make different demands, and the same society may
change its demands over time. However, all societies have some expectations that the most
severely retarded cannot meet.
*Where it really is relevant to communicate that someone is what we call mentally retarded,
but one is unwilling to use long-established terms, it would be better not to press into service yet
other long-established terms with different traditional face meanings. Instead, one could use
either a real code (e.g., "people given the code L," "people classified as 10735.369") or a
nonsense word or neologism that has a neutral sound. In writing, one might even borrow from
Hebrew and use a word with most of the letters left blank, e.g., "John is r. ..... d"--though we
would ridicule this in a future TIPS issue.
The Concealinl: of the Nature of an Impairment Behind a Smokescreen of Callinl:
An Impaired Person "Challenl:ed," "Inconvenienced" or "Disadvantal:ed
The amazing thing is that as silly a phrase as being "challenged" as a euphemism for being
impaired has actually caught on very widely despite the fact that from its beginning, it has also
been widely ridiculed, and continues to be so. In fact, some of the very same media who have
embraced the practice continue to also ridicule it, which conveys a message that has not as yet
been properly interpreted by PC people. It was as recently as 1991 that we first ran across the
expression, "the challenged population," by which was meant impaired people, and considering
how ridiculous this is, we are admittedly surprised that so many people=including some in the
mainstream of society=actually and quickly began to use the term "challenged" to mean
"impaired." In fact, probably no term referring to a human impairment has been simultaneously
as widely accepted and yet as widely ridiculed as the word "challenged" for "impaired" or
"handicapped. "
Leslie Fiedler, the author of the well-selling 1978 book Freaks: Myths and Imal:es of the
Secret Self, said in his 1996 book, Tyranny of the Normal, that calling people with "drastic
difficulties in ambulation" "challenged," or even "disabled," is an easy way of appeasing one's
guilt over one's instinctive tendency to call them "cripples" and similar terms.
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To call impaired persons "inconvenienced" also takes the understatement cake, though it
would sound less ridiculous if one could speak of them as mildly, moderately, severely and
profoundly inconvenienced.
*Paulist Productions made a video on "the physically disadvantaged." Imagine: You are
paralyzed from the mouth down, and all they are willing to concede is that you are
disadvantaged. The term "disadvantage" also carries a connotation that it can be rectified by
instituting compensatory measures, much as was implied by the term "compensatory education"
in the 196Os, in response to the "cultural deprivation" many children=especially of the racial
minorities-were said to have experienced.
*In 7/92, we heard on the radio news a reference to the Americans with Disabilities Act,
and the announcer actually used the phrase "physically challenged" in reference to physically
handicapped people, apparently assuming that the public would understand what this meant.
*In 1992, Time lamented that political correctness is spreading like a virus through the
English language, turning every personal trait into an agenda. It listed several examples-sand
then added seven spoof phrases it had invented. But by the time about 3 years had passed, Time
was actually using the very term "challenged" that it had spoofed in 1992!
*There actually is such a thing in the US as a Skating Association for the Blind and
Handicapped started in 1977 by a former Ice Capades skater in the Buffalo, NY area. There,
an amazing 7300 young people have participated in its activities (Parade, 14/3/93).
Unfortunately, it uses language about "mentally," "physically," and "emotionally challenged"
people.
*We were astonished to read (in Networks, 7/92) that when police found a man foraging
for food through garbage cans, they "put him in an institution for mentally challenged persons. "
There, he eventually became part of a "choir made up of mentally challenged adults." Next,
there will be institutions for garbage-challenging persons.
*The Chrysler Motors corporation has actually launched a "Chrysler Motors Physically-
Challenged Resource Center, " which addresses issues of adaptive (prosthetic) driving aids. From
another source, we learned that Chrysler launched (in 1993) a Physically-Challenged Assistance
Program (P-CAP) for impaired drivers, but grammatically, it sounds as if the assistance program
were physically challenged (remember the confusing story of the "hot chestnut vendor"?).
*There actually is such a thing as the New York State Games for the Physically Challenged,
at least as of 1996.
*The blind are to be called "visually challenged," according to some language persons of
police.
*We first heard a rumor that short people are demanding to be known as "vertically
challenged," and then it actually happened that a team of five dwarf basketball players (who call
themselves the Hollywood Shorties) were referred to as "vertically challenged" (though in
quotation marks) by Consumer Reports (9/92).
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*It has been suggested that sexual offenders by described as "libidinously challenged." Or
would one have to say-to be PC--" diagnosed with libidinous challenge "1
*Now that to our surprise, the absurd phrase "challenged people" (to refer to handicapped
people) has actually taken hold, there also appeared in 1993 a magazine for "people with
disabilities" with the name Challenge Magazine.
*Once one gets on the slippery slope, there is no stopping. An article (3/94) in the journal
Education & Training in Mental Retardation & Developmental Disabilities, published by the
Council on Exceptional Children (which had that name for scores of years), was actually
permitted to refer to "citizens who are differently challenged," apparently in recognition that
everybody is challenged, but while trying to salvage the code word "challenged."
*Now that "challenge" means being impaired, one should not be surprised that the book,
Challenged Parenting, really refers to parenthood of/by handicapped people.
*Absurdities, once set into motion, multiply each other. If one uses the words "challenged"
and "dual diagnosis" as code words, then one needs to call a mentally retarded person who is
also mentally afflicted "dually challenged."
*Obviously, if impaired people are "challenged," then unimpaired people are not.
Accordingly, in 3/97, we first came across people being called "nonchaUenged." Thus, a
reseacher compared "nonchallenged children" with "severely challenged children" in a
"mainstream classroom" (Cf, 3/97, p. 239).
*See our later section on "spoofs" for more on people being "challenged."
Interpreting an Impairment as an Asset
*One of the phony and usually :fu.tik language games being played, particularly by certain
elements among handicapped people themselves, is to "redefine previously devalued bodily
characteristics as positive resources of dignity and pride" (e.g., Disability Studies Quarterly,
Winter 1989), and to call for a "celebration of disabilities." In this kind of language game,
people sometimes speak of non-impaired persons as "lacking a disability" (ibid), as if one should
feel sorry for them over it. One natural consequence is that some people say that they are
"proud" to be nonambulatory, deaf, blind, or whatever. First of all, lacking a functional
capacity is an objective disadvantage in one's physical (not only social) environment, as much
with humans as with animals. How many people would prefer to beget an impaired child?
(Oddly enough, the very PC people who are the most apt to use crazy language about human
impairments are normatively the first to seek prenatal testing of their offspring, with a view to
abort if the test is positive.) Nor is there any particular reason to be proud of a bodily
impairment, with the possible exception of having lost a body part or function in a noble or
heroic act, in which case the pride should be in the risky act, not the loss that resulted. Pride
being a vice, it is bad enough when people are (unduly) proud of having a special bodily or
functional aptitude.
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*Some organizations of handicapped people use the term "handicapahle."
Miscellaneous Other or Mixed Obscurantist Circumlocutions of Human Impairments
*We talk about people being bed-ridden or confined to bed, being laid up, dependent on an
iron lung or on oxygen, hobbling around on crutches, having to go to a hospital, and so on. All
these expressions indicate that the situation is not an optimal one. However, people who have
woken late to the power of language to project images on people, but who have limited sense
about other important elements and desiderata of language (just as they had limited sense of its
power before they woke up), have conniption fits when one speaks of someone being "confined
to a wheelchair," and demand that one use language which interprets the wheelchair as a
liberating instrument. There can be no doubt that from one perspective, it is--but so is
everything else. After all, an intensive care unit for someone who has had a heart transplant
liberates the patient from death; while hobbling around on crutches, one is at least not confined
to a wheelchair--not to mention the iron lung. People confined to bed might equally claim to
be not confined, but spared and liberated from the grave, enabled by the bed to be alive,
socialize, perhaps even work. In fact, save perhaps death and hell, there really isn't any
unpleasant or suboptimal situation which cannot be interpreted as being better than something
else worse. Bald people might just as well insist that they are not stricken by baldness, but
crowned by an absence of hair, and not being disadvantaged by having to wash it. (Call this the
"bald head reductio ad absurdum. ")
Just how concretely real it can be to be "confined to" a wheelchair, or "wheelchair-bound,"
was illustrated by a fire in a residence for handicapped people in Cincinnati. The power
wheelchair of a man with multiple sclerosis caught fire, and in front of several other
"wheelchair-bound residents" unable to help him, he burnt to death (AP, in Syracuse Herald-
Journal, 29/4/88). We think that this would be a most unsuitable context for activists to protest
the wire services' repeated use of the term "wheelchair-bound."
While wallowing in S&F discourse, Newsweek (e.g., 22/9/97, p. 88) is still holding fast
to people being "confined to wheelchairs." And feminist guru Germaine Greer had no
compunction about saying that "... The cost of bringing up a damaged child, of guiding a
bewildered and protesting parent toward death, of enduring hardship, humiliation and injustice,
is crippling. "
In order to avoid the politically incorrect phrasing that somebody is "confined to a
wheelchair," people are virtually standing on their heads trying to construct phrases that utterly
fail to convey the impact and meaning of not being able to walk, or perhaps even to stand. For
instance, one of the more common current phrasings is that somebody "uses a wheelchair." The
phrasing is not an inaccurate way of speaking, but a flattening one. When one spends virtually
all of one's working hours in a wheelchair, such a "use" is very different from using soap,
spoons, toothpicks, paper clips, etc. We also hardly speak of "using" clothes, but wear them.
The phrase "using a wheelchair" also reminds the TIPS editor of a time during the war in 1945
when suddenly, a machine gun "spoke up" (as they used to say), and a soldier commented that
"somebody is working with a machine gun," which certainly strikes one as a peculiar phrasing.
Consider how ridiculous it would be if someone who is normatively ambulatory plunks down into
a wheelchair (perhaps at an airport) and announces, "see, I am using a wheelchair." The one
circumstance in which the phrase "using a wheelchair" seems highly appropriate is when a person
who can walk uses it part of the time, as many people do. In fact, one 1993 book description
described a character as using "a wheelchair because she cannot walk," perhaps because the
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currently prevailing phrasing of "using wheelchairs" might leave one the impression that all sorts
of people who can walk use them.
So much PC lingo is so unnuanced! Consider that if one was once ambulatory, then having
to live in a wheelchair can indeed be said to be "reduced to a wheelchair." In contrast, a person
who was always "bed-bound," but then was helped to get around in a wheelchair is "enabled"
by it.
*A World Institute on Disability newsletter in late 1990 showed a picture of a man in a
wheelchair, with a caption informing us that the person was a "social service user." Presumedly,
this was meant to be an improvement over descriptions of such a person as either handicapped,
"disabled," wheelchair-bound or whatever. We consider it vastly more dangerous to the good
life to be a client of the imperial human service system than to be the other things. Also, the
public might be more positively disposed toward a person with an impairment than a person
interpreted in effect as a consumer of tax monies. Thus, if this designation was meant to
improve attitudes, it could backfire.
*In The Journal (of the California Alliance for the Mentally Ill, l(l», a professor of
medical ethics had an article entitled "Obtaining Consent for Research in the Neurobiologically
Impaired." He should have been a professor of linguistics. Who are the "neurobiologically
impaired"?
*The term "involved," as in "heavily involved," has long been used as a euphemism in
human service circles for someone being impaired.
*We recently ran across a sticker with the word "disability" printed on it, but with the "dis"
of disability crossed out. This was apparently intended by advocates to be a positive attitude
change device, so that people would think of people's abilities and not their impairment. While
this intention is meritorious, the message itself implies a denial of the reality of human
impairments, and thereby deprives one of genuinely useful language to communicate about each
other. Positive attitudes towards impairments should not be pursued by denial of impairments,
but by a wide range of other strategies, such as the engendering of a sense of value and
preciousness of human life, the enhancements of the talents of impaired people, the utilization
of whatever abilities do exist, and positively-experienced interactions between impaired and non-
impaired people.
There is also a dangerous image problem in the crossed-out "dis." It can be read to imply
that "disabled" persons will be/should be crossed out/wiped out--a thought already not very far
from the minds of the majority of the population these days.
*Another way of talking away the realities of human impairment is to say something to the
effect that "we are all handicapped/impaired/disabled"; or "disability is a normal characteristic
of the human process" (Justin Dart, 4 June 1987); or "the only difference between so-called
normal people and handicapped people is that the so-called normal people's handicaps are not
visible" (All People, Spring 1995). The core of truth in such statements becloud that there are
significant (perhaps life-defining) impacts on one's life when one suffers an impairment of one's
previous condition, or is hindered to begin with from doing certain things by an initial
impairment.
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*Another related atrocity is to refer to impaired people as the "differently abled." Aside
from the fact that neither part of the appellation may be true, they both communicate only that
the party is somehow impaired--and that in ridiculous code.
A man in Syracuse who got an "employee of the year" award in 1992 was described in a
newspaper as "differently abled," without further explanation.
*Outright oxymoronic are the "able disabled," and the slogan that "disabled doesn't mean
unable." Both slogans are linguistic oxymorons because the dictionaries define "disabled"
precisely as meaning that one is unable to do anything, equivalent to "impotent." All of this
reminds one of "cruel mercy" and "merciful cruelty." Also absurd is the appellation of an
impaired person as "uniquely abled." If stripped of code meaning, the face value of this phrase
would probably be that someone has a once-in-a-generation talent in smarts, music, a sport, etc.
*A Florida retreat center reported in babblespeak (4/95) that "more and more people who
are mentally challenged are reaching out for independence," implying that a "mentally challenged
person" is not an independent one. It went on that there was a "growing need to meet the
challenge of helping the mentally challenged community" to be "empowered with independence."
*If we don't watch it, one day we may see TV programs or books announced with a
message, "Warning! This Book/Program Refers to Handicapped People in a Language that
Reveals the Fact That They are Handicapped." And we can envision PC parents quickly
covering their children's eyes with their hands, and carrying them out of the room.
*At the request of its General Assembly, Presbyterians for Disability Concerns developed
a definition of "persons with disabilities" which, in essence, says that they have an "impairment."
Eureka.
*There is one occasion when everyone seems to agree that someone is impaired, namely,
when a person is caught driving while drunk; then the person is referred to--even in the PC
media--as an "impaired driver." How come? Because the impairment is only temporary?
Other Unsatisfactory. Problematic. Internally Incoherent or Even Ridiculous.
Langua~e About Human Impairments
Usin~ Terms. Such as "Disabled." That Si~nify Vastly More Impairment Than There is
Most of this submodule will deal with the terms disability and disabled.
For hundreds of years, if the term disability was used in reference to human impairment at
all, it was applied to physical impairment, and apparently only since the 18th century has it been
extended to mental impairment, and only very recently has it been thusly used in a frequent and
common fashion.
*A major milestone in US legislation for impaired people was a 1973 law that was widely
called "the Civil Rights Act of the Handicapped," and which used "handicap" language. But
already in 5/88, the President's Committee on the Employment of the Handicapped was changed
to the President's Committee on Employment of People With Disabilities by presidential order.
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In 1995, by law, no less, New York State also replaced the term "handicapped" with "disabled"
in its documents, and the sponsor of the bill said, "it is politically correct, yes."
*The Americans With Disabilities Act (ADA, in effect in 1992) abandoned the term
handicap(ped) for disabled/disability. But one very big problem with this law is that the term
"disability" was used to subsume groups of societally devalued people who are devalued for
reasons other than what would ordinarily be considered a "disability." Worst of all, a few out-
and-out vices and antisocial behaviors were subsumed under the construct of "disability," which
is bound to be image-diminishing to handicapped people, or to even vice- and menace-image
them. For instance, under this law, employers interviewing applicants are no longer permitted
to ask about a person's use of illicit drugs in the past, even though this past may not have been
very long past. People who are HIV-positive also qualify under ADA even if they have no
functional impairment. Thank goodness, employers can still "discriminate against" people with
a few vices, such as fire-setting.
*We hardly ever use the term "disability," for reasons explained at some length in
Wolfensberger, W. (1979). The case against the use of the term "disability." Rehabilitation
Literature, 40(10), 309. Reprinted in Spiegel, A. G., Podair, S., & Fiorito, E. (1981).
Rehabilitatinf: people with disabilities into the mainstream of society (pp. 27-28). Parkridge, NJ:
Noyes Medical Publications. Among other things, that article points out that the prefix "dis" or
"dys" is almost always used to say very bad things, as exemplified by the above-mentioned word
"dysphemism" that is so relevant to our topic. Further, "disability" falsely implies total
incapacitation (as in "disabled vehicle"), and it is thus just as false on one extreme to say that
someone with an impairment is totally incapacitated and impotent (which is what "disabled"
means) as it is on the other extreme to pretend an impairment does not exist, or is less serious
than it is. Thus, driving home from work during a snowstorm in 1/95, the TIPS editor saw
several vehicles that were stuck, and at least one accident scene where two cars were
immobilized after having bent each other's fenders. He said to himself, "Now these cars are not
handicapped, they are disabled. They can not go anywhere or do anything for the time being."
This was a dramatic exemplification of the fact that in ordinary usage, something that is disabled
is simply no longer able to function at all in its intended capacity. A disabled clock does not
merely run slow or fast, it does not run at all. If it has any hands left, it shows the same time
all the time. This is not at all the case with the vast majority (probably over 99%) of impaired
people, who can usually still do something or other that other people can do, and often even
other people their own age. Even if one can do no more than put food in one's mouth, or
perhaps even no more than swallow food, one is not disabled. However, one may be very
severely impaired.
The incongruity of using the term "disability" becomes particularly striking when decisions
are made about what "disabled" people are supposed to be able to do or not do. For instance,
the Americans with Disabilities Act is based on an assumption that people with disabilities can
work, contrary to other defmitions of disability noted below. But if a disabled person can do
everything a non-disabled person can do, then how can one possibly be disabled? Furthermore,
the root "dis" has an ancient association to the demonic. The latter feeds the juxtaposition of
impaired people with the demonic that is also achieved by the relentless juxtaposition of impaired
people to clownery, which also has strong and ancient ties to the demonic, idolatry, debauchery,
etc.
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*Pfeiffer (1992) points out that in the US, the term "disability" is defined differently by four
distinct "perspectives" (i.e., ideologies or purposes). For instance, by the US Social Security
Administration, a person is defined as "disabled" if they cannot earn enough to live on. This
definition is also used by several other countries (Pfeiffer, 1992). When a term acquires many
different meanings, then it loses its utility.
*One other problem with contemporary defmitions of "disability" in law (such as we might
fmd in many countries these days), and as might bear on a person's qualification for a pension,
social security or similar income, is that unemployability is often an explicit or implicit criterion.
In turn, this means that in an economy in which certain jobs are no longer available that
handicapped people might have performed in other kinds of economies, many more people will
be declared as "disabled." In other words, the legal construct-and consequently, also people's
mental constructs-of "disability" will have less to do with a person's actual functional capacity
and more with the circumstances that freeze such a person out of the labor market. Interestingly,
one hardly ever sees any kind of discussion of this phenomenon.
*A 1994 article in a US government publication spoke of "people with significant
disabilities," which is similar to saying "deafer than deaf."
*The absurdity surrounding the current use of the term "disabled" is underlined by the
compound term "disabled infants, " as if all infants were not near-zero in terms of capabilities,
not to mention that the term "disabled infant" would not be applied to a neurologically intact but
very severely ill baby. And yet, especially since 1983, this phrase has been used in both the
professional and medical literature, and in US government documents in connection with the
formulation of the federal Child Abuse Amendments (passed in 1984), and even in the law itself.
*One problem with the disabilities construct is that people talk about hidden and "visible"
disabilities. For instance, as early as 1981, South Australia was observing "Hidden Disabilities
Week."
*One of the new buzz words has been "psychiatrically disabled." On the face of it, it would
refer to people who have been disabled by psychiatry.
*In late 1993, we first ran across an instance where autism, mental retardation and Rett
syndrome were referred to as "speaking disabilities" (TASH Newsletter, 11193).
*A 1996 article in the journal published by TASH (see later section) referred to "students
who experience multiple disabilities." Maybe the students were touring an institution for people
with all sorts of impairments, and found this to be quite an experience.
*In its 18/1/93 issue, Newsweek referred to a "group home" for the "emotionally disabled"-
-the first time we heard that term as far as we can remember. Presumedly, such persons would
have to function like vegetables or minerals, since even animals have emotions.
*Taking words at their face value, an "intellectually disabled" person (a common usage in
Australia for mental retardation) would have to be profoundly retarded--comatose, actually.
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*The term "developmental disability" was a governmental creation, coined as a legal,
funding and regulatory category by the US Developmental Disabilities Act of 1970. It was not
meant to be a clinical or programmatic term, but as a means for making services and research
related to cerebral palsy, autism, epilepsy, certain mental disorders, certain symptoms of
(alleged) brain injuries, etc., eligible for the same funding advantages that the Kennedy era
legislation had earlier made available in mental retardation starting in 1963. But immediately,
people began to talk about developmental disability as if it were a clinical entity with a distinct
clinical meaning. In fact, to many people, the term came to mean "mental retardation." See
what trust in government can do to you!
The construct of developmental disability became even more problematic when in response
to pressure by advocates (mostly probably PC ones), the US Government revised its definition
so that the onset of such a "disability" no longer has to occur prior to the age of 18, but may
now occur up to age 22. Will we eventually define "Alzheimer's" as a "developmental
disability"?
*In 1/93, the TIPS editor first ran across instances where a single retarded person was
described as "having developmental disabilities," i.e., in the plural.
*To our shock, we learned in 4/93 that a new PC term for an impaired person is a "disabled
identified person" --which acronyms down to DIP. Furthermore, people who use that phrase go
right on and talk in terms such as "the public's perception of DIPs ... ," and about a particular
individual "being a DIP."
*If disabled means incapable, then expressions such as "mildly disabled" are oxymoronic.
*Some people have gone into linguistic pretzel positions explaining that a car without a
dome light is "a car that has a disability," but is not "a disabled car" (e.g., Breakin.: Barriers,
Summer 94).
*More handibabble by an impaired advocate: "Some persons say 'I am disabled because
I have paralyzed limbs, but I am not handicapped because I have a job and a family.' At the
same time other persons say, 'I am handicapped because I have paralyzed limbs, but I am not
disabled because I can move around quite well in a wheelchair'." (Pfeiffer, 1992).
*In 1994, we also became aware for the first time that some people have begun to speak
about people "with more disability" or "with less disability," and in 5195, we heard for the first
time (TASH Newsletter, 4/95) the term "moderate severe disability."
*In order to avoid the implication of total incapacity contained in "disabled," some people
use "less abled. "
*We might note the peculiar fact that some language fanatics insist on using the word
"disabilities" to refer to impairments or limitations-but then go out of their way, even bend over
backwards, to make the point that they believe that no such thing exists, or that "everyone has
abilities." Such statements have appeared increasingly frequently in declarations by parent
groups, advocacy associations, etc. If one did not insist in the first place on using the language
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of "disability" (which is problematic for several reasons), one might not feel later on that one
has to point out that one doesn't really mean what one is saying by it!
*In the 1980s, physically impaired people developed the concept of "disability cool." A
visual image of what this means was a sculpture (that has also been made into a poster) of an
ugly punkish-looking and punkish-dressed bird with a long beak sitting in jack boots rather
aggressively in a wheelchair.
The Down's vs. Down Controversy
*The people who thought that changing Down's syndrome to Down syndrome was an
improvement (this includes the World Health Organization=staffed by many people whose first
language is not English) really shot themselves in the foot. Jack Yates sent us an analysis on the
term Down syndrome which was a masterful example of linguistic analysis. Among other
things, Yates pointed out that Down syndrome obviously evokes a polarity of down and up, with
down being the negative end. On the other hand, "Down's" is a much clearer reference to the
name of the man after whom the syndrome had been named. To this we might add that in
medical practice, there are many syndromes named after a person, followed with an apostrophe
and an s, as exemplified in "Alzheimer's syndrome." So far, we have not heard anybody
demanding that the latter syndrome be named Alzheimer syndrome.
Yates also points out that people with Down's syndrome have persistently been the subject
of all sorts of negative mythologies, and have recently become one of the major battlefields
revolving around the value of human life. All this is negatively reinforced by the "down"
imagery. After all, "putting someone down" does not just merely mean to denigrate someone,
but also to kill them. It was as a result of Yate's analysis that we have decided to rescind our
temporary switch to Down syndrome, and revert to Down's syndrome, and live with the
opprobrium that will undoubtedly be heaped upon us in consequence.
We would add that there is also the fact to consider that many prestigious horse race tracks
have the name Downs (e.g., Churchill Downs), while none of them would call themselves a
"Down" track. And what about all those people who live in Downsville, NY?
Out of curiosity, we went to a medical dictionary and looked up the term "syndrome," and
found 139 listed that were all named after their putative discoverers or popularizers by showing
the person's name followed by an apostrophe and an s, as in Alzheimer's syndrome. Scores
more such constructions were found under "disease," as in Addison's disease. The only times
when no such grammatical form was used was when a syndrome or disease was named after two
or more authorities, such as the Laurence-Moon-Biedl Syndrome. This list did not even include
hundreds of other conditions that were listed in the same fashion, such as Huntington's chorea,
rather than Huntington chorea. What this implies is that if one uses Down syndrome, but refers
to all other syndromes or diseases with a possessive (e.g., Parkinson's disease), then one has
created a separate grammar for one devalued condition (see later discussions of this issue).
Further, considering that "down" is negatively imaged in our society, in contrast to "up,"
Down's syndrome carries a vastly lesser image burden than Down syndrome. In fact, "Down
syndrome" also plays into the widespread belief that people with this condition go downhill
relatively early, and acquire "Alzheimer's" by mid-life.
It actually does not help that there have been many word plays on "up," in relation to Down
syndrome, because this actually brings to mind that there is the "down" polarity as well, which
would be grammatically and logically much less readily available to the construction of "Down's
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syndrome." For instance, soon after the change from Down's syndrome to Down syndrome, T-
shirts began to be sold that had the word "Down Syndrome" on them with the word "Down"
struck out in red, and the word "up" written above it. Considering all this, one can't help
contemplate what a big advantage people have if they have the X syndrome, the Y syndrome,
or if they are real lucky, the XY, XX, YY, XXY, XYY or even XX7, XX13, etc., syndrome.
A 1997 conference title was "Speaking Up with Down Syndrome."
*We have also run across the spelling Downs syndrome, which is only slightly less worse
than Down syndrome.
*It is amusing to behold parties that are strident in upholding one politically correct language
use fall into some other gaffe on the same issue. A researcher in the American Journal on
Mental Retardation compared a "Downs" group of subjects with a "Not Downs" group. Some
people who insist that it should be Down syndrome rather than Down's syndrome then refer
shamelessly to "Down persons." In fact, it is amazing that we have encountered hardly any
objections to people using the expression "Down syndrome individuals" or "Down syndrome
persons," as widely encountered to this day even in the professional literature that has gone out
of its way to be otherwise PC.
Ironically, it was in part because of their concern that the formulation "Down's syndrome"
would prompt people to talk about "Down's children" and "Down's people" that many parents
wanted to shift to Down syndrome (Williams, in Community Living, 10/94). It's a lot less
worse to be a Down's person that a Down person!
The Controversy Around "Cripple" Terms
*"Cripple" was a perfectly good word until recently, but then was pushed into the category
of devil words by some people, or by some people some of the time. Consider the following
handibabble issued by one physically impaired person. "Crippled makes me cringe when I hear
it ... but I call my friends with disabilities 'crips'." And he added, "Here's how I see it. I wish
to be recognized, by the world, as a 'person with a disability.' But I am proud to be a disabled
person .... Defining myself as a person with a disability helped to free me but it didn't resonate.
Being a 'disabled person' does" (Link 2/91).
*In some countries, groups of physically impaired persons have deliberately claimed the
equivalent of the term "cripple" in their language for themselves (a prime example being the
word "Krueppel" in German) because they believe that it is an honest term which confronts
others with both the reality of their impairment and its pervasive impact on one's life.
*One sports writer who describes himself as "walking funny" (he has cerebral palsy) said
that "crippled" is "a perfectly respectable word." ".. .It's tough enough to be a guy who walks
funny. If I got up every morning faced with the prospect of being physically challenged, I'd
probably go back to bed." He said that being a cripple who walks funny is "clear, everyday
language that everybody understands." Another sportsman who lost a leg said that he was "not
handicapped, merely crippled" (Telegraph-Journal, 10/90).
*In the early 1990s, a Center for Independent Living sold T-shirts with the motto "Hip to
be Crip," "outraging" some people (Breaking Barriers, Summer 1994).
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*The Crippled Lamb is a book that the publisher (CBD) said was intended to help children
"who have physical challenges ... see that God has a very special plan for their life." Then why
not entitle the book The Physically ChalIen2ed Lamb, or interpret it to be read by or to crippled
children?
*In German circles concerned with physical handicap, the term Edelkriippel (literally, "noble
cripple," "exalted cripple") is often used, which refers to physically impaired persons who are
intelligent, eloquent, pretty much able to function on their own, and who can advocate very well
for themselves. The other impaired people who don't qualify as Edelkriippel feel betrayed and
left behind by these individuals (e.g., Das Band, 5/92).
*Judy Heumann, US Assistant Secretary of Education, said, "cripple is one word that
describes me... it lets you know immediately one thing about me" (TASH Newsletter, 6/94).
In allusion to "people first" language, she also said, "I know I am a person; I do not need to tell
myself that I am." Of course, she is an Edelkriiwel.
*The TIPS editor has no compunction about proclaiming, "I am crippled with rheuma,"
which he occasionally has. But admittedly, it is less worse to be crippled than to be a cripple.
Miscellaneous Other Problematic. Incoherent or Ridiculous Lan2ua2e
About Human Impairment
*There is a very old custom in England to refer to mental handicaps in quasi-proverbial
phrases that must have a name, but we do not know what it is. This custom came to fullest
flower in Australia and New Zealand English, and apparently started around 1945 with people
being said to be "not the full quid" (a quid was a pound sterling), or more specifically, being
"15 bobs (or whatever) on the quid," which was the folk mouth's way of indicating a person's
IQ (there were 20 shillings, or "bobs," in a pound). Michael Steer sent us a collection of such
Australian expressions, which include that someone "hasn't got all four paws on the mouse,"
being "three pots short of a shout," or "a couple of cans short of a slab." (A slab is 24 cans of
beer held together in one slab by plastic wrapping.) One can also be "a snag short of a barbie,"
"a couple of prawns this side of a fisherman's basket," "not quite the full loaf, " or "a couple of
strawberries short of a punnet." Some people have "kangaroos loose in their top paddock"
(meaning they are crazy rather than dimwitted), while others have the problem that their "grain
elevator doesn't go all the way to the top of the silo." And in the city or the country, one can
come across people who are "a couple of pickets short of a fence." Further, someone may "go
through life with the porch light on dim." North American versions of this discourse include
"being two bricks short of a load," "not playing with a full deck," having "one oar out of the
water," or having "lost the bubble in one's level." One thing one can be grateful for is that this
discourse is decidedly (a) non-PC, and (b) rather communicative.
*The term "exceptional" was first introduced in 1905, and incorporated into the (forerunner
of) the name of the Council for Exceptional Children in 1922, long before the PC era, because
it was concerned with the education of not only impaired children, but also gifted ones, and 75
years ago, it was hard to find a term that could be applied to the entire range of such children.
But it is entirely uncommunicative to calla specific child "exceptional" if one means "impaired."
This underlines the importance of distinguishing whether one is communicating about a class or
a specific person.
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*According to the TIPS editor's professional diary, he either heard Mrs. Nelson Rockefeller
refer to "the acutely retarded," at the May 1967 annual convention of the American Association
on Mental Deficiency in Denver, or had someone tell him that she used that phrase. This came
from her previous exposure to the shrink culture.
*pfeiffer (NEJHS, 1992)analyzed certain absurdities in the defmitions of impairment-related
terms of the World Health Organization, and asked, "Is the World Health Organization Normal?"
*There is a way of talking about people that we have called "dead-talking," or "talking
somebody dead," meaning that it is a discourse that has the hidden or overt aim of getting a
person made dead. For instance, it is rather bad when handicapped people are described as
having "desperate" or "hopeless" conditions, but a Jesuit priest, John Harris, who has joined the
deathmaking lobby, referred to an infant with Down's syndrome as "desperately hopeless"
(Colorado Life Watch, 9/96).
*While one speaks of acquiring objects, and of the acquired characteristics of people, we
were struck by the new phrasing about "acquired brain damage." We much prefer the old
phrasing that spoke of impairments that occurred after birth (and especially after childhood) as
"adventitious." Perhaps the phrasing of "acquired brain damage" was inspired by the term
"acquired immunodeficiency," in which case it would not be exactly image-enhancing.
*Some segments of the impaired population in the US have referred to themselves and other
impaired persons as "handicappers," which actually implies that they handicap other people.
This practice seems to have arisen in the 1970s, and declined since ca. 1990.
*Some impaired people call themselves "survivors," which can have kernels of truth (as in
"survivors of the mental service system"). However, the term is very codish, as in "Mary is a
survivor"--and they do not mean of the "Titanic," and one is not told what or who it is that Mary
survived.
*There was a Catholic organization, founded in 1964, concerned with handicapped people
that named itself the Victim Missionaries. When the invisible and immaterial control ghost for
the handicap movement decided that the word "victim" was a no-no, the organization changed
its name to Victorious Survivors. The reason this is particularly amusing and instructive is that
it goes from one extreme to the other, the latter being probably vastly more objectionable than
the former in being wrapped around a denial, in making one's impaired condition a "victory."
Also, the change from victim to victorious seems to have been an effort to retain a clang
association to the earlier name.
*In 11/95, we first ran across an instance of a child being said to "experience Down's
syndrome" rather than either "having" it or "being with" it. And in 12/95, for the first time,
we ran across the expression that somebody "experiences a developmental disability." The
person thusly described also had Down's syndrome, and was probably a little more retarded than
the typical person with Down's syndrome.
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*While many professional journals have begun to mandate politically correct idiom about
handicapping or societally devalued conditions, at least the American Journal on Mental
Retardation (e.g., 1/96, p. 422) still permits authors to say that certain people "have" mental
retardation, showing how absurd these language rules are.
*In research reports these days, we often see a most bizarre conglomerate of religion-
controlled constructivist language on the one hand, and very traditionally positivist research
designs and objectified reporting of data on the other.
*A murderer executed in Louisiana was described by Time magazine as "semiretarded"
(28/5190). This seems to be the modem version of the old English term demiwit, which ended
up pronounced as dimwit.
*One newspaper article about retarded people (,S£S, 17/5196) was very positive, but on the
one had it referred to them as "special-needs students," and on the other hand, it referred to one
of them as "a Down's child."
*A book on activities for children was advertised as dealing only with activities that
"exclude no one by virtue of capability," which of course meant primarily that the activities are
of a nature so that even children with very little capability can participate.
*Mentally handicapped people in Massachusetts can live in certain less-restrictive types of
community residences if they are capable of demonstrating "self-preservation skills" in case of
emergencies such as fires. This perfectly reasonable approach has led to people being
dichotomized into "self-preservators" and "non-self-preservators." Presumably, this will lead
to the coining of the verh "to self-preservate," and perhaps also to self-preservation therapy,
training programs for professionals to teach self-preservation, doctoral degrees and professional
associations in the area, and at least one journal.
*When one gets older, then sooner or later, one's mind functions will decline. When they
have declined significantly, then the shrink world has a relatively new name for one, namely,
one becomes a "psycho-geriatric client. "
*There are service day centers for the "cognitively impaired," but amazingly, they only
serve people who got that way in old age, i.e., who developed dementia. "Cognitively delayed"
persons need not apply.
*We could hardly believe our eyes to read that in Washington, DC, there is a "school for
intelligent learning-disabled students" (Newsweek, 18/3/96).
*Within the new PC language babble, is it now possible to call a 90-year-old person who
has a PhD in physics and who once had an IQ of 200, but now is demented, "learning disabled"?
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*In early 1992, we first ran across the acronym BD for behavior disorder, and people being
referred to as BDs in a descriptive or classificatory fashion.
*A new term has appeared on the human service scene, in reference to adolescents who are
mentally disordered and not very responsive to "treatment": flyoung chronics." Imagine being
called a "young chronic" at age 16, especially since there is no such thing as a "chronic young"!
*In early 1991, we first (as far as we can remember) ran across the term "wheelchair
community." It was applied to a special residence for non-ambulatory people who can get about
in wheelchairs. (Source item from Stan Kosloski.) One would never think of communities of
people who use some object, such as speaking of a lampshade community, a wheelcap
community, etc., nor even of an underwear community or a shoe community.
*Another recent absurdity is to no longer call people deaf, but refer to them as "without
hearing." Would blind people therefore be "without seeing," and short people "without height?"
*The language rules pertaining to impaired people are becoming ever more complicated and
detailed. Some people now make a distinction between Deaf people and deaf people. When they
say "deaf," they "refer to the audiological condition of not hearing," whereas when they talk
about "Deaf," they are "referring to a particular group of people who share a language--
American Sign Language--and a culture" (Dialogue, Winter '96).
*In 1995, we first ran across the expression "exceptionally short" where formerly, people
would have said "dwarf."
*Someone actually referred to a physically handicapped person as a "physically diagnosed"
one.
*In 7/97, we were told in Australia that some people are being described as having
"profound participation restrictions."
*According to an English advocate, mental problems should be called "distress" (i.e., not
even mental or emotional distress). Hence, one should say "people who experience distress"
rather than things such as "people with mental problems." Also, in any case where a person was
given a professional diagnosis of some kind, one should always say "diagnosed," "deemed" or
"labelled," or as having "so-called" whatever it is.
*In an article on mental disorders, Discover (10/97), the major science periodical for the
educated nonscientific public, referred to "a 67-year-old bipolar woman." We can just hear the
country and Western songs this will spawn, e.g., ''I'm a--bipolar woman--with a--one-polar
man."
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*One long-time athletic coach of impaired people said (USN&WR, 9 Oct. 89) that
"disabled" is "pejorative," and that one should speak in terms of having physical or mental
limitations--but then went on illogically to assert that "we all have limitations. II
*A man who is defmed as "legally blind" objected to the term because he could see enough
to read as well as anybody. He also found it objectionable to be called "handicapable" because
if a person were truly handicapable, he/she should just be called plain capable. He pointed out
that being called "differently abled" only draws to people's attention that one is indeed different.
To call short people "vertically challenged" runs high risk of eliciting ridicule (CAF, Fall 1992).
*Time slipped. Time and other such magazines bent over backward trying to be PC, but
in reviewing the film "Twin Peaks Firewalk with Me," Time said that the film "puts the familiar
dwarfs and feebs on display" (7 Sept. 92), in allusion to the 1990 "Twin Peaks" TV series.
*A later section is devoted entirely to the interpretation of people "being with" or "living
with" an impairment or other devalued condition.
Other Absurdities in Definin~. Namin~ or Describin~
Societally Devalued Human Characteristics & People Who Have Them
*In many human services, even those not really of a medical nature, the people being served
used to be called "patients." In the late 1960s, the term "consumer" became popular, as did the
term "client" in the early 1970s. In the early 1990s, we have begun to speak increasingly of
service recipients, or "people being served," but it appears that in some circles, the term "user"
has been in the ascendancy. Not surprisingly, where people formerly spoke about consumer
involvement or client involvement, they now talk about "user involvement, " which sounds much
worse because since the 1970s, people have also increasingly spoken of "drug use," and "user
involvement" runs the risk of invoking a drug image. What was once considered a very chic
term, "self-advocate," is now also partially being replaced by "users," as in phrases such as
"users' groups."
*Since ordinary people are "consumers" of all sorts of services, it creates a deviancy code
language when one calls devalued people service consumees, but does not call anyone else that.
We also find it particularly peculiar when people who have been thrown away into institutions
and lived there for most of their lives are suddenly redefined as "consumers" or "users" of the
institution. This also reminds us of the issue of "using" wheelchairs. Perhaps they are really
consumers of wheelchairs.
*Wishing to be correct, the Philadelphia Federation of Teachers set up a Committee for
Members with Special Needs, but was thrown into consternation when a homeless person
promptly sauntered in and announced a very special, urgent need for housing. So the Federation
changed its name to Committee for Members who are Physically Challenged--and was once more
confounded when a frightened teacher showed up, thinking it was a support group for instructors
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who had been threatened with physical assault by their pupils. So at last, the name became
Committee for Disabled Members--which everyone understood (USN&WR, 22/7/91).
*The TIPS editor strongly suspects that future generations will rebel against the
abandonment of ancient terms with roots that are thousands of years old, such as "crippled, " and
draw back from the adoption of terms such as "disability" that have been so peculiarly
technologized.
*Hill, A. (1992). Euphemisms from their ori~in to the present day. London: Unpublished
manuscript. This monograph by a person who is both a linguist and a parent of a retarded child
deals with the history of euphemisms, with major emphasis on those in the English, French, and
German languages. Pages 12-21 deal with euphemisms on human impairments and deviancy.
Hill claims that language about handicap in our society today can be considered a taboo area,
where the taboo (against mentioning or acknowledging the reality of handicap) is so sensitive that
as soon as some indirect or disguising euphemism becomes an accepted term, a more evasive
replacement euphemistic term has to be found, in a never-ending process. In such instances
where the very purpose of the euphemism is to evade a reality rather than to describe or confront
it, there is no language that will ever be acceptable because once any term is recognized as
describing or referring to the taboo reality, it will be rejected and a new term sought and
employed.
*While there have always been euphemisms around for societally devalued conditions, what
is different now is that (a) the euphemisms for a particular condition can be legion whereas
formerly, there may only have been one or two; (b) the euphemisms change at a much faster--
and possibly increasing--rate; and (c) the euphemisms become ever more ridiculous.
Good examples of a are the terms "special" (as in special child, special education) and
"exceptional" (as in "exceptional children"). These terms were around for maybe 50 years or
more, and had little competition from other euphemisms.
*PC ideology rails against stereotyping, but itself is engaged in wholesale stereotyping of
"victim" groups as undifferentiated classes. The PC crowd is therefore thrown into confusion
when victim groups splinter on crucial aspects of ideology and language, and particularly when
one such victim group rejects the language applied to it by the PC crowd on the assumption that
that is what the victim group would or should want. A good example is the PC language dogma
of referring to homosexuals as gay, when there is a sub-sector of homosexuals who insist on
calling themselves queer.
*Some people apparently do not like to use the harsh phrasing that someone is being
devalued, even when one makes clear one is talking of societal devaluation, because it implies
that someone is doing the devaluing, and saying this might sound "judgmental," which is
considered a no-no. Perhaps for this reason, some people have begun to speak about the
"undervalued. "
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*We have heard of instances where it was decreed that all clients of human services should
henceforth be referred to by staff as "individuals." This has then led to absurd discourse in
which people are referred to as "individuals and others" (others being members of the public),
or "all staff, all individuals and three citizen volunteers went out on a trip."
*Some formulations of devalued conditions are aggrandizing. For instance, about 100 years
ago, there was what people today would call a "self-advocacy" movement of dwarfs who
demanded to be called "prodigies." Nowadays, there are some chronically gifted (or just
chronic) mouths that have spoken of the "chronically gifted," meaning the elderly (source
information from Doug Mouncey). This is D.Qtan example of role valorization, but of either
detoxification or euphemistic aggrandizement.
*Human problem conditions and syndromes used to be named after the people who
discovered or formulated them, such as Alzheimer's disease or Down's syndrome. Now they
get named after prominent people who "have" them. Thus, there is now Lou Gehrig's disease,
a Gary Hart syndrome (stupid womanizing) and a Zoe Baird problem (employing domestic child-
minding help without meeting all legal requirements). For instance, people go around and ask
each other if they have a Zoe Baird problem, and candidates for public office are being subjected
to "the Zoe Baird test." Of course, the way to avoid having a Zoe Baird problem is to remain
unmarried and childless, and that is what two of the three women in presidential secretarial
appointment positions under Clinton were as of 6/93.
*Since the 1960s, an entire vocabulary has sprung up to refer to old people, including
seniors; elder this and elder that; phrases alluding to being gray, e.g., the graying generation,
Gray Panthers, etc; and on and on. During the 1980s, the concept of the "old-old" popped up
to refer to people in their 80s and above, and in the early 1990s, the phrase "the oldest old"
became popular.
*We cannot recall encountering the expression PWA (person(s) with AIDS) prior to late
1992. It is remindful of the term POW (prison of war).
*The word "homeless" is an adjective, describing a person's situation. If a person was
homeless in the past but is not now, the person would be described as "formerly homeless."
However, when the adjective former rather than the adverb formerly is used, as in "former
homeless person," the message is conveyed that "homeless person" is seen as a single entity.
Thus, when a formerly homeless woman was described as a "former homeless woman," we can
infer that homeless woman has become a role, and certainly a devalued one. Applying the so-
called People First rule to other devalued conditions, one would never talk about a homeless
person, but a person who is homeless. Further, one would not speak about a formerly homeless
person, but a person who formerly was homeless.
*US sociologist Ann Hill Beuf (did she know this, from French boeuf, means ox, beef, lout,
bumpkin) declared in her anti-lookism book, Beauty is the Beast, that children who "look
different" should be called "appearance-impaired," and that "disfigured" was out.
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*A trade union spokesperson in Britain proclaimed (Globe & Mail, 13/9/90) that referring
to someone as "turning a blind eye" was "disablist."
*In certain circles, unemployed people are no longer called unemployed but "job seekers"
(Newsweek, 16112/91), even if they are not seeking at all. In SRV theory, we teach that one
should not falsely ascribe a valued role to a person.
*Obese persons have been referred to as "persons of size, " probably derived from "persons
of color."
*Someone has finally pointed out (Exc. Ch., 10&11194, p. 143) that the term "attention
deficit" is a misnomer in most cases where the problem is "attention bias," i.e., the darting of
a person's attention from one novel stimulus to another, rather than the absence of attention as
might be found in some very retarded people.
*"Conduct disorder" is essentially a new name for juvenile delinquency.
*Since the mid-1980s, a new term that has become popular is "noncompliant behavior,"
which apparently is being emitted mostly by so-called "oppositional" people (including
"oppositional children"). We regret that in this narrative, we cannot convey the homeric laughter
that accompanied the editor's dictation of this item.
*A September 1984 seminar at the Mid-Hudson Psychiatric Center in New York State was
entitled "Management of Non-Compliant and Treatment Refractory Patients." This title reveals
how, in the minds of human service workers, people who do not improve are viewed as "non-
compliant" and "refractory." The underlying assumption is that if clients only "cooperated" and
did as they are told, they would surely get better. After all, they are being "helped" by properly
trained fully qualified deeply committed highly competent professionals, most likely after having
received the benefits of an exhaustive evaluation by a full-range multidisciplinary professional
team. That this parodied interpretation cannot be far from the truth is underlined by the fact that
Qll ~ ~ same ~ where the above seminar was announced in the journal published by the
New York State Office of Mental Health (This Month in Mental Health, 7/84), a big item, with
picture, was run in which a "personalized care model (PCM) trainee" from the Rockland
Psychiatric Center was quoted as saying "PCM is ideal because I am able to take care of myself
better than before. I think it helps us to help ourselves. I thank Ms. Hogan for bringing it to
us, my family group leader Terry, the ward charge Pat, my lovely Dr. Castro, and the rest of
the team for their support, encouragement, and belief in me and PCM. "
*In recent years, one of the euphemisms that has sprung up (and it may also refer to a craze
syndrome) is the "difficult-to-serve-person." In 1989, we ran across a 3-tape cassette mini-
course in "psychotheology" that was entitled "Coping with the Genuinely Difficult Person." We
assume that it is much more classy to be "genuinely difficult" than to be things like a pest, an
SOB, a pain in the you know what, etc.
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*In 1993, we first heard that there were such things as "persons with high intensity behavior
problems. "
*If an impairment is not what one has, but what other people construct and attribute to one,
then being badly behaved is also only (and entirely) imputed. Therefore, uncontrolled and ill-
mannered children merely have a "reputation disorder, " according to some PCers. Accordingly,
there are now people "with severe reputations," which is the mother of all euphemisms.
However, some people are called this not because they behave badly, but because they have
acquired a reputation in their area for "giving trouble" to their service agencies.
*A 1994 book was entitled, Working With Sexually Intrusive Individuals. Simple-minded
people would probably guess that this refers to rapists. Obviously, only a man could have come
up with such a title.
*In 1/95, we learned for the first time that there is such a thing as the "overwhelmed
client." This apparently refers to human service clients from what we must unfortunately call
the typical ghetto background of multigenerational poverty, with a history of family violence,
truancy, teenage pregnancy, "substance abuse," and little or no employment (e.g., CP, 10/94).
*A TV station has referred to the dead as "non-living persons" (European, 22/7/94; source
item from Peter Millier).
*There are many people in human services today who are designated as "difficult to serve."
However, this classification can include a wide range of people, from those who have behaviors
that others find offensive, to those who are unwilling to accept service, to those who stand up
for themselves. One observer said that the thing that all these people who are called "difficult
to serve" do seem to have in common is that there is no one (person or agency) who is willing
to do what is needed to serve the person. Thus, a failure of servers is interpreted as a deficit
of the people being served. Note also how diagnostic terms, used formerly, have been replaced
by terms that signify the degree of the service challenge. Perhaps one should speak of services
being mildly, severely, etc., challenged.
*Jennifer Newton has invented the construct of "caseness," i.e., an index of the severity of
symptoms in mental disorders (Preventing Mental Illness in Practice, Routledge, 1992). Thus,
one can now inquire how much caseness someone has or is, and quantification may not be far
behind, e.g., "her CQ (for caseness quotient) was 145."
*In 1990, we first ran across the term "remainder population" to refer to that portion of the
clientele of a service agency that had not moved on to presumably more advanced status (MR,
12/90).
*Not only impaired people are said to be "challenged," but by transfer (yes, image
juxtaposition works) any disadvantaged or devalued class. For instance, we read that a Catholic
deacon "meets with a small group of challenged adults" (Catholic SUN, 23/2/95), with not a clue
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as to who these might be, or why they are challenged, or why other people are not challenged.
And without implying that it was a spoof, a Time columnist (12 Feb. 96) referred to "ethically
challenged Washington politicians." In 1995, we ftrst ran across the phrase, "the spiritually
challenged," being used in all seriousness, presumedly referring to sinners. It seems to us that
each and every human being is spiritually challenged.
*However, once certain people were considered "challenged," others quickly got the idea
that challenged people are also challenging--which adds a nuance of menace to their identity.
And things got even worse, when people were not merely described as "challenging" (meaning
that they were very difficult to deal with), but also began to be described as "individuals who
challenge," or "people who challenge." For instance, a 1996 book was entitled People With
Disabilities Who Challen~e the System.
*Also, the worst kinds of US urban slums in which there is practically a civil war going on
are now neatly PC'ed away by sociologists by being termed "challenging urban environments"
(Newsweek, 17/5/93), perhaps mostly because handicapped, and then devalued, people were first
called "challenged."
Problematic Issues of Grammar of Discourse About Impaired or Sick People
It is extremely problematic if one uses one kind of grammar when one speaks about
societally valued or ordinary people, and a different kind of grammar when one speaks about
societally devalued ones. The effect is to set the two apart. It is amazing that even the most
intelligent people who have made a willful decision to do this have never used their will and
intellect to figure out this low-level fact. This shows how herdish modernistic people are.
Problematic Formulations of "Havin~" Devalued Conditions
Saying that a person "has" this or that devalued condition can be very problematic. One
reason is that it may imply that the devalued condition is a disease when it is not.
*A 1988 convention paper was entitled, "I have mental retardation"--much like "I have
cancer." Is that an improvement over "I am mentally retarded"? Does one only have devalued
conditions (cancer, etc.)?
So-called "People First" LanlWage
"People First" language initially referred to the construction of grammar that first carries
a noun like "people," or "person," "woman," etc., followed by a statement of their impaired
condition, as in "people who are mentally retarded," instead of "mentally retarded people." This
miniscule grammatical twist has been invested with a literally astronomical amount of passion
and policing. While either construction can be grammatically equally legitimate, it is a simple
fact that the "people first" one is not natural to the English tongue in respect to most equivalent
constructions referring to neutral or valued conditions (as in "people who are blonde," "people
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who are Australian"), nor is it natural to English to use such a construction each and every time
a characteristic or modifier of a person or collectivity is mentioned. In the latter case, text
would become virtually unmanageable. (When we speak of a language practice being natural,
we mean this in the way linguists refer to "natural rules" of a specific language.) Even the PC
crowd speaks of "blacks," and not invariably of "people who are black," or "people who are
blacks. "
*Prof. Michael Oliver in England, who is confined to a wheelchair, rejects "people first"
grammar for another reason, namely, because it "flies in the face of reality as it is experienced
by disabled people themselves who argue that far from being an appendage, disability is an
essential part of the self. In this view it is nonsensical to talk about the person and the disability
separately and consequently disabled people are demanding acceptance as they are, as disabled
people" (in The Politics of Disablement, 1990).
*In Pennsylvania, so-called "people first" language was mandated by the governor in 1993
for all state agencies.
*"Sex Offenders First" lanlWa~e. Gordon DuBois shared with us his concern that something
like a craze, including new specialties and technologies, may be developing around mentally
retarded sex offenders. We were amused how PC a flyer on a workshop on this topic was,
carefully referring to "sex offenders who are mentally retarded" rather than "mentally retarded
sex offenders." Presumedly, this means that they are sex offenders first and retarded second.
The Peculiar Phrasin~ That Someone is "With" a Devalued Condition
One perversion that happened almost instantly once "people first" language was more widely
embraced is that people became "people with" a devalued condition. This took several forms-all
problematic, wrong, or bad.
*One of the awful forms that "withness" took was that people began to be said as having
been "diagnosed with" cancer, or whatever.
Considering how rapidly language usages change these days, and the way our memory gets
undermined, one may adopt a new phrasing without being aware that never in one's life before
had one used that phrasing, and the phrasing, "diagnosing someone with" some condition may
fall into this category. During the late 1980s, this became an almost normative phrasing, but it
seems to us that this was rarely heard prior to the 1980s. It would be fascinating to go back
to written sources to ascertain the facts, since one can hardly trust one's own memory anymore.
As best as we can remember, one used to be diagnosed as "having" a disease, not "with" or
"being with" it.
If people can be said to be "diagnosed with" a status condition, such as low intellectuality,
rather than disease, then one should contemplate why the same phrasing should not apply to all
other status conditions. For instance, what are we to do with "the French"? Are there to be
only "persons who are French"? Are they "persons with Frenchness"? Do they "have
Frenchness"? Or have they been "diagnosed" or "labelled" French or "with Frenchness"?
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Once people are interpreted as "with" a devalued condition, many provocative questions
arise. (a) Does one also "have" it? We do say that people have diseases (e.g., cancer), but if
we also say that one "has" conditions such as mental retardation, then one implies that these are
diseases, and surrenders that condition, and people who have it, to the medical model. This is
one reason why we do not say that someone "has blondness." We do say that someone has blue
eyes, but not "blue-eyedness." (b) Is the condition someone is said to "be with" even real?
Thus, when we are told that a person is "with learning disability," we already know that they
are "with" a condition that does not stand up to the criteria of scientific language use that should
be applied, and that therefore, either in part or in whole, such an imputed condition lacks reality.
*Should oppressed people be called "people with oppression "?
*People who turn 50 become eligible to join the American Association for Retired Persons,
even if they are not retired. So far, the AARP has not yet changed its name to the American
Association of Persons with Retirement, and not even to the American Association of Persons
Who Have Retired (or Who Are Retired). In fact, I doubt that any such thing has ever occurred
to any of the members, or will happen in the future.
*It is very hard to believe that a lot of people who think themselves progressive believe that
it is better to speak of "people with mental retardation" than of "mentally retarded people."
Even the newsletter of the (National) Association for Retarded Citizens of the US started talking
of people "with" mental retardation (1990 or earlier), and the journal A~ing of the US
Administration on Aging thinks that it has accomplished progress by referring to older retarded
persons as "seniors with mental retardation." The whole language craze has become bizarre and
insane. Are we going to eliminate all adjective descriptions of people?
*Good grief! The Journal of the Association for Persons with Severe Handicaps (Spring 89)
actually carried an article with the title "Teaching an Adolescent with Blindness and Severe
Disabilities," and in 1995, it referred to "students with deaf-blindness." In other words, we are
no longer supposed to talk about blind or deaf-blind people, but people "with. " (One might call
this "People With" language.) This is doubly peculiar, in that one would think they are "with
deafness-blindness." It is absolutely staggering to contemplate that there are people who believe
that this is an improvement, and that it will lead to better attitudes. We thought that we would
never see that, if you pardon our reference to seeing--but then, we are after all people with sight
and with smartness.
*The first time we can recall runmng across the expression "persons with profound
disabilities" was in 9/90.
*In 1992, it suddenly hit the TIPS editor that people were not merely said to "be diagnosed
with" cancer, mental retardation, or whatever, but they were also said to "be with mental
retardation. "
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*We had also noticed that since the expression "being with retardation" has become almost
universal, people who are not mentally retarded have begun to be said to "be without mental
retardation. "
*A triple atrocity whammy is "people with developmental challenges."
*The "withness" constructions also led very quickly to the peculiar phrasing that someone
was "living with" this or that awful condition, as in "living with cancer ... blindness ...
homelessness," "disability," etc., or even more specifically, "people who live with mental
retardation." In our opinion, this is yet another possibly well-intentioned but nonetheless wrong-
headed attempt to describe impaired, sick or devalued people in a way that is supposedly less
image-impairing than, for instance, "handicapped people." Among other things, it does not
accurately communicate because, after all, one might very well argue that families and others
who live with an impaired person also do indeed "live with the impairment of. .. " and all that
it entails, just as the impaired person him/herself does. Also, ever since people began to use the
phrase "living with" primarily in respect to medical conditions, use with nonmedical conditions
implies that they are medical, and plays into the hands of the medicalizers. Yet further, we use
few comparable phrasings in respect to neutral or desired/valued conditions. Thus, one does not
say that someone "lives with blondness," "lives with much property," etc. One of the few
exceptions is to say that someone "lives with fame."
*A woman who had a chronically very ill husband drove 20 miles through a snowstorm to
a conference that had the phrase "someone who lives with illness" in the title, mistakenly
thinking it was a conference for well spouses of ill people, when in fact it was a code word for
chronically ill people themselves. What a life-wasting! This caused her to make much fun of
human service idiom (Strong, 1988).
*In Manitoba, people who formerly were said to be retarded are now labelled "individuals
living with a mental disability. "
*We had no sooner adjusted to the shock of hearing constantly that people were being
"diagnosed with" this or that than we ran across yet another new formulation that someone
"suffers with ... syndrome, " rather than "suffering from" this or that syndrome.
*Policy Research Brief (6/90) carried an article entitled, "Living in the Community:
Persons with Mental Retardation and Allied Medical Conditions." We thought that this was a
most peculiar language phrase, giving the impression that certain medical conditions are
somehow "allied" with mental retardation, or possibly even with retarded persons or the field.
*Another perverse outward radiation of the new convention to refer to people "with"
something or other is "families of children with technology support." This refers to families who
have handicapped children who are dependent on a great deal of health support equipment, but
how could one know from the above codeword violence to the English tongue? What a bizarre
form of expression this is.
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*Imagine a neighborhood meeting. Neighborhood association leader: "We don't want a
group home for retarded people in our neighborhood." Advocate: "But these are not retarded
people; they are people with mental retardation." Neighborhood association leader: "Oh, I am
so sorry; that's different. They can move in any time" (Goldfarb, ca. 1990). Is this what the
new phrasing was meant to accomplish?
*Steven Dowson, a leading advocate for impaired people in Britain, noted the following in
1991: "People with physical disabilities=although probably not wishing to go as far as being
seen as no more than disabled=are increasingly rejecting the idea that disability is something
extra added on. Disability, they argue, is central to their identity and experience. For that
reason they want to be called not people with disabilities but disabled people." While this
parallels Michael Oliver's position, it unfortunately also implies that one's language should be
determined exclusively by what the people at issue demand to be called, and if they changed their
minds on this from day to day, one would simply go along with it.
*A long-time leader in the autism culture, and editor of an autism periodical, Bernard
Rimland, got a letter from someone who identified herself as a "psychologist" lecturing him for
not using "with autism" language. He replied (ARRI, 1992), he had "no patience with such
twaddle." "Our critic signed her letter 'psychologist,' not 'musician' or 'Irishwoman,' because
'psychologist' was relevant and salient to the purpose of her communication. So with our use
of 'autistic.' No denigration implied, except to those afflicted with PC fervor." "Does she mean
to imply, by writing 'psychologist,' that she is not also (perhaps) a daughter, sister, wife,
mother, accomplished musician, tennis player, kind person, etc.? Of course not! Similarly,
when I say or write 'autistic,' I am not, contrary to the belief of our politically correct critics,
suggesting that the child is not adorable, tousle-headed, or fun-loving." His journal "will not
use the PC terminology 'child with autism' any more often than we say 'person who works for
the Police Department in a uniformed capacity' for policeman, or 'person who flies airplanes'
for pilot. Our purpose is to communicate clearly and succinctly. The pompous, cumbersome,
pretentious, circumlocutious wording advocated by the PC faddists does not serve
communication, nor does it truly serve handicapped persons to employ such transparent verbal
camouflage (supposedly) on their behalf."
*A lot of writers outside the handicap field have begun to assert strongly that they will
simply not use the term "people with disabilities" in those contexts where they would have to use
the term over and over again (J2SQ, Fall 90).
The Dele~itimization of Discourse About Deyalued Conditions as Abstractions
One of the pressures currently being exerted by the language police is to enforce phrasing
about handicapping conditions in such a fashion that one is no longer permitted to talk about the
condition as an abstraction, but only in relation to humans. For instance, the language police
commonly demand that one speaks about "persons who are retarded," or some "with"
formulation, rather than about "mental retardation" itself. It would help if people would reflect
for only a very brief moment on the fact that this once again establishes a different parallel
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grammar, because in all other walks of life, we readily do talk about abstractions, despite the
fact that they never occur as abstractions in nature. Thus, we do speak about cancer, not just
about people who have cancer, or cancer patients, or one specific cancer in one person. We
even speak about mental states in the abstract, as when we might talk about heartache, rather
than some specific person's heartache, or heartaches of entire populations or classes. Thus, the
virtual disappearance of language about mental retardation or other impairments in the abstract
in even our scientific journals should give us at least pause, if not heartache, headache and
cancer.
*A TASH editor (TASH Newsletter, 9/89) said that one reason why one should never speak
in plural terms, such as the retarded, the disabled, etc., was that these "were at best only partial
descriptions of individuals." What do the PCers want? One's entire genomic code, credit
history, FBI file and medical records?
*In 1973, Jane Mercer wrote Labeling the Mentally Retarded. This book was widely hailed
as extremely progressive and illuminating, but in it, the term "retardate" occurs several times,
not to mention that eventually PC ideology forbade the use of an impersonal collective "the
mentally retarded." This illustrates how the quickening pace of turn-over in language usage
regarding societally devalued people can render even the most progressive writing obsolescent
in a few short years.
Other Problematic Grammatical & Word Form Formulations
*As mentioned, a researcher apparently was unhappy with the formulation of either
"retarded person" or "persons with" or "who have mental retardation," and therefore began to
write about people "who show mental retardation" (Psychological Reports, 4/91).
*A 1992 book is entitled The Fra~ile X Child, which suggests that it is the X child who is
fragile. Back to the hot chestnut vendor problem.
*A 1988 book was entitled Problem Behavior in People With Severe Learning Disabilities.
Here, the interpretation that behaviors are "in" people is problematic; in fact, the crux of
behavioristic ideology has been that behavior is "out" of people, not in them. Hence, it should
he "problem behaviors of," or "exhibited by" so-and-so people.
Problematic. Degraded or Even Ridiculous Language
About Service Activities. Practices. or Programs
This module brings together examples of both language degradations and other problematic
pbrasings referring to human service activities and practices, and associated program names. The
boundary between this category and the code word category is rather fuzzy.
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*We have often spoken of service agencies, human service workers, and sometimes even
of service providers, but some people have begun to speak only of "providers," without further
qualifying terms, even though formerly, a "provider" was the main breadwinner of a family.
*Bundling of services" refers to requiring clients to take an unwanted service as a condition
for getting a service that the person desires. A client who refuses the bundling may be refused
all services (Xenia Williams).
*Another mindless recent fad in human services has been to describe any kind of
professional or agency action vis-a-vis a person viewed as a client as "intervention." Thus, we
were not surprised that Quebec now has an "Association des Intervenants" which publishes a
periodical entitled L'Intervenant. One would never know that the association is concerned with
drug abuse. Yet worse, even normative kinds of helping behavior outside agency/professional
contexts have recently also been called "interventions." A friend helping a friend, or a Central
American going to a voodoo witchdoctor, may all be called "interventions." Indeed, recourse
to spiritism may be called "spiritual therapy" (e.g., Therapeutic Intervention, by Rueveni et al.,
1982). The mindless and ritualistic use of the term "intervention" has gone so far that a human
service worker on the TV program First Camera (I April 84) said something about some children
not "having normal intervention from their parents"--meaning by this that they were receiving
poor parenting.
*We ran across a Brookes Publishing Company advertising flyer for a 1992 book with the
title An Activity-Based Am>roachto Early Intervention. However, even though the flyer was
very substantial, nowhere did it inform a reader what the "intervention" was for or against.
*One of the videotapes put out by the National Crisis Prevention Institute out of Brookfield,
Wisconsin, is entitled "Therapeutic Physical Intervention, " which is a euphemism for things such
as "basic blocking skills," "release techniques for grabs, hair pulls, bites, and chokes," "transport
techniques: moving the aggressive individual," and so on. (Source item from Guy Caruso.)
Why aren't things called just what they are, but instead pretend to be "therapeutic"?
*In 1990, we first ran across the concept of "pre-referral intervention, " as well as "difficult-
to-teach-pupil without disabilities." The latter is also referred to as the DTT pupil, which
phonetically comes mighty close to DDT. The article in which we read all this (Exce.pt:ional
Children, 10&II / 1990) also told us that such children are to be helped by MATs (for mainstream
assistant teams) who are trained in BC (Behavioral Consultation, treated as a proper noun).
*The world of human service insanity has coined yet some more euphemisms (which we
first encountered in This Month In Mental Health, 4/85): "secure care," and "the secure intensive
treatment program." These apparently stand for locked wards or psychiatric prisons.
*One of the practices taught in the "how to deal with violent client" culture has been the
"take-down," where a client is so handled as to end up on the floor, hopefully with no one
getting hurt. Since "take-down" sounds bad ("Down's take" would be much better), it has been
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given a new name, namely, "unplanned descent." But since human service workers (like people
generally) these days can no longer spell, the technique is sometimes reported to be an
"unplanned dissent." (Source item from Milt Baker.)
*In the shrink culture, electro-convulsive shocks have been called "faradic therapy." In the
behavior modification culture, electric cattle prods have been called "tickle sticks" (McGee,
1985).
*In 11/92, we learned that in Ohio, there are so-called MRO teams which stands for
"mentally retarded offender" teams, consisting of a group of people who step in whenever a
person identified as mentally retarded gets arrested. Very unusual is that these teams are funded
by the courts, apparently out of desperation at the impotence and paralysis of will of the human
service system.
*An entity called "Sunrise Professional Training" has been offering workshops allover the
US entitled "Dealing with the Frustrating Client." (Source item from Patricia Powell.) Let us
hope that some of the trainers have sunset syndrome.
*A 1982 book on Dru~s and Mental Retardation used the term "positive punishment
procedure," by which it meant giving someone electric shocks. We can see "positive root
canals" and "positive garroting" coming down the pike.
*People who operate lie detectors are henceforth no longer to be called "polygraph
examiners," but "forensic psychophysiologists," and the exam itself is now to be called a
"psychophysiological detection of deception test," or PDDT. However, we remind readers that
such verbal aggrandizement does not undo the fact that there is very little empirical validation
of this method (Science, 29/1/93).
*In 1993, we first learned that there was such a thing as "Alcohol and Other Drug-Related
Birth Defects Awareness Week." The executive director of the Onondaga Council on Alcoholism
and Addictions (in Greater Syracuse) said that recovery from drugs and alcohol is "possible only
if we increase the availability of gender-sensitive community-based treatment services with
childcare for addicted women" (SHJ, 11 May 93).
*Another new language game is that service strategies are no longer called "eclectic, " which
was bad enough, and really meant you randomly do a little of a lot of different things that you
feel good about (from a variety of schools of thought), but now they have become "multi-
eclectic," which is a term somewhat comparable to super-abundance. When multi-eclectic no
longer works, what will be next? Selective eclectic? Diverse eclectic? Pan eclectic? Counter
eclectic?
*When we hear the euphemism "intergenerational," then this almost always means these
days that young people are put together with elderly people. This of course is not at all the "face
validity" of the term itself, which would suggest people of all ages being together (or would we
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have to call this "omnigenerational"?). Accordingly, when we hear the phrase "intergenerational
day care, " that means we are dealing either with a day care service in which elderly people take
care of children, or where children and elderly people are being taken care of jointly by third
parties.
*In 11/91, we learned for the first time that the slogan "intergenerational equity" refers to
taking away benefits from elderly people and giving them to younger people instead.
*CARE packages for human services. At one time, care had something to do with love,
and if you cared for people that meant the action was fueled by love. Today, caring, in the
human service sense, has increasingly assumed the meaning of some kind of technology or
money being applied, as in "medicare." This trend is powerfully symbolized by a new human
service strategy entitled CARE, which actually stands for "Computer-Assisted Remediation and
Enrichment," and which is promoted especially in services to the deaf.
*The N.J. Association of Community Residential Providers held a conference on the
promising theme, "Unification of Residential Services." Unfortunately, when one looked at the
program (provided by Doug Mouncey), one found major time blocks devoted to "the technology
of behavior modiftcation," "feeding and diet management," "accreditation," "training clients with
computers," and similar topics, hardly any of which had anything to do with the theme. Perhaps
"unification" is like "normalization" and "advocacy": do anything, and particularly what you
would have done anyways, but call it by a catchy and "in" watchword. These are examples, in
human services, of the generic practice of positive craze term piracy.
*Old people who are living at home being served out of a nursing home has been referred
to as "extra-mural hospital care," much like the "nursing home without walls" in Syracuse. In
other words, if you are elderly, you are, or ought to be, in a nursing home, and if you are not,
you are treated as if you were even when you live at home.
*In 6/93, we learned for the first time that the acronym IRA had begun to be used for
"Individualized Residential Alternative," which sounds good, but which apparently can include
such things as six-bed group homes. Perhaps states that have previously funded much larger
group homes think of medium-sized group homes as being virtually the equivalent of an
individual placement.
*"Independent living," a relatively recent code word, has taken on vast surplus meaning in
human services. The term used to refer to people leading ordinary lives as competent adults, as
almost all citizens would have told us if they had been asked through the 1970s. For those of
us who were in the forefront of the community service movement, the term was applied to
impaired persons who were no more dependent on human service agencies than average people.
As a result of the militancy of physically handicapped people, the term became a watchword
or code word that some people wanted to use at all cost because it sounds good, even though it
does violence to the term's culturally normative and historically embedded meaning. The term
assumed the meaning of referring primarily to physically handicapped people living in their own
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abode with various degrees of social and service supports. In fact, people who are extremely
dependent on others, perhaps even for virtually every bodily function, may now be said to be
"living independently" so long as they live in their own dwelling and have some control over the
attendants who take care of them. It was in early 1990 that we first ran across a phrasing saying
that agencies were providing support services to people said to be "living independently," which
sounds very oxymoronic. Thus, somebody who needs people to provide all sorts of help and
guidance, and is dependent on paid services in a way ordinary citizens are not, may still be said
to be "living independently." We can already predict the next perversion along these lines.
People who live in dormitories in segregated large institutions will be said to be "living
independently," but to be getting residential, food service, medical, nursing, recreational,
occupational therapy and religious nurture support.
*The word "support" is a perfectly good English word. According to the Webster's 9th
Dictionary, it means to endure bravely or quietly; to promote the interests or cause of; to uphold
or defend; to argue or vote for; to assist, help, to provide with substantiation; to hold up or serve
as a foundation or prop for; to maintain at a desired level; to keep from fainting, yielding, or
losing courage; to keep going. However, we have noted that in some human service circles these
days, the word is being robbed of its many meanings, and is becoming a code word that means
nothing more than "to serve." We would prefer if the word "serve" was used, or the phrase "we
serve" or "we provide service to" when that is what is meant, so that support does not go the
way of other words (e.g., gay) that used to convey very different meanings, or ranges of
meanings, than they have come to mean because they were co-opted as code language.
*There are many parallels between the idioms of "independent living" and "supported
employment." (We were surprised to note that the phrase "supported employment" had already
been used by activities conducted under the US Manpower Development and Training Act at
least as early as 1973.) For instance, one very problematic verbal construction that has arisen
in the "supported employment" craze culture is the phrase "supported competitive employment,"
which is something of an oxymoron. We suspect that in many instances, this refers to integrated
real work that is not truly independent competitive employment at all, as ordinary people usually
think of it. We should be careful that our phrasings do not violate the face validity of normative
language, and that we do not pretend that something more is going on than is going on-even if
what is going on is very good.
*It took us until 1990 to wake up to the fact that the construct of "supported employment"
has spawned the construct of "supported education" and "supported living." Next thing we
know, we will be back to the old word soup or word salad piracy game where we will take any
good-sounding thing whatever and put "supported" in front of it.
In fact, we encountered the oxymoron term "supported independent living program" to refer
to people being helped to live in situations where they would not be able to live unless they had
service support.
*When retarded adults are employed in human service upon other handicapped people, then
we ordinarily refer to this as deviant staff juxtaposition. However, a new cute PC way of
referring to this situation is to use the term "self-advocate caregivers" (BCACL Newsletter, Fall
1993).
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*A 1987 article interpreted the participation of mentally retarded people in the Christian
communion rite as "self advocacy." More term piracy.
*The terms "employee assistance" and "employee assistance programs" are somewhat
bizarre euphemisms for personnel work by an employer dealing mostly with the mental and
behavioral problems of their employees. In 1992, we first learned that there is even such a thing
as a North American Congress on Employee Assistance Programs. Soon, this may become a
gigantic world affair.
*Obviously, as readers have undoubtedly already noticed, the construct of "facilitating" and
"facilitators" is one of the contemporary human service crazes, and now subsumes all sorts of
roles and functions that previously went under other names, such as group leader, recreational
therapist, group therapist, group worker, animator, and even teacher.
*The "facilitated communication" craze has spawned a whole new dictionary of meaning
of the words "facilitate" and "facilitation." For instance, an impaired person may be said to have
"facilitated to his mother," meaning that with the help of a "facilitator," he/she typed out a
message on a communications device.
*In 10/92, we first learned that there are such things as a "personal community," "personal
communities activities, " "personal communities workers, " and "personal communities
facilitators." Furthermore, this entire vocabulary was used in an article (Entoura~e, Summer
1992) as if it had been around for ages, and as if everybody surely would know what these terms
stood for.
*We noticed with interest that the scheme of so-called "gentle teaching" has been rendered
into French as la peda~o~ie de l'interd¢pendance. This of course would translate back into
English as "the pedagogy of interdependence," and this makes one wonder which is the code
word for what. We also notice that a gentle teaching workshop sponsored by the Roeher Institute
of Toronto was interpreted in the English version of its flyer as "toward a psychology of
interdependence," while the French version of the same phrase was au seuil d'une nouvelle
psycholo~ie. But we most definitely do not believe that this scheme constitutes "a new
psychology." We also noted that there now is actually a Center on Gentle Teaching at Creighton
University in Omaha.
*Another interesting contrast between French and English versions of the supposedly same
thing is that the new name of the various units of the (Canadian) Association for the Mentally
Retarded--namely, "Community Living Association"--is rendered in French as" Association pour
l'integration communautaire," which one would back-translate as Association for Community
Integration, not community living. We prefer the French meaning.
*The Transitional Living Services Agency in Syracuse first operated short-term residences.
Once it decided to also run long-term residences, then rather than change its name, it decided
to redefine what "transitional" meant, namely, "helping individuals reach their full potential as
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persons regardless of the particular residential setting which could be made available to them."
Still later, it redefined "transitional" to mean "a flexible, individualized approach."
*We learned from an article in the Journal for the Office of Mental Retardation &
Developmental Disabilities (of NY) of 7&8/1993 that the above office was being reorganized
(once again) in order to improve support for the continued implementation of "Individual Service
Environments" through "specialty support units," "cross-functional teams" and QTP ("Quality
Through Participation").
*When we are told that there is such a thing as an "intimate liaison committee," what would
we possibly think that it might be? A pimpery? An escort service? It turns out that certain
prisons have such a committee which decides which prisoners may receive conjugal visits (SHJ,
28/7/93).
*There is simply no end to the contemporary degradation of language. In Syracuse, the
Episcopal church has been holding a "summer camp" for ghetto children in the city itself with
hardly any resemblance to anything that ordinary people would associate with the cultural
meaning of the term "summer camp." The children are served in city buildings, and when they
go out on study trips, they go to places such as television stations, firehouses, and police
stations.
*In the late 1960s, or early 1970s, anti-nuclear activists began to strive for so-called
"nuclear-free zones." During his campaign for the presidential nomination, Jack Kemp spoke
of enterprise zones. In 1988, the term "integration zone" began to be proposed for communities
in which at least certain types of institutional segregation would be eliminated.
*Babble? Or makin~ a virtue of a vice? The term "revolving door" has generally not been
a very favorable one. However, then came along a program for gifted people that actually called
itself officially the Revolving Door Identification and Programming Model (RDIM). In essence,
it consisted of establishing a resource room for gifted children in a school so as to allow these
students to come in and out of the resource room "as the need arises." One of the features of
the model was that students were described as "exhibiting gifted behavior and creativity" rather
than actually "being gifted," since giftedness is widely perceived as being restricted to certain
domains of people's functioning, and even to certain time periods in one's life.
*It came as a shock to us to learn that there is a slogan that rapidly caught on in the
educational domain, namely, "regular education initiative, " naturally abbreviated REI. What was
shocking was the misleading nature of this ambiguous slogan, which really stands for no more
than efforts to fully integrate handicapped pupils into regular education. It has also been
proposed that the concept of special education be abolished in favor of REI. Next thing you
know, teachers will get degrees in REI, and university departments that were once called "special
education" may end up being called Departments of REI.
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*Another new educational craze term has been proposed: curricular infusion, which would
mean nothing more than "inclusion of information and experiences concerning students with
severe disabilities at natural points throughout the general education curriculum" (ETMR, 3/89).
*Running across the edubabble phrase "student-centered education" (to which Syracuse
University has vowed its commitment), we began to wonder what the opposite would be.
Student de-centered education? Student un-centered education? Professor-centered education?
Student-dispersed education?
*In circa 1990, a new code word sprang up on the special education scene, namely, "best
practices," and it is sometimes used in the most peculiar fashion. For instance, an article
abstract in JAPSH (1993, No.2) said, "The application of a play-based curriculum requires
neither an abandonment of effective instructional special education practice nor a violation of
early childhood education best practice... Further, allowing play activities to form the
foundation on which effective instruction and classroom organization are built requires the
utilization of best practice in the fields of early childhood education and early childhood special
education in conjunction with effective practices for educating students with severe disabilities."
Another related term that sprang up as a new code word about the same time was "exemplary
practice." The good news is that one article (JAPSH, same issue) said that "exemplary practices
are rooted in normalization."
*Got milk? The La Leche organization that promotes maternal breast feeding and related
traditionalisms now has "lactation counselors." ("Got milk" is an ad slogan by the US milk
business.)
*The periodical, Active Treatment Solutions (Spring 92) discussed the hypothetical situation
ofa "functionally deaf" "developmentally disabled" woman who communicates in sign language,
has diabetes, cannot drive, needs a lift-equipped vehicle because of a bodily impairment, and has
"chosen to take a job as a prep cook" in a location to which there is no public transportation,
with her shift starting at four in the morning, making it necessary for her to get ready for work
shortly after midnight, and where someone has to take the person to her job site in a lift-
equipped vehicle. This person's situation was presented as a celebration of the new paradigm
of "choice-controlled services" for handicapped people. As to the kinds of people who could
provide the "support" for the "supported living" and "supported employment" for such an
individual, the author listed divorced parents with revolving custody of children, who need a
second job and want "exceedingly memorable experiences" for their children, and insomniacs
who prefer to do their limited sleeping in the daytime. Oh, bring back the old asylums for
insane service workers!
*"Career education" is a word that sounds good, but it turns out to be remarkably vague
in practice, somewhat in the category of "autism" and "mainstreaming." The ambiguity of the
term was underlined by the recent publication of a book, Career Education for the Handicapped
in the Elementary Classroom by Love Publishing Company. Sure enough, the cover of the book
shows a little girl aged approximately 8 on crutches. All sorts of confused and possibly
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maladaptive messages are conveyed by this kind of strategy. Are we to assume that an eight-year
old girl on crutches should be denied academic education? Has all education become "career
education"? Is career education the new term to replace the "education for life" of the
"progressive education" movement? Is career education a word to justify the failure of the
educational system to teach children old-fashioned skills and disciplines?
One can well imagine the chaos that results when we string several terms of vague meaning
together in a dense pack, such as career education for autistic children with learning disabilities
being mainstreamed out of a deinstitutionalization program.
*Human service vultures? A most peculiar development is the Condor instructional
television series for mentally retarded children and young adults. It is designed to assist them
in the acquisition of certain behavioral skills, but a brochure describing the program proudly
announced that the material is "applicable to use with normal children." This sounds
suspiciously as if generic material is being developed and marketed as if it were uniquely relevant
to retarded people, thus setting retarded people apart once more. (Source items supplied by
Pamela Hartz.) It does not help any that condors are vultures, as we verified from the
dictionary .
*We read in a 1990 book review (in Contemporary Psycholo~) that a certain author
"acknowledges that many severely handicapped persons are indeed benefiting from the day-to-day
curricular extrapolations made by instructional personnel through their interpretations of relevant
public policy" ... which left us totally mystified. Of course, sometimes, mystifying discourse is
merely the symptom of someone's inability to speak or write clearly, and is often curable.
*In Britain, there are "family special needs coordinators" employed by school districts.
These, in turn, form "family special needs management groups," and "construct family requests
to the mainstream support groups." This is what happens when PPP dynamics combine with
modernistic language crazes, and eventually, there is total nontransparency as to who does what
to whom.
*In New York State (maybe elsewhere too), a new term is being used at least since 1990
for naming a specific human service worker who may have done something awful, and the term
is to "indicate." Thus a staff person may be "indicated" of abuse or neglect, or "indiction" may
be recommended. This neologistic language use is probably meant to avoid legal-sounding terms
(e.g., indicted), or terms that imply that a final conclusion about a specific person's culpability
has been reached.
*Our human service audience may be taken aback to learn that there is a growing network
in the US of raptor rehabilitation centers. They specialize in nursing back to health incapacitated
birds of prey. Their rehabilitation rate of 60% far exceeds that of many human services (AP,
in SHA, 3 Oct. 93).
*Many items above documented language piracy for the purpose of enhancing the image
of what one is doing, as discussed earlier.
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Peculiar. Bizarre or Euphemistic Names of Service Settings & A2encies
*In New Zealand in 1997, we ran across a mini-institution for 100 poor, homeless, and in
many cases deinstitutionalized, men that called itself a "backpackers inn"--an incredibly deceptive
and yet also image-protective name.
*During a community service exercise, one of our friends heard human service worker
participants use a whole new gamut of euphemisms, such as "food intake area" for what used
to be the dining room. (Source information from David Schwartz).
*Jack Yates tells us that some human service people have begun to speak of "Non-compliant
beds," which refers to residences that fail to meet some kind of regulation.
*We have been told that one program for training human service workers how to deal with
allegedly violent clients was named "Camelot." A beautiful detoxification.
*In New York State, there are or were about 40 "psychosocial clubs." Essentially, they are
places of get-together for people who have been (or still are) clients in the mental system. The
name is a dead giveaway that people who belong are mental. Who otherwise in their right minds
would, or would want to, belong to a "psychosocial club"?
*In a peculiar language, Donna Rice (whose cavorting with presidential candidate Gary Hart
torpedoed his presidential bid) was reported by Newsweek (19/6/89) to be living "at a home for
people fighting emotional pains."
*In 9/93, we learned for the first time that there are such things as "multiply disabled
units," which are special residential units at either mental health or mental retardation
institutions.
*In 1991, the Georgia Retardation Center, Georgia's major institution for the mentally
retarded near Atlanta, was renamed Brook Run so that nobody will know what it is up to (Source
item from David Truran).
*In light of the fact that so called "legacy-planning" was a term that gained prominence in
the late 1980s in reference to making plans for one's handicapped son or daughter when one
would no longer be around, we were surprised to learn that there is an agency in Indiana called
Legacy 2000. It is essentially a residential support agency for retarded people.
*The National Association of Private Residential Facilities for the Mentally Retarded (a US
organization of private providers of residential services to retarded people) changed its name to
the National Association of Private Residential Resources, and in 1993 once more, to American
Network of Community Options and Resources, which is totally unrevealing of its identity. The
organization also announced that it "has been taking the lead in working with Occupational Safety
and Health Administration to address issues related to blood-borne pathogens" (MR, 10/93).
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Perhaps one reason it embraced its name was in order to encapture unto itself the acronym
ANCHOR. In Christian symbolism, an anchor is the symbol of hope.
*Marlin Management Services sounds like something having to do with fish, women, or
sorcerers, and one would never guess that it is a company that operates a chain of nursing homes
(3/94 source item from Jim Knapp).
*What used to be called "nursing homes" are beginning to be called "living centers" (source
information from Marcia Tewell).
*In California, old-age homes have been called "disengagement communities for the
chronologically gifted" (source information from Doug Mouncey).
*Medco Containment Service is a peculiar name. It might conjure up images of
containment of medical costs, but also a clang association to containers, such as are used in
transportation. It is a subsidiary of chemical and pharmaceutical giant Merck Co. that specializes
in managed medical care.
*In 8/1991, the Third International Abilympics was held in Hong Kong. The name refers
to a sports olympics for handicapped competitors.
*Most readers would assume that MR stands for mental retardation, and for most people
it has done so for several decades; but no longer so. We were amazed to read recently that there
was an MR Center in Syracuse that we had never heard of. It turned out that it is a medical
imaging center specializing in magnetic resonance.
*We have all heard of foundling homes, which got their name from taking care of "found"
children who had been abandoned. Teresa Whelley sent us a 1993 picture of Grace Fondling
Home of Child Welfare in India. This might not have been such a bad alternative if we were
not in the age of pedophilic human services.
*There is an agency near Syracuse with the name Wanderer's Rest Humane Association.
It reminded us of human services in two respects: its clients (animals) are both taken care of and
killed there; and its name is very similar to a human service agency for youths, Home for Little
Wanderers.
Peculiar--Or Even Insane--Practices in Namin~ Advocacy-Type and Related Organizations
of or for Devalued People
One development very typical of our age is for organizations that are concerned with human
impairment to drop their name that referred to a particular impairment but to keep their acronym
as if the acronym did not stand for anything in particular.
For example, first there was the National Association for Retarded Children (NARC); then
in the early 1970s, it became the National Association for Retarded Citizens, retaining the same
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acronym. During the 1980s, it became the Association for Retarded Citizens of the United
States, with the abbreviation ARC-US. In the April 1987 issue of TIPS, we noted that the
acronym ARC has always had a positive connotation, sounding similar to ark and arch.
However, when so-called "AIDS-related complex" arrived on the scene, it also began to be
called ARC. We said then, "who knows, maybe the Association for Retarded Citizens will very
quickly change its name." Sure enough, soon thereafter (in 1991), it changed its name to "The
Arc." This maintains the letters ARC (though spelled Arc) which were derived from the words
"association," "retarded," and "children" or "citizens," but completely jettisoned the origins of
these letters, and tried to encapture the meaning of another word (arc) that means something in
the shape of an arch, or a spark between two electrodes. This effort to preserve a version of the
acronym was meant for PR and related purposes of continuity of recognition of the organization,
but without a tie to the word "retarded," which came to be judged to be a bad no-no word.
Ironically, there is still such a thing as a "National Mental Retardation Month" promoted by The
Arc, and it seems to us that for the sake of consistency, this should be renamed the "National
Arc Month."
In 1997, an article in Time referred to the ARC, but in order to communicate to readers
what it was, the article had to add that this was "formerly the Association for Retarded Citizens."
By adopting totally uncommunicative names, organizations for devalued people are forcing other
people to stand on their heads in order to communicate about such organizations to uninitiated
parties.
*One Association for Retarded Citizens (ARC) changed its name to ARC--for Alternatives,
Resources, Choices. Really, this seems a little much.
*In 1974 was founded the American Association for the Education of the
Severely/Profoundly Handicapped, which went by the acronym AAESPH. In 1980 the name was
changed to The Association for the Severely Handicapped with the acronym TASH. The name
was changed to the Association for Persons with Severe Handicap in 1983, but the acronym
TASH continued to be used. In 1995, this extremely politically correct organization decided to
abolish its old name, and adopt the acronym as its new name because it was so widely
recognized, but with the expression TASH not standing for anything anymore. The old name
was deemed to no longer reflect current values and directions. "When asked what TASH means,
members can describe the organization's mission and values rather than provide a literal
translation" (TASH Newsletter, 6/95). In 1997, TASH recommended that if people were asked
what "TASH" stood for, the "best answer" was "equity, diversity, social justice, and inclusion!"
Since now, TASH no longer stands for anything, the name is actually more problematic than
before, because the letters are very easily readable as TRASH, especially by modernistic people
who did not get taught to read individual letters, but entire words. TASH conferences draw as
many as 2,000 participants, but they must be a humorless bunch (most PC people are) or they
would laugh themselves to death.
*After 44 years, in 1994, the New York State Association for Retarded Children
(NYSARC) changed its name to NYSARC, Inc., where NYSARC does not stand for anything.
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*The language degradation that is characteristic of modernism has presented us with a new
dilemma, namely, what exactly to call a (former) acronym that does not stand for anything, and
therefore is neither an acronym nor a proper English word. And what does one call a name that
is an acronym except that what it is an acronym of is not the name of the organization?
*The British association founded by parents of retarded people in 1946, called MENCAP
in recent years, decided to change its image by renaming itself mencap--we kid you not. Its
journal has become mencapnews. However, it seems to be the trend to lower-case one's
acronym, so as to hide its origin and meaning, as when in the US, the ARC changed its name
to The Arc. (Item contributed by wolf p. j. wolfensberger.)
*The Canadian Associations for the Mentally Retarded changed their names over the years
to Associations for Community Living, which shifts the face meaning from being concerned with
retarded people wherever they are (including in institutions, prisons, and nursing homes) to
something that many (but not all) retarded people can-sand hopefully will--do. Also, according
to the face meaning, the organization could be falsely inferred to be concerned with everybody's
living in the community.
One of the many problems with ACL coming to imply mental retardation by association (so
to speak) is that one would have to think of mentally retarded persons as "community livers,"
and call them that instead of "self-advocates."
*The International League of Societies for Persons with Mental Handicap has been the
world umbrella organization for national organizations founded by parents of retarded persons.
In 1995, it changed its name to Inclusion International which, of course, falls right into the trend
towards totally uncommunicative and untransparent organization names. Even the term
"concentration camp" was more communicative in its day.
*In 5/96, we noticed for the first time that when parents of children with certain shared
problems form a new organization, it is no longer called a "parent organization" like in the olden
days, but a "parent support group." This is even the case when the parent organization is not
primarily an informal mutual aid or talk-to-each-other society, but has definite external goals of
an advocacy or other change agentry nature. Obviously, once again, the term "support group"
is being used merely because it is crazish.
*People First was the name chosen by an organization Qf mentally retarded persons in the
US. In 1994, it became Self-Advocates Becoming Empowered--a double code word whammy.
(Also, SABE, a grammatical form of the Spanish saber, means "know," related to the term
"savant," which is rather incongruous in connection with being retarded.) A further confusion
added to the language scene is that at least one Canadian chapter of what used to be the parent
association (the Association for Community Living, previously called the Association for the
Mentally Retarded) renamed itself (too late!) People First in order to reflect its coalition with
"self-advocates. "
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*A Catholic national organization in the US concerned with mentally retarded people has
unfortunately been in the custom of "name hopping," changing its name every few years. In
1977, only a few years after its founding, the organization changed its name from National
Apostolate For the Mentally Retarded to the National Apostolate With the Mentally Retarded.
So far so very good. But in 1992, the organization changed its name again to Natl. Apostolate
with People With Mental Retardation. In 1997, it changed it again, to National Apostolate for
Inclusion Ministry, which yielded the acronym NAIM, and elevated inclusion to a higher goal
than the transmission or practice of the Catholic faith. This presages our future: everybody will
constantly change names and other language to avoid the unavoidable, and repress the
unrepressable.
By the way, Nairn was also the name of the town in which Christ raised from the dead a
young man who was the only son of his widowed mother. In turn, this implies that the
organization resurrects mentally retarded people, which is a suggestion shared by the symbolisms
of a number of human service organizations, including the Easter Seal organization that deals
with physically handicapped people, and which many years ago adopted the Easter Lily, a
symbol of the resurrection, as its logo. The National Rehab. Association has as its logo what
looks like the figure of Lazarus emerging out of his tomb. These are merely a few such
resurrection symbolisms, and we consider them to be very inappropriately grandiose.
*There is an organization in NY State named Projects to Empower and Organize the
Psychiatrically Labelled (PEOPLE).
*An organization on dwarfism in Britain is called Restricted Growth Association (~
Qyt, 2/91).
*An organization of dwarfs in the US used to be called the Little People of America; now
it calls itself the Short Stature Foundation (PACESETTER, 9/94). Thank goodness, they are not
yet also horizontally challenged.
*In Colorado, there is a "support group for families of children with limb differences," the
latter referring primarily to children who lack or lost one or more limbs. Unfortunately, the
group calls itself unLIMBited Child (brochure supplied by Marcia Tewell).
Miscellaneous Other Issues of LaniWage & Communication
About Human Impairment, Devalued Conditions, or Human Service
We will deal here, in seven clusters, with those other language items that do not seem to
fit well into the other main categories.
Handibabble
One peculiar trend which is or was intended to be progressive, but which is actually at least
moderately deviancy-imaging, is to attach the prefix "handi-" to all sorts of objects and projects
having to do with handicapped people.
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*A service corporation was named Handicon Corp.
*In 1978, the US Dept. of Housing & Urban Development launched a housing-related
technical assistance project called Handi- TAP, which lasted for years.
*A lifting device that enables a handicapped person to move among wheelchair, toilet and
bathtub is/was named Handi-Move.
*A recreational park to be used just for handicapped people is/was called Handy-Park.
*A respite setting in Ohio had the name Erie Bay HandiCampus.
*Various types of events for and with handicapped people (including family religious
retreats and camping by handicapped people) in PA were named Handiventure (in 1993).
*A 1985 Canadian resource book for "disabled and elderly travelers" was entitled Handi-
Travel.
*We ran across vans for transporting handicapped people called Handi-Vans. Another
transportation program for handicapped people was called Handi-transit, while yet another one
in British Columbia in 1992 was called--somewhat mysteriously--HandyDART.
*Programs for doing work around the house of handicapped elderly people have been called
"handiwork. "
*Ham- That-Am. When a handicapped person learned to become a Ham (short wave radio
operator), he did not become a pigman/pigwoman as in former days, but a Handi-Ham (Syracuse
Herald Journal, 14 March 82).
*An insurance plan for handicapped people was called Handi Life (with the L shaped like
a person in a wheelchair!).
*The transactions of the NY State Senate Select Committee on the Disabled used to be
reported in a column entitled Handi-News.
*A social group for handicapped people in the San Francisco area is/was called the
Handicapables.
*A pen pal organization for handicapped people based in Georgia is/was called Handi-Pals.
*In England, a service to introduce handicapped persons of the opposite sex to each other
was named Handidate (source item from Kristjana Kristiansen). It was founded by a handiman.
*A kit of material to teach religion to handicapped children was called Handikit (in 1986).
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*A religious ministry for handicapped people was called handivangelism.
*Since terms such as edubabble and theobabble have been around a while, it seems high
time to coin "handibabble" or "disbabble" (handibabble may not be deemed PC), especially since
"challababble" seems both euphemistic and probably won't fly.
PC-Related or Code-Related Points
*Another surrender to "nonlabelling" language crazes is represented by an actual 1989
policy mandate of the Indiana Dept. of Mental Health that declared that "labels" such as
"recipient," "disabled," and even "client" "demean and perpetuate stereotypes." Apparently, one
is now supposed to speak of "people who receive services" (source material from Joe Osburn).
Once John McKnight has given that phrase a nasty connotation, what then?
*People who think that obesity is not desirable are now being said to engage in "size
discrimination." In 10/97, we first encountered overweight women being called "plus-size."
Will we soon see "plus-size discrimination "?
*We were very amused to learn that there is a Bible for the deaf which "carefully avoids
relative pronouns, idioms, figurative language and faulty syntax that confuse those who
communicate primarily through sign language." First of all, we had no idea that Bible
translations were riddled with "faulty syntax." Secondly, as is so often the case these days, allies
of devalued groups manage to give vehement but mutually incompatible messages about them.
On the one hand, we are told that contrary to what has been said for thousands of years, deafness
does not diminish a person's cognitive functioning, and on the other hand we are told all of the
above. By the way, we have never heard any proposals from the blind culture that verbal
expressions resting on visual imagery should be eliminated; in fact, blind people manage to use
such verbal idioms quite well.
*For generations, drivers in the US might find signs along roadways that said, "Slow
Children, " meaning that one should slow down because children could be expected to be crossing
or playing. Now the Massachusetts PC crowd (and there is a big one in Mass.) has concluded
that the sign "Slow Children" was "insensitive" to children "with mental retardation and learning
disabilities," and has succeeded in harassing the state to replace, at great cost, all those many
signs in all their many places with new signs that say "watch children" (The Arc Today,
9&10/93). No wonder states are going broke.
*We were astonished to hear that an American thesaurus took the words "loony bin,"
"booby hatch," and "funny farm" out of its list of synonyms for "institution." Obviously, this
was done not because these words are no longer used as synonyms, but as the PC linguistic
equivalent of ethnic cleansing.
*One thing that has struck us in recent years is that when human service people ask us for
advice on an issue related to human service, they may speak in such a code language that we
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really cannot understand either whom these people are serving, what the nature of the service
is, or precisely what it is that they want from us. It is also not clear to us what other people tell
them who are asked the same questions by the same parties in the same idiom. Maybe they reply
in equally unintelligible code language, and perhaps this makes both parties happy. Below
follows an example of such a PC code language letter that we received requesting assistance.
"I am writing to you on behalf of the Community Development Committee of ... Support
Services of .... We are a newly developed committee for an agency offering support to
individuals who have been labelled disabled. Our committee's goal is to be able to promote and
foster the inclusion of all people with disabilities in all aspects of living, participating and
contributing in the community. Our hope is to develop a resource list of individuals and
organizations that we and other people in our community could access. The purpose of the list
would be for the development of people and potential future networks and organizations in any
community. We'd appreciate possible information in direction, organization, quality assurance,
planning as well as information about any government acts, services, and guidelines. We are
looking for resource lists and materials, and possibly the name of a contact person that could
facilitate this in the future. Your anticipated support and cooperation in this matter is greatly
appreciated. We are looking forward to hearing from you and also about you."
The following was our reply. "At the risk of inviting nothing but rejection and punishment,
I nevertheless decided to write to you about your letter for assistance. This letter is written in
such contemporary code language as to leave a reader totally in the dark as to just what service
you are providing and to whom, which also means that a recipient of the letter would really not
know what to advise you unless that person understood your code language, which I do not.
This advisory may be too late for this round, but I strongly urge you not to surrender the English
tongue to the modernists, and to cling to unequivocal clarity even if it invites vituperance from
the PC crowd. "
Lan~a~e Related to Syndromes or Problem Conditions
*A lot of irate parents have shaken their babies to death, but only in 1992 did we learn that
instead of using culturally normative language to refer to this sad phenomenon, there is now a
"shaken infant death syndrome" (Australian clipping, 11191:source item from Ross Womersley),
obviously caused by people "with" or who "have" the "shaking-the-infant-to-death-syndrome."
*The Winter 1984 issue of the Clinical Gerontolo~ist carried an article entitled "Strategic
Therapy with a 'Nasty' Patient." Amazingly, one learns that the "nasty patient" was an 81-year
old woman who was almost totally incapacitated (e.g., at best wheelchair mobile), and whose
"nastiness" was exclusively on the verbal level. However, from the title, one might easily have
expected a behaviorally aggressive person. What the orientation of this article may tell us is that
rather than giving primary emphasis on remaking such a client, there ought to be some reshaping
of staff so that they can render equanimitous and kind service even when a person who has
nothing but a mouth left uses the mouth badly, particularly since on a shift system, no one staff
member spends a great deal of time per week with anyone client.
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*The culture of segmentized self-centeredness has coined a new construct, "autonomy
competency." This seems to go far beyond what we have been talking about for many decades
about the competencies needed by impaired people to function without being human service
clients.
*We find it very peculiar that some people are being called "technologically dependent,"
which is a euphemism for being on machine life supports. After all, taken at face value, we are
all technologically dependent.
*Note that there is a difference between referring to a "behavior" and a person who engages
in it. For instance, there is "noncompliant behavior," and there are "noncompliant people."
Presumedly, the difference is that a noncompliant (or whatever) person habitually (rather than
occasionally) emits noncompliant behavior.
*We are very concerned to see conferences being held on "self-injurious/aggressive
behaviors," which thus equate self-injurious and aggressive behaviors. In our opinion, there can
be a vast difference between these two types of behaviors, and by equating them, measures which
are bad enough when they are applied to aggressive people may also end up being applied even
less appropriately to self-injurious people.
*As more genetic afflictions can be identified through various techniques, sometimes before
they take clinical expressions, people have begun to speak of "genetic discrimination" when the
afflicted are excluded from jobs, insurance coverage, etc.
*The TIPS editor was thunderstruck to learn in 12/90 that the anglification of the German
language has gone so far (even in Eastern Germany) that in German, mental retardation was then
called mentale Retardierun~, and the mentally retarded were called ~eisti~ (from ghostly, in the
sense of mental) Retardierte. And all this at a time when so many people in the US (other than
the TIPS editor) are trying to term-hop away from "mental retardation."
*Someone has coined the wonderful term autonoetic agnosia to refer to the inability
(common in schizophrenic and other psychotic persons) to recognize one's own mental events
as being self-generated (Cf, 9/96).
*The latest TI neologisms for elderly retarded people are relderly and retarderly people.
If everybody else does these things, why not we?
LanlWa~eAbout Service Practices
*Some practices in human service generate language that falls more into the category of
craze-related language than degraded language (see our previous TIPS coverage on human service
crazes: Aug. 1991). Examples are terms such as openness, creativity, being creative, growth,
self-actualization, self-fulfillment, self-discovery, finding/discovering/expressing/being oneself,
something being "right for me," inclusive, exclusive, getting in touch with oneself, alternative,
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meaningful relationship, networking, rapping, unconditional (response), etc. However, craze-
spawned language is often also codeish, misleading and/or unrevealing, i.e., lacking in face
meaning.
*We have commented before and repeatedly on the deceptiveness of the names and mission
statements of many human services, e.g., a service with a wonderful name, and that claims
compassion, may actually grossly abuse its clients, a service called a rehabilitation center may
starve its residents to death, and so on. A friend of both poor people and poor animals (Mary
Gandino) has pointed out to us that the same is true of services for animals. Kennels and so-
called protective shelters to which people may take their pets for medical care or when the
owners are going away on a long trip may be very crowded, may return a once-healthy animal
to its owner sick, and so on. For instance, the Humane Society that, among other things, puts
to death unwanted animals, often houses the animals in very dingy, crowded cages; the other
animals smell a death and often howl in anguish or fear; and because of poor conditions, the
animals often catch awful diseases.
*A few years ago, a new word was coined for dumping a client, namely, "aging out,"
which means that a client (usually a youth) reaches the age limit for eligibility for a service. An
earlier euphemism used to be "graduation," where young people were kicked out of programs
at a moving ceremony where they wore graduation garb and were given a diploma.
*A useful current German expression is disintegration. It means much the same as
segregation, but with the additional connotation that one is beginning to exclude a person who
previously was integrated, whereas the word segregation by itself does not inform us if a
segregated person was ever integrated.
*More and more, people in human services are referring to their agency as "my company,"
in consequence of many agencies being or becoming private and commercial.
*Some people have said that mentally retarded people who can work tend to be sluiced to
the "Four F jobs": food (mostly fast food places, dishwashing, table clean-up, etc.), flowers
(garden and yard work), folding (i.e., as chambermaids in m/hotels, napkin folding in
restaurants), and filth (janitorial work). This comes close to being S&F work, or at least F &
F & F & F work.
Langua~e About Servers
*In the German human service literature, one now runs across a concept of "mental job
resignation" (or "having given mental notice"). This refers to service workers being asked to
do things to which they cannot agree, after which they continue to work at their jobs but no
longer with conviction and commitment. This state is considered similar to "burn-out." By the
way, burn-out is called Ausbrennen or outburning.
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*In German human service, people who agree to undergo a training program in a certain
subject matter in order to become disseminators of this program have begun to be called
"multipliers" (Band, 5/91).
*According to language specialists, it is "scientifically, logically, semantically, and
practically absurd" to define any human afflictions as "incurable," but 50% of psychologists,
80% of psychiatrists, and 90% of other medical specialists were doing so in the 1970s (and
probably still do), and especially in respect to afflictions within their specialty (Psy. Report,
1978).
Hard-to-Classify Langua~e Points
*"Oh what fun it is to recreate ... " We were a little taken aback to see illegal street drugs
being referred to as "recreational drugs," particularly since in this particular case, a man who
had attacked and almost killed a woman claims to have been under the influence of such a
"recreational drug. "
*In 8/94, we saw a truck with huge signs all over saying "infectious chemotherapeutic
waste," which appears to be an oxymoron.
*We are puzzled why some nasty rock and other music groups have names that allude to
mental retardation, such as "Down Syndrome" and nArrested Development" (SRI, 1 June 93).
In July 1993, there was a band entitled The Boo Radleys. Boo Radley was the mentally retarded
character in Harper Lee's To Kill a Mockingbird.
*During the civil rights battles, the goal was racial integration. Then the "black power"
movement turned against integration, and the human service culture (especially in education)
dropped integration for "inclusion." In 1995, Time (18 Dec.) began to speak of "inclusion" in
relation to race issues. What goes around comes around.
*Conve.yanceof messa~es about societally devalued conditions via voice tone. We are all
familiar with the fact that a lot of people will talk to handicapped or elderly persons in an
unnatural tone of voice; namely, in a special melodic fashion, and perhaps a bit louder than one
would ordinarily. Recent research has brought out more clearly than before that humans appear
to have an innate tendency to speak to children in a melodic fashion, and that children, and
especially infants, respond positively to such melodic address. To this I would add the
hypothesis that the benefit of children's lullabies may lie in good part in their melodic nature that
is non-threatening. Thus, we can now state more explicitly that whenever an adult addresses
another adult in a melodic fashion that is not the ordinary mode of the speaker's speech pattern,
then the speaker is highly likely to have perceived the person being addressed as having a child
identity, or to be unconsciously attempting to put that adult into a child role--even if only PC
terms and grammar had been used.
Miscellaneous Concludin~ Points
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*The language war can be very confusing to intellectually limited people. A woman said,
"I have four handicaps. I got Down's syndrome, special needs, learning disability and mental
handicap" (Sinason, 1992).
*One handicapped woman who had spent 38 years in an institution had her thinking and
language so shaped by this experience that upon her release into the community, she kept
referring to the living room of a friend's house as "the day lounge," and to the yard as "the
grounds" (vignette told us by Rachael Janney).
*In Greek, the word hairesis means choosing. In other words, anyone who was "for
choice" would be a heretic. In time, it was applied to different factions of a religion. In early
Christianity, it began to be applied to factions that followed unorthodox teachings, hence our use
of the term "heresy" and "heretics." There are now vastly more language heretics than faithful
adherents to the rules of language.
*A travel guide in 1984 described Newfoundland as a place where people have been so
remote from modem life that they are still straightforward, and speak the truth directly--
something the rest of the world might perceive as naivete. Thus, jail is still called jail, and not
a correctional institution or a diagnostic and classification center. Large areas on local maps are
still marked "wilderness," not ecological protection zones. Waiters will readily confess that they
know nothing about the wines on their wine lists. The police don't read drunks their rights, but
inform them that they are drunk, though perhaps in a fashion that is a mixture of dignity,
kindness and despair. Since then, 13 years have passed, and modernity may have brought The
Fall to this language Eden.
"Counter-Discourse" by Impaired People
*The organizations of former clients of the shrink system have done much work to
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*A practice that is relatively recent is for impaired people to refer to unimpaired people in
ways that mock their language practices (and perhaps thereby reveal their negative attitudes or
assumptions), or that actually denigrate--or even threaten--them.
One such practice is to refer to "able-bodied" people as "temporarily able-bodied" (TAP,
hence such persons are called TAPs). For instance, at Smith College, a social vice called
"ableism" has been identified, defined as "oppression of the differently abled by the temporarily
abled" (SHJ, 10 Feb. 91). Especially when such a phrasing is used by people with impaired
bodies, it also contains a not very veiled threat of that "Just you wait! One day you will be like
me!" The acronym TAPS (the American military trumpet signal played at funerals) also
contributes to this threat.
Some handicapped people (especially nasty ones and former shrink system clients) refer to
non-handicapped ones as "chronically normal persons" or CNPs (source items from Christina
Dunigan & Lynn Breedlove). Some terms such as the above that are occasionally used by
handicapped people either about themselves or others (including TAP) can serve a legitimate
consciousness-raising purpose if they are used sparingly and only for that purpose, and are not
used as major reference terms, or in a spirit of bitterness and rancor.
The Practice of Langua~e Coercion, Territion & Policin~, & the Problems Thereof
*Syndicated columnist Paul Greenberg headed one of his columns (SIll, 27/10/92) with
"The Language Police are Determined to Kill Colorful Speech." He said that if the PC people
have their way, few people will be able to speak:anymore, and certainly not simpler, plainer,
less educated folk. He said that ordinary language "crackles and pops, has traction, teeth,
feeling, wit," while PC language is stiff. Ordinary language is being "driven underground" as
if its words were criminal or political refugees, or "verbal refugees." "What a pity: So many
who celebrate America's diversity in long-winded principle can't seem to abide it in the
language. Words and phrases that once made Americanese zing--honest words that recognized
the country's many hues and accents and ethnic strains--don't stand a Chinaman's chance." What
he failed to say was that perhaps this is one reason why people break:into S & F talk, or mouth
nonsense talk such as "you know," "like.... " Maybe S & F is the last snap, crackle and pop left
to people.
*There is much irony in the TIPS editor having become a terrible example of how not to
discourse about devalued people, in that he was among the first people to draw attention to the
impact of language usage on images and attitudes, and to provide rules for normalizing language
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use. In our opinion, a lot of people have taken an adaptive concern with language into the
domain of extremism and perversion. Professional organizations and publishers have begun to
adopt language rules for their authors, and to impose whatever the currently popular language
fads and crazes are. The TIPS editor himself has now become a victim of these rules having
been carried to mindless excess. For instance, in some of his recent publications, editors have
peremptorily changed his text and put language in his mouth that he would never use. Others
have added disclaimers to his manuscripts solely for his refusal to exchange his language
conventions for theirs. In one instance, a manuscript that the TIPS editor thought had been
accepted for publication in a book had to be withdrawn because the TIPS editor refused to
change his language in two paragraphs.
Some of the language guidelines are absurd, but compulsory enforcement thereof is a form
of lysenkoism, censorship, and in some instances, an assault on academic freedom, as when
members of the academic community are no longer free in scholarly contexts to use what
language they choose, for better or for worse. The rationale behind the concept of academic
freedom has been that there should be freedom in the domain of ideas, and of expression of
these, because only too often, that which would be censored away today proves tomorrow to
have been, or to have contained, truth--or even to be tomorrow's orthodoxy. The concept of
academic freedom implies that it is preferable to tolerate today a certain amount of what is or
may be error in order to safeguard the kind of free inquiry that is likely to yield truth over the
long run.
Some of the language guidelines also put ordinary, well-meaning people into a terrible
quandary of being afraid to speak to or about an impaired or disadvantaged person or class, for
fear of being offending, of being humiliated if they use an outmoded term that they did not know
to be already outmoded, or of being offensive to someone. What makes this a multiple problem
is that (a) terms that are acceptable or "in" change with bewildering rapidity, (b) even the various
affected groups do not agree among themselves as to what terminology is acceptable, and (c)
some of these guidelines create a phony and deceptive verbal world. Thus paralyzing ordinary
people from interacting with, or speaking about, devalued ones cannot be helpful to improved
relationships between them.
*Adoptive Families of America is trying to reform the language of adoption by yet another
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There is so much vocabulary here that it is like learning a new/foreign language. A
classical dilemma is that on the one hand, one cannot become fluent in a new language unless
one is willing to speak it despite making mistakes, but on the other hand, one will be afraid to
speak it because one will be punished for one's inevitable mistakes.
*There are a great many brochures, pamphlets, and even books of the "How to talk to or
about _ people" (blind, retarded, older, physically impaired, etc.), and what the god terms are.
Even beyond this, there are entire books on etiquette about how to interact with _ people.
Obviously, such works also cover the "how not to" side, including what the devil terms are.
One such 1992 book teaches one how to interact in a PC fashion with members of 12 classes of
impaired people, including (ha, ha, ha, ha) people with diabetes mellitus. Ann Landers ran a
column on how to talk to a pregnant woman, and what to say and what not to say (SHJ, 6 Sept.
97). It is very difficult to think about whom one could talk to without being afraid of being
given a lecture about one's stupidity, arrogance, outdated attitudes, insultingness, and so on.
And, of course, people these days are not very nice about this; a very standard phrase one hears
all the time is that people are "outraged" over what someone else has said/done.
*Yet another book has come out on how to interact with handicapped people, entitled
Business and Social Etiquette with Disabled People; A Guide to Getting Along with Persons
who Have Impairments of Mobility. Vision. Hearing. or Speech. Amazingly, a reviewer in
Contemporary Psychology noted that the book only covers 10% of the handicapped population,
and that now someone else will still need to write a book on how to deal with the other 90%.
But then, virtually every organization of, by and for a class of societally devalued or
disadvantaged people now has language guideline flyers, and these are constantly being revised
and updated. (We have many such in our files, some in their nth edition.)
*A leading Canadian newspaper, the Globe & Mail, instituted a "Word Watch" column (in
1990 or earlier) that warned people what words were "out," such as "turning a blind eye,"
"disfigured," "handicapped," etc.
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*A list of forbidden words put together by a group of "multicultural journalists" included
"elderly," "illegal alien" and "qualified minorities." To be even-handed, Newsweek will also
censor the term "redneck" (Newsweek, 28/10/91).
*A bunch of "gerontologists" have decreed in a Primer on Aging that old people must not
be called fogy, geezer, gaffer, graybeard, old guard, superannuated and codger, but can "still"
be called golden agers, seniors, retirees, mature population and older Americans (Syracuse
Herald Journal, 10 May 91).
*The normative insanity of human service workers about language is exemplified by one
participant at a Training Institute workshop who, not five minutes into the presentation, handed
the speaker a note that said that in the field of gerontology in which she worked, "'old age' is
not a term we use. Please just use the word 'aging' or 'aging process'." The implication, of
course, is that the speaker was simply misinformed and out-of-date, and should and would
change her terminology immediately once properly instructed in what Ie dernier en is=at least
until the next craze term comes along a week or two later.
By the way, at the first discussion point during the same event, another participant asked
whether the speaker did not think that her use of the term "mentally retarded" was one of the
things that such persons needed to be "liberated from."
*A reader complained in the New York Times (14/1/90) that when one speaks about human
impairment, a "language police" swoops down on one in a fashion that is "grotesquely
overzealous." The writer complained about various other readers who jumped on people when
they used the words retarded, crippled, lame, maimed and affliction, and asked, "if a physical
disability isn't an affliction, then what is it?" The reader complained that this language police
would not only forbid such words, but perhaps substitute "hair-deprived" for bald or "height-
disadvantaged" for short. "Few nowadays condone the use of expressions that wound or belittle
any group of people, but there must be a place for humor and for homely, vivid, pungent words
that have been embedded in our language and literature for centuries." (Source item from Peter
Millier.)
*One utterly untrue-sand indeed, vicious=terror strategy that one constantly encounters is
the proclamation (an example is found in AAMR News & Notes, 11/92) that if one uses the
plural form "the _," or "x persons" (e.g., the retarded, retarded persons) instead of "people
first" grammar, one is "showing lack of respect for people with _," and "dissing" them. The
same author also claims that the above word usage is "unethical" and violates the "rights" of the
people referred to. Rhetoric like this does indeed serve to intimidate all but a few who are ready
to be martyred.
*The British National Union of Teachers has come out with one of those modernistic-crazy
statements about "disability" which, among other things, said that society's majority must be
"embarrassed .. .into policy changes," which according to our own teaching is never going to be
the way adaptive change will happen.
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*Language practices that were 100% PC only yesterday may, from one day to the next, be
interpreted by the PC people to be not only outdated, overtaken, no longer in accord with deeper
insight or newer sensibilities, but out-and-out "dehumanizing" (e.g., TASH Newsletter, 9/89).
That is territion!
*There are people who actually want to ban the word "handicap," and some want to ban
the word "severe" as a modifier of any kind of impairment description.
*How far PC language craziness has gone is evidenced by the fact that nowadays, editors
will even try to update or modernize references to language that was used normatively in
previous eras. Thus, one will not even be permitted to say that in the past, retarded people were
referred to as idiots, physically handicapped people were called cripples, and so on. One of the
TIPS editor's manuscripts was deemed unacceptable by a book editor in 1989 because the TIPS
editor listed in it several terms as examples of those that had once been used pejoratively in the
past. Instead, editors may insist that contemporary terms be anachronistically put into the
mouths of the people of hundreds of years ago. A TASH (mentioned earlier) journal even prides
itself on, "All language in this newsletter is edited to reflect emphasis on the individual and not
on the label" (1991). All this amounts to a form of historical revisionism, and a re-writing of
history, much as government officials in George Orwell's novel Nineteen Eighty-Four were
constantly employed at re-writing the newspapers of the past to reflect the current ideology,
propaganda and language.
*In a document of a probation department in London, England, the following notation was
found: "In line with the Inner London Probation Service's equal opportunities policy this report
has been checked by a colleague for racist, sexist and stereotyped comments." (Australian, 1
Oct. 90; source item from Peter Millier.) Note also how it said "stereotyped" rather than
"stereotyping"! Soon, the language police may screen every written piece of documentation or
print; and plain-clothes language police officers may infiltrate every aspect of society and
immediately draw public opprobrium upon anyone who does not use officially sanctioned
terminology.
*How language policing can inhibit language expression was exemplified by the British
Medical Journal, which banned use of all dead languages from its pages after a writer had
bungled a Latin phrase, and numerous learned physicians complained about it. Said the editor,
"This was the final straw. We decided enough of all that" (Globe & Mail, 28/9/91).
*Anderson, P. M. (1988). American humor, handicapism, and censorship. Reading,
Writing & Learning Disabilities. 4, 79-87. PC people have been trying to purge libraries of any
works they consider offensive, including any works that do not portray handicapped people the
way the PCers think they ought to be portrayed today. Anderson (1988) thinks that this is a very
stupid policy and does not serve very well the aim of combatting prejudice. He says that it is
much better to have people-such as school children-read contrasting works on such a topic, and
then have them analyze the works and the attitudes presented therein. This is apt to stimulate
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critical thinking and provide a better base for positive attitudes than to never have people exposed
to language or attitudes that today may be judged to be devaluing or outdated.
*It is hard to believe that in America, the land of free speech, there would be a significant
demand for legally prohibiting public speech that contains what somebody considers to be a racial
slur. Civil libertarians are tom between their paternalistic impulse to legislate their ideologies
(including in such a radical fashion), and their ideals of "anything goes." How will they live
with two incompatible knee-jerks? (Newsweek, 6/6/88).
*As mentioned, in some states, the legislature has even passed resolutions that the so-called
"person first" language should be used, and should be made mandatory within the executive and
judicial branches of the government (e.g., Pennsylvania House Resolution No. 118, 1991
Session; source item from Guy Caruso). This comes within a hair's breadth of legally mandating
such language.
*An Ontario woman who apparently is retarded was called "retarded" by her landlady from
whom she rented an apartment. The handicapped woman complained to the Ontario Human
Rights Commission, which sentenced the landlady to $2,000 for "harassment," and $1,564 for
the handicapped woman's expenses in finding another place to live. We consider this yet another
case of censorship of free speech, and especially so if, in fact, the woman was retarded. It may
not be kind or useful at a given point to tell someone who is retarded that they are retarded, but
to legally punish one for saying it takes the cake. Next thing you know, nobody may be called
anything that they are if they do not like it, and the law will forbid that anyone's feelings are
hurt by someone else. This is a good example of how language guidelines become language
legislation and policing in a literal sense.
*The idea that one should pass laws and governmental edicts as to what language people
should use about devalued people seems to be relatively new. Even the Nazis permitted the
value-neutral form Jude to be used parallel with the derogatory Judd.
*While it is virtually impossible in the US to convict anybody of pornography as long as
pornography is interpreted as having anything whatever to do with sex, police have had no
problems at all arresting abortion protestors on pornography charges for displaying photographs
of the mutilated bodies of aborted babies (SHJ, 11 Sept. 91). What a peculiar sense of reality
and language that currently prevails!
*On many US college campuses, students risk suspension or expulsion if they say anything
that might be interpreted to be derogatory about people of another religion, national origin,
ancestry, race or color, or which is interpreted as such in regards to handicap, age or the
opposite sex (SHJ, 10 Feb. 91). Will this bring about well-behaved students? And of course,
S & F talk would be ok.
*According to one advocate, referring to someone as a handicapped person is no less than
"insulting to God" (Breakin&Barriers, Summer 94). Obviously, these really are devil words,
and the above admonition should put the fear of God into language heretics. Will there be
concentration camps for the likes of the TIPS editor, and niches in hell thereafter, in company
with other blasphemers?
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*Somebody who uses some language that somebody else does not like is often told by a
listener that he or she finds that language "offensive" --which is most certainly a form of language
terrorism. If it is felt necessary to say something about somebody else's language about devalued
people or their conditions, it would be much less terrorizing (less offensive) to declare what it
is that one prefers, what practice one has adopted for oneself, what one believes to be less
stigmatizing, or how one likes to be referred to oneself, rather than to berate the other party.
*One writer, P. J. 0 'Rourke, referred to PC-type people as "compassion fascists," much
as certain others refer to "feminazis." Maybe one should also call some of the language tyranny
lingonazism.
*With the new "language police" on the prowl, telling people what they can and cannot say,
and how they have to talk, we have been wondering about all sorts of expressions, some of them
deeply embedded and long used, that may be or are now declared politically incorrect. For
instance, will we no longer be able to talk of a "blind comer" on a highway, or sending a "blind
copy" of a letter? May anyone who can hear turn a deaf ear on someone else? Will we still be
able to make lame excuses? Will we no longer be able to talk about a golfer's or racehorse's
"handicap"? Will there be no more handicappers at races?
*A student in a human service area these days is very vulnerable, in that such a student
might not survive to graduation if he/she did not conform nearly totally to whatever the god-
language at the moment is.
*To testify to just how outdated we are when it comes to crazes, we learned only recently
that in addition to people no longer supposed to be called retarded or even handicapped, they are
also no longer supposed to be called gifted even when they do have extraordinary talents. Soon,
when we want to talk about a person, we will probably have to say Olgaga ga ga."
*Another example of what language policing is doing to the minds and attitudes of ordinary
people was illustrated by a conversation overheard in 1990 in a beauty parlor, in which the
beautician remarked to a customer that earlier that day, she had done the hair of a retarded
woman. When the customer asked about "the handicapped woman," the beautician replied, "Is
that what I'm supposed to call them, handicapped? My sister works with them, and one time
I called them retarded and she yelled at me. I just didn't know." One can see how such a
person-who was probably a typically bumbling, well-intentioned person-would feel
unnecessarily guilty, and would want to avoid talking about handicapped people altogether for
fear of saying the wrong thing, and being branded as a bad person.
*We were told the story of a mother of a retarded young woman who became very unhappy
about something that her work-related service had done, and who berated one of its employees
in a loud voice for about 15 minutes, peppering her tirade many times with references to "people
who are you-know-what," such as "even people who are you-know-what have feelings!" The
woman obviously had been intimidated from using the words that came natural to her, did not
feel at home with any other terminology, and was reduced to this inarticulate euphemism even
when she was agitated.
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*In 1992, a German woman wrote a poem addressed to a retarded person in which she
thanks him that she may talk to him without being afraid of using the wrong words or wrong
language. (Arbeitskreis Down Syndrome Mitteilungen, 2/92; source item from Dr. Doerner.)
*A Swedish couple decided to name their child "BrfxxccxxmnpcccclllmmnprxIII16," which
was to be pronounced "Albin" (Newsweek, 10 June 96). Some day, we may refer to any person
or persons with a controverted devalued condition as "the 'you know who'."
*This is an advisory that anyone about to commit a crime should do it without talking, or
while shouting "ga, ga, ga!" There are now all sorts of laws pending that would put people in
prison for a much as 15 years for "hate crimes" associated with racial, ethnic, religious, sexual,
disability, or age bias. (Source item from Bob Sackel.) Thus, if you are about to hit, rob or
rape somebody and do it quietly, you may get away with it, or spend a little time in prison or
on probation; however, if you do the same thing and let out a holler such as, "take this, and this,
you cripple," or "you Nigger," or whatever, you may be in for 15 years--these days, that is
longer than for murder. Combined with innumerable other constraints on language, with the
proliferation of code words, book-length instructions on how to talk to different kinds of
handicapped people, etc., silence is becoming more golden by the minute.
*One reality that makes ordinary people afraid to open their mouths about societally
devalued conditions is that every devalued constituency is internally divided on all sorts of
important issues, as we have already demonstrated in earlier sections of this TIPS issue. One
result is that regardless of what language one uses, one is apt to be zapped by someone. For
instance, a prominent British scholar who happens to be "confined to a wheelchair," Michael
Oliver, is highly critical of "linguistic attempts to deny the reality of disability" by using the
phrasing, "people with disability. "
*If you hadn't read TIPS up to this point, you wouldn't have believed it: The newspaper
(2/1988) of British Columbians for Mentally Handicapped People (it has since sterilized its name)
spoke of "difficulties experienced by people labelled extended care"!! This once more displays
the total mindlessness of the people who want to be PC. So we can no longer call someone
"retarded," but must call them "extended care"--provided we imply that they are only "labelled
extended care." How about "people labelled hospitals," "people labelled nursing homes,"
"people labelled apartments," "people labelled prisons," etc.? What good does it do to scare
people into using a language that is so alien to them that they speak it in broken idiom, with an
accent, as if they were "foreigners"?
*The Civil Rights Office of the US Department of Education wrote the Univ. of Michigan
in 1993 that it should use the term "disability," not "handicap"--but the letter itself kept referring
to people with a handicap (Mike Royko syndicated column, SHJ, 15/10/93). This episode also
demonstrated how people's minds become crazified, and their tongues confounded, by the present
language chaos.
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*We finally had a brilliant flash of insight. Considering the many book-length treatises on
how to talk to all sorts of handicapped people, we herewith issue the strong advisory that people
should simply avoid all contact with handicapped and minority groups, and when they see any
member of such a group anywhere, they should speedily flee the scene. This way, they cannot
possibly make a mistake or offend someone who is easily offended, and will also avoid infinite
amounts of grief to which they will come if per chance they open their mouths and said
something judged not to be fully up-to-date according to the most recent language police
ordinances.
Spoofs of ContemporaI)' PC & Related Language Practices
In the past, people used to make fun of impaired persons, and sometimes used them as
objects of ridicule. It is very telling that nowadays, a new phenomenon has arisen of people
making fun of other people's langua~e about impaired (or otherwise devalued) people, as well
as PC language in general. This discloses a serious problem, namely, that ordinary people think
that some of the PC idiom of impairment or valorization is ridiculous. Via juxtaposition, this
can be expected to spill over into suboptimal attitudes toward the impaired or devalued people
who are being spoken about in ways one considers ridiculous. Not also that many of the
spoofers make fun of the "post-modem" mentality of remaking reality by abolishing phrases with
"negative connotations."
*When the Queensland (Australia) government changed old place names, like Cannibal
Creek and Blackfellow Knob, a spoof suggested changing "being lost" to "geographically
embarrassed," "pet rock" to "mineral companion," "ignoramus" to "knowledge-base non-
possessor," "big" to "extended stature," "stinky" to "pheremoneously active," and the title of the
film, "A Man and a Woman" to "A Person and a Person."
*Another word watch column discovered that a language police panel wanted to replace
"impotence" (because of its pejorative meaning) with "erectile dysfunction." The column
suggested we similarly replace the San Andreas fault with "San Andreas special characteristic,"
phone sex with "nonspatial relations," alcoholics with "people of stupor," defeated candidates
with "electorally slighted," and bad writing with "syntactically different."
*One elephant said to the other about a baby elephant, "'Born in conservation,' if you don't
mind. 'Captivity' has negative connotations." (NC Register, 21111/93).
*A cartoon showing two Western explorers being cooked in a pot had their cannibal captors
say "'Cannibalism' has such a negative connotation. We prefer 'ethnic digestion' ... " The
cartoon was one in a series on "Great Moments in Political Correctness: New Guinea, 1857"
(Washington Post, in S£S, 25/2/97).
*When the Univ. of Mass. changed a sports team name from the Redskins to the
Minutemen, there was a protest that a Minuteman was just another white male with a gun:
racist, sexist, militaristic. Syndicated columnist Richard Reeves said (23/10/93) he was fully
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credentialed as a squishy-soft wimpy liheral Democrat of the New York kind, but that he
"snapped" on the subject of PC. He said (in jest) that it was bad enough that the original
Minutemen fought the British to the death, but did they also have to call them "Red Coats" and
"Lobster Backs"?
*According to columnist John Leo (USN&WR, 21/5/90), murder victims will soon be called
"persons with bullet holes," since "victim" is out, and "people first" language is essential.
*Since the term "dead" has been deemed to be politically incorrect, the following terms have
been proposed as alternatives: the pulseless; people of passivity; vital signs deprived; embalming
fluid dependent; consciousness challenged; the lackluster; existentially challenged;
decompositionally abled; Cadavo-Americans. (Submitted by Marcia Tewell to Colorado
Lifewatch, 2/95.)
*Because in American slang, to call someone a "turkey" is derogatory, there has been a
proposal (apparently by people poking fun at PC language) to refer to real turkeys (who
presumably would not want to be confused with someone being called a turkey) as "poultry of
size." (Source item from Jonathan Beardsley III.) We advise readers that before they eat
anything anymore these says, to first inquire what it is now being called if they wish to remain
PC.
*Columnist John Leo (USN&WR, 22/7/91) translated "Snow White and the Seven Dwarfs"
into PC: "A Monocultural Oppressed Womyn Confronts the Vertically Challenged." "The
Beauty and the Beast" became "A Lookism Survivor and a Free-Roaming Fellow Mammal."
"Old Yeller" became "Senior Animal Companion of Color." And "Les Miserables" became
"Persons With Special Needs. "
*A Bizarro cartoon (1/95) had a man report at a police station: "I was just robbed by a
white woman in a wheelchair," to which an enraged police sergeant shouted, "I refuse to sit idly
by and listen to you categorize people in terms of their race, gender and disabilities!" Another
policeman muttered "Gutter mouth" to the sergeant, and a third one explained: "Sergeant, please!
Not disahilities-- 'physical challenges'!"
*A Calvin & Hobbes cartoon (17/2/95) had Calvin announce, "I no longer wish to he called
a 'boy.'" Hobbes replied, "Isn't that what you are?" Calvin: "Yes, but I find that term
demeaning and sexist." Hobbes: "What do you want to be called then?" Calvin: "A
'chromosomally advantaged youth'." Hobbes: "That may not catch on."
*Syndicated columnist Mike Royko wrote several columns that spoofed PC language. One
(26/2/95) was entirely devoted to a man named John protesting that people referred to toilets by
his name, and that this was an insult to all males named John.
*Bill Gaventa sent us some excerpts from a New Testament Bible, worded, translated or
corrected (by Robert M. Price) so as to be politically correct. Here is an example of Matthew
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12:10-13: "And behold, there was a person who was manually challenged. And they asked
Jesus, 'Is it lawful to heal on the sabbath? Not that there was anything particularly wrong with
him in the first place, mind you!' so that they might accuse him of bias against the differently
abled. He said to them, 'What person of you, if he or she has one sheep and it falls into a pit
on the sabbath, will not lay hold of it and lift it out? Of how much more value is a sheep than
a man! But people have rights, too. So it is lawful to do good on the sabbath.' Then he said
to the person, 'Stretch out your hand.' And the person stretched it out, and it was temporarily
abled like the other. "
*The Doonesbury cartoon (in SHJ, 19/5/91) spoofed the PC craze, but also brought out how
the PC language police disable people from normative or meaningful verbal discourse. It showed
a university official at a graduation, first wondering privately, "Should I say 'good morning' to
them? Or is that being insensitive?", and then launching into the following address.
"Graduating seniors, parents and friends... Let me begin by reassuring you that my remarks
today will stand up to the most stringent requirements of the new appropriateness. The intra-
college sensitivity advisory committee has vetted the text of even trace amounts of subconscious
racism, sexism and classism. Moreover, a faculty panel of deconstructionists have reconfigured
the rhetorical components within a post-structuralist framework, so as to expunge any offensive
elements of western rationalism and linear logic. Finally, all references flowing from a white
male, eurocentric perspective have been eliminated as have any other ruminations deemed
denigrating to the political consensus of the moment. Thank you and good luck. "
*A number of writers have been ridiculing "people first" language by talking about "people
of smoke" (i.e., smokers). This included a New Yorker cartoon and a 30/6/97 Newsweek
discussion on smoking in public places.
*A handicapped writer in Internat. Rehab. Rev. (6/89) made fun of a great deal of the new
"how to talk to or about handicapped people" craze, and specifically poked fun at craze terms
such as "physically inconvenienced," "physically challenged," "differently abled" and
"temporarily able-bodied." The latter she equated with calling people who are alive TAPs, for
"temporarily alive people. "
*One thing that has become increasingly apparent is that even though a lot of the people in
the PC culture have actually begun to use the term "so-and-so challenged" (as in "intellectually
challenged" or "bodily challenged"), some of them are poking fun at this phrasing at the same
time. We have a fairly large collection of jokes and cartoons poking fun at this phrasing,
commonly published in the very same media where the phrasing is also used seriously. This
bodes extremely ill, and cannot help but create a negative image transfer to people who are
referred to by this ridiculous language.
*People have been called (in jest) "reality challenged" to convey they are crazy.
*An inarticulate Zippy cartoon (12/11/93) was dedicated to "90 million adult Americans ...
who are literarily challenged."
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*People ignorant of the fundamentals of science have been called "scientifically challenged. "
*In 9191, on the educational TV program "Nova," someone referred to the "baldically
challenged," i.e., people with little or no hair.
*One can buy mugs that show a bald head and the words, "I'm not bald, I'm follically
impaired" (ad seen 11/93).
*In the Willy 'n' Ethel cartoon (28/8/96), a "fat and lazy" man refers to himself as
"aerodynamically challenged."
*When parts of Florida got blown away by a hurricane in 1992, could we say that it was
airily challenged? Well, technically, yes. It certainly was a challenge by wind.
*Former presidential candidate Bob Dole called certain other politicians "charismatically
challenged" (Newsweek, 18/8/97).
*On 9 Feb. 1992, a CBS television news reporter (Bill Geist) was discussing two Olympic
downhill skiers from Senegal, Africa--which, of course, has neither snow nor any hills, let alone
mountains. He said one should not say they were handicapped because of these conditions, but
rather "geographically challenged, " poking fun at the people who do not want to say or hear the
term "handicapped."
*In the BC cartoon (8/95), a clumsy person is asked by a counselor how long he has been
"nimbly challenged. "
*A dirty dog in the Mother Goose and Grimm cartoon (2 March 93) referred to himself as
"hygienically challenged. "
*In the Shoe cartoon (24/5194), a character "dressed like a slob" prefers to be called
"sartorially challenged. "
*A swamp monster in a Far Side cartoon (received from Guy Caruso, 2/97) demanded to
be called a "wetlands-challenged mutant. "
*In the Suburban Cowgirls cartoon (16/6193), a cat with fleas is said oot to have fleas, but
to be "parasitically challenged."
*A cartoon showed a man with his tongue tied into a knot, saying "I'm not tongue-tied,
merely vocabulary-challenged" (European, 2217194; source item from Peter Millier).
*The widely-carried cartoon "Shoe" of 16/8/92 poked fun at "people who are
organizationally challenged," by which it meant disorganized people.
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*A newspaper said (in jest) that even handsomely challenged applicants might get into West
Point (SHJ, I April 93).
*In the film "Clueless," a teenage virgin is referred to by another as "hymenally
challenged. "
*One of Canada's most important newspapers, the Globe & Mail, ran a very large cartoon
(31/5/1993) in which the devil reads a "policy update" to the poor souls in the flames:
"... Clients are no longer to be called 'the dammed' but shall henceforth be referred to as 'the
salvationally challenged' ... "
*A blind woman complained that she was born blind, but soon people began calling her
visually handicapped, then visually impaired, and finally visually challenged, but ".. .1 can't see
a bit better" (~, 11/95, p. 99).
*A cartoon in Parade Magazine (9 Feb. 92) showed a child at bedtime demanding that her
mother read to her "about the appearance-disadvantaged duckling."
*Time (20/1/92) said that the film, "The Hand That Rocks the Cradle" had in it "a sweet-
souled retardate" whom the other characters might have wanted to call "differently abled."
*In Mouth (3/96), there is a cartoon in which "politically correct vegetables" announce that
"we are not vegetables ... we are differently edible!" (p. 41).
*Apparently taking off from the ridiculous euphemism "differently abled, " Common Cause
magazine (No.1, 1992) referred to certain politicians as being "differently ethical. "
*A physician said (in Discover, 10/97) that medicine was more bioethically challenged in
the 1950s than now.
*The editor of First Things (1/93) said that he saw in a flash how to close the gap between
rich and poor, once we understand that there are only monetarily challenged, differently
moneyed, and differently propertied people, and that people who get rich by fraud, corruption
and worse are merely "reputation disordered."
*A PC nightmare hymn. We wonder, with grim amusement, what the hypernormalizers
and the TASH people would do with the 5th stanza of Charles Wesley's hymn, "0 For a
Thousand Tongues to Sing," which is based on Isaiah 35:5-6:
"Hear him, ye deaf; his praise, ye dumb
Your loosened tongues employ;
Ye blind, behold your Saviour come:
And leap, ye lame, for joy!"
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*In a satire on language policing and on the "labelling" phraseology, a periodical (Abilities,
Fall 1990) carried a cartoon showing a man watching a TV program that flashed on, "Warning:
The following program contains language."
*A writer (Jule Reiskin) in Mouth (1994; source item from Michael Kendrick) made up a
"Crip Label Quiz" that included the following items.
1. A person who is physically challenged is:
a) a participant in the Boston Marathon
b) someone who's trying to have sex with more than one person at the same time
c) someone who has to take a dump in the middle of a real good movie
d) a person with a disability who is getting pissed off at the jerk who used that phrase
2. A person who is differently abled is:
a) a person who has figured out how to have sex with ten people at the same time
b) a person who works for the government
c) a person who can speak five languages simultaneously
d) a person with a disability who is nearing rage at the jerk who used this phrase
3. A person who is special is:
a) someone who wants to give me a million dollars
b) someone who can go through any kind of human service system without committing
homicide or suicide
c) a person who has been interviewed by the Church Lady on Saturday Night Live
d) a person with a disability who is ready to kill
*Here is a TI spoof on the proliferation of language guidelines. "I have no eyes, ears,
nose, tongue, arms, or legs. I got this way because one of my parents was very 'sexually
active,' acquired several sexually transmitted diseases at once, and didn't tell my other parent.
But please don't pity me. After all, I am not a victim of this unscrupulous parent, the disease,
or my condition, I am not afflicted or suffering in any way, and I am not confined to anything--
most certainly not a bed or a wheelchair. Don't be solicitous because that too smacks of pity,
makes me angry, and if I could, I would deck you for it. Well, yes, I am a bit physically
challenged by all this, but there are so many things I can do, and if I want your help, I'll ask
for it--even though I cannot talk. And please don't say I am deaf or blind: I simply don't hear
or see as well as a lot of other people. And I am not mute--I just communicate differently. In
fact, this message is being sent via facilitated communication. If you ever use the word
'disabled' about me, be sure to write it like this: j)i(abled. And as for all you people who do
have your eyes, ears, noses, tongues, arms and legs: you are not normal, you are simply
temporarily able-bodied. And another thing: don't ever put an adjective in front of me, because
I am a person first!"
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*Below follow two TI-engendered spoofs of sloganeering and PC discourse.
"Everyone knows that 'every child should be a wanted child.' And since we have the 'right
to choose,' the 'right to control our bodies,' and the 'right to decide' whatever we want, we
demand the 'freedom' to 'express ourselves' by choosing 'what is in our own best interests' and
'what is right for us.' This 'creativity' will 'liberate' us from 'the system' so that we can 'come
out of the closet,' 'find ourselves,' and 'be ourselves.' 'Each case is different, there are no
guidelines,' so we will each 'do our own thing,' which is okay 'as long as nobody gets hurt' and
as long as we practice 'safe sex' and 'say no to drugs.' Do not 'impose your morality' by trying
to tell us what to do; remember that 'even if you are personally opposed to something, other
people should have the right to choose it.' In our 'independent living centers' located in the
'mainstream,' we 'mentally challenged' 'self-advocates' can find 'self-actualization' and 'self-
fulfillment' as we 'get in touch with ourselves' and 'get in touch with our feelings.' We will
'affirm' each other 'unconditionally.' Those 'persons who are labelled' 'differently abled' and
'temporarily able-bodied' should be put on 'meds' and have 'personal intervention techniques'
applied to them, and perhaps even be placed in 'facilities' until they have a consciousness
'breakthrough' and come to see things as they really are."
"Calling all self-advocates who have been labelled by the hegemonic white male patriarchal
majority establishment. It is time to empower and affirm ourselves and to reject the dominant
and oppressive values, rather than to join in the mainstream. We claim the right to control over
our bodies, our lives, our minds, our health, and independent living centers where, through a
system of service brokerage, we can speak for ourselves and demand non-facility-based services
that are age-appropriate, relevant and normalizing. Join with other former inmates and victims
of psychiatry against all forms of oppression. "
*One word wit has applied the term "academentia" to "the pathogenic moral and intellectual
epidemic that currently ravages most politically-correct university campuses" (Legacy, 3/93).
The same wit invented "eupheminism" for strained gender-neutral language, "pluresy" for the
PC pluralism craze, "legalossalalia" for legalese, and "post-minstrel stress" (PMS) for the despair
some of us feel about the constant bombardment by pop music (Le~acy, 4&5/93).
*A cartoon showed a fresh grave with the stone inscribed, "Biologically animated 1923;
respiratorially challenged 1993," with a mourner commenting, "He was always politically
correct. "
*One problem nowadays is that the TIPS editor (and presumedly, most other people too)
often cannot tell whether a discourse on proper language about this or that class of people is, or
is not, a spoof. Some serious such writings that are not spoofs are so absurd as to sound like
one, while some spoofs are written in such a tenor of earnestness as to sound like the real thing.
Where we could not tell the difference was a debate between 2 scholars about "Linguistic
Injustice" in the 12/90 issue of First Thin~s. Perhaps the debate was half serious and half spoof,
and that is why we could not tell the difference.
*When a name or phrase elicits ridicule in the listener, then this name or phrase comes very
close to falling into the same category as those names and phrases that are intentionally given to
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devalued people in order to make them the object of ridicule. Obviously, what is at issue here
is not the intent of the speaker, but the value juxtaposition that is evoked in the third party. It
is also quite obvious that when major sectors of the public (i.e., "generic people") poke relentless
fun at some term or phrase developed by the human service or deviancy advocacy crowd,
something is terribly wrong, and when the mainstream media begin to poke fun at a development
which they had previously treated with favor, then we know that its end must be near.
Certain Dilemmas of Discoursin~ About Societally Devalued Conditions/People
The Irrationality of Propitiation
One mindless mantra one keeps hearing is that people should be called what they want to
be called. Giving to, or doing for, people what they say they want in order to either please them
or get them off one's back is called propitiation (propitiate, propitiatory, propitious,
propitiousness, propitiable, propitiator). Even children and people of very limited intellect
should be able to see that propitiation can, at best, be only one of many rationales for language
use, and not a high-order one at that. Consider the case of one rather prominent man with
Down's syndrome (he co-edits the Down Syndrome Report) who wanted to be called "physically
reduced" (MR, 2/95) And as we said, somebody inevitably will demand we call him/her
shithead, and will sue us for a zillion dollars if we don't.
Along the same lines, if a term is to be rejected because some people to whom it refers feel
very bad when they encounter it, then why should not all terms be rejected that make some
people to whom these terms are applied uncomfortable? Perhaps one should never use the word
"war" when speaking to survivors of war or members of peace churches, because the word
creates such distress within them. Should prisoners never be called "prisoners" because it
reminds them painfully of their predicament? If an observer had said that at Auschwitz, he saw
Jews who were rickety, scab-covered, lice-beridden, living skeletons, drooling feebly from
hunger, their eyes glazed, their unwashed bodies reeking of dirt and disease, rags barely
concealing their ribs, their faces scratched in despair, would the writer be said to be anti-Jewish?
Of course, what one saw in Auschwitz was the result of foregoing mistreatment, but if one
described today the devalued characteristics of all sorts of people who had developed these
characteristics directly or indirectly from their mistreatments, one would be viciously assaulted
by the language and thought police. So when should one not use terms in reference to people
who are negatively touched thereby, and when mayor should one? So far, we have nm once
heard a rational attempt at inventorizing the relevant such criteria that might thereafter
conceivably be applied in a consistent fashion by anyone who embraced these criteria.
The Futility or Conterproductiveness of Devalued People Bein~ Nasty to Those
Who Are Prwared to Listen to Them or Even be Their Allies
One of the things that is particularly disturbing is that many handicapped people express on
the one hand a great deal of aggressiveness (or at least hostility) toward non-handicapped people,
and perhaps the public in general, while at the same time they are putting on a big push for the
language guidelines they prefer. The fact is that the nature of the interactions that people will
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have with handicapped persons will be infinitely more impactful than the adoption of the great
majority of the language points at issue. Even with language that is truly optimal (regardless
who calls for it), not much will necessarily change if non-handicapped people find that they get
assaulted and insulted by even only a modest proportion of handicapped persons.
Just how ignorant and unnuanced the language warriors are these days is underlined by the
fact that people will respond positively to other people whom they perceive to possess
characteristics that one would not want to possess oneself. For instance, nobody who is not
physically impaired is apt to want to be, but if somebody is interpreted to others as being thusly
impaired, a special concern attitude may thereby be elicited. One research study presented
viewers with videotapes of children who were then interpreted to the viewers as either retarded,
or not interpreted at all. If the tape showed a withdrawn person, and the person was interpreted
as "retarded," viewers were more apt to emit protective responses. However, this protective
stance vanished to near zero if the person was depicted as emitting aggressive behavior (AJMD,
7/86). Thus, being perceived as aggressive impacted negatively on perceivers, while being
perceived as retarded and retiring elicited positive concern.
Miscellaneous Other Dilemmas of Discoursing About Societally Devalued Conditions/People
*Because so much social construction goes into so many devalued conditions, the meaning
that a condition carries can change over time; and in this day of mass communication, it can
change dramatically in a very short time. For instance, "Alzheimer's" today is nothing like it
was defined in medical dictionaries only 20-30 years ago. The meaning--not only the naming--of
Down's syndrome has vastly changed since the early 1970s. This reality should raise our
skepticism about the validity (if any) or merits of whatever conceptualization is currently
popular, and make us cautious regarding the claims that may be made about how suitable the
relevant language is that prevails at the moment.
But further, we need to be aware of a common error that this process of change engenders.
Namely, all the time, people compare a condition as they currently name and understand it with
an earlier conceptualization thereof as if the two were identical, thereby committing a classical
historical anachronism. The schizophrenia of today is not the schizophrenia of Manfred Bleuler
of the 1930s, and neither is it the dementia praecox of Kraepelin of the early 1900s.
*Another and related common error is that people judge the thinking, language, and
behavioral patterns of people of the past against contemporary realities and norms. Here, we
commonly find that our forerunners are interpreted as stupid, gullible, or even outright crude and
brutal, with the implication--of course--that we have gotten smart, noble, and tender, all due to
the progress of modernity, and we could not possibly do the stupid and heartless things our
forebearers did.
*One of the errors that so commonly underlies the creation of a scientifically untenable
syndrome (and its naming) is the error that John Stuart Mill (1806-1873) identified so long ago
as follows. "The tendency has always been strong to believe that whatever received a name must
be an entity or being, having an independent existence of its own. And if no real entity
answering to the name could be found, men did not for that reason suppose that none existed,
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but imagined that it was something peculiarly abstruse and mysterious." Mill called this error
reification. Thus, if we say that someone "has schizophrenia" or "Alzheimer's," etc., people
assume that there must be such a thing--both because it is "a diagnosis" (genuflection, please),
and because "it has a name." And how could something someone "has" not be for real? And
yet many "syndromes" we are familiar with would fail the test of rigorous definitional language.
Examples are autism, Alzheimer's (which, as currently used, should be called "dementia"),
schizophrenia, and possibly even depression.
*One fundamental question that will have to be answered is whether any phrase that
communicates in more or less historically embedded and face-value terms that a person is
physically or mentally impaired will get put on the no-no list. In other words, is a societal
decision to be made that all terms referring to persons being impaired must be code-phrases
which would not be intelligible to a speaker of the language who had died 50 years earlier and
come back to life?
Another question to be answered by those who do call for a code word language, or at least
for term-hopping, is why they think that such new phrases would have a better chance of not
acquiring negative connotations than any of the older ones that they reject. For instance, why
should a term such as "physically challenged" be a greater bulwark against social devaluation
than a term such as "crippled" or "cripple" that has been used in some form for thousands of
years?
*A survey ofterminology preferences of the readership of Disability Rag (Sept.lOct. 1990)
(a periodical for, and largely by, physically handicapped people) found a preference for
"disability" over "handicap," but readers could not state much rationale for this preference, and
the kind of inarticulate feel-good basis on which many of these decisions are made these days
was expressed by one reader who said, "It just seems more contemporary." A number of readers
noted the problems associated with the phrasing of "person with a disability" rather than
"disabled person": they called it "forced," "awkward," "technical," "politically correct but
clumsy," "too long," "windy," "overly sensitive," and "hard to use in long sentences." One
reader pointed out that journalists do not like to use this phrase because of its length.
Fortunately, the majority of readers rejected terms such as "handi-capable," "physically
challenged" and "differently abled." A pointed bit of criticism of the term "physically
challenged" was that it totally disregards the deprivation of rights to which physically
handicapped people are so commonly subjected. One reader also pointed out that a challenge
commonly implies a choice, but "I am not in the chair by choice." One reader from England
called the above terms "stupid Americanisms" that were trying to avoid mentioning the real
thing. The phrase "inconvenienced," which has been promoted by some people, was judged "a
masterpiece of understatement" and "laughable in its inadequacy," and more appropriate to a
hangnail than the kinds of impairments to which the term is often applied. One reader
complained that "most disabilities deserve more serious language than the word used for a late
plane or poor restaurant service."
Also rejected were "handicapper" and "special." (Indeed, it seems to us that the term
"special education" was a terrible misnomer from the beginning.)
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The phrase "temporarily able-bodied" was correctly interpreted by a number of readers as
being an implied threat against non-handicapped people, and we believe that fear and threats
against non-handicapped people are not a viable basis for shaping positive attitudes.
Unfortunately, there was overwhelming rejection of the age-old term "crippled," and
surprisingly, even by people who themselves call their peers "crips." Thus, many respondents
emphasized that the term "crippled" may only be used by a "crip." "'Crips' can call themselves
anything they want to." However, a lot of respondents quite mistakenly equated the term "gimp"
with "cripple," even though gimp undoubtedly comes from the central European term gimple,
which stands for a foolish or not very intelligent person (as in the story of "Gimple the Fool").
There was also some craziness in that some people said that they were "proud to be a
disabled person," and "proud to be seen as disabled first." It is really stretching things to think
of blind pride, deaf pride, quadruple amputee pride, etc.
A number of readers hoped that people would quit coming up with new terms, and they
would rather stick with either "handicapped" or "disabled" than engage in term-hopping.
*It was only in 1987 that Canadians who had suffered damage from the thalidomide drug
taken by their mothers during pregnancy founded an organization. Then they unabashedly called
themselves "Victims of thalidomide." In the zillions of modernistic guidelines on how to talk
to or about handicapped people, one is told that one should never use the word victim, but it
seems to us to be really the only valid word in many instances, and this is one of those because
this is one case among many where people were victimized by the greed and cover-ups of drug
firms bent on making profits at any price, including the price of human sacrifice. Not to call
victims "victims" would be a form of detoxification of crimes.
*The current language crazes pose some interesting questions as to what might happen when
a person has the "right phrase," but not yet the "right words." For instance, if such a person
were an ordinary "man on the street, " would he speak of someone as "a person with stupidity,"
a "person labelled stupid," or a "person who emits stupid behavior," or "a person who has
stupidity"? And how much superior and preferrable would all this be to him just saying, "You
stupid jerk"?
*As we said before, hardly any of the language demands of advocates have convincing
empirical support, and some are even contrary to the data base. For instance, one of the few
studies (Disability. Handicap & Society, 1993) of the public's perception of different phrases for
"mental retardation" should have been a sobering ice bath for the PCers. A British sample
considered "people with learning difficulties" more positive than "the mentally subnormal" and
"the mentally handicapped, " but obviously did not know who the people with learning difficulties
were, because they deemed them less deserving of special assistance than the other two groups,
who have been well understod in Britain to be who we call "retarded."
*Long-time "autism" leader (and parent of an "autistic" child) Bernard Rimland has railed
against the PCing of the language of human impairment and the constructionist position, and calls
their advocates "advozealots." He is against "ideology overruling common sense" (Autism Res.
Rev. Internat., 1993).
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*To what degree is it legitimate to use coercion, and de facto versions of persecution and
discrimination against people who refuse to use the same terms that one uses oneself, or wants
to have used in regard to oneself? If a scholar refuses to use the terminology that I consider to
be the only permissible one at the moment, should I and other people make sure that this scholar
will not be able to publish any longer, or at least not be able to publish anything which uses
terminology that I consider offensive?
*One interesting phenomenon of the language wars in the modernistic context is that people
are no longer capable of judging whether a difference between two formulations is a major or
minor one. After all, the war is no longer one over whether to call people subhuman,
vegetables, animals, monsters, menaces, etc. (the battle we had to fight in the 1960s), nor is it
in most cases a matter of stopping what we call "dead-talking" someone (which one can do using
even the most PC language anyway). There is not even hardly any disagreement that one should
not refer to adults as children, as one of the most prominent leaders in mental retardation, and
a Kennedy Foundation award winner, used to do a few decades ago. Instead, today's warfare
is over mostly either (a) minor differences, at least in comparison to the old days, and/or (b)
differences about which there is next-to-no credible (or even any) research evidence.
There are several reasons why people seem incapable of distinguishing between major and
minor language issues. (a) Modernistic people easily get enraged when anybody does not give
them anything they want. (b) When people are told that a constituency with which they feel
some affinity or towards whom they feel some obligation says that the difference is a major one
.fur them, people automatically assume that it must be a big difference objectively, and to the
general public. (c) Modernistic people are normatively crazy. For instance, people who can no
longer tell the difference between a man jumping out of the bushes and raping a woman he had
never seen before, and a man ogling a woman a few seconds longer than a neutral ogle would
be, can hardly be expected to be able to tell the difference between someone putting a devalued
person to death and referring to that person in an idiom that was perfectly good only yesterday,
but has since been deemed not quite PC.
*When one considers how vehement and invested privileged people are on this or that
language issue affecting this or that societally devalued class of which they are not members, one
wonders whether there are more motives than meet the eye, and more than merely mistaken
notions about language. Indeed, when one looks at who some of the ardent advocates for some
language practice are, one finds people who run institutions; parents who have put their
handicapped children away or are prepared to have them made dead; a very large number of
people who are all in favor of abortion, especially of impaired offspring; and people who commit
all sorts of ~ image atrocities. After all, there are a vast number of ways of conveying
messages about people via imagery other than language.
One other ~ reason why so many people invest so much in language is that they are not
willing to invest much in other efforts--especially not costly ones. Talk is cheap, especially if
the talk is popular talk. Doing other things that accomplish more can either cost one life and
limb, or can be very hard to do. One example is doing all the other things that are already
empirically established as effective value and attitude change strategies: few people commit
themselves to these. Though Time (27/8/90) doubletalks on this issue, its response to a
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sociologist who said that "underclass" should be replaced by "ghetto poor," was that "American
society does not do nearly enough to improve the lot of the poor, but it puts its whole heart into
sprucing up the nomenclature used to describe them. "
Finally, there are many people who are ever so PC in their language, but who harbor
devaluing--or at least ambivalent--attitudes toward the people they PC about. We have already
given many examples where the PC idiom did not prevent people from committing image
atrocities as in concocting the acronym DIP to refer to impaired people, via the phrase, "disabled
identified person," or by talking about "Down persons" after having abjured "Down's
syndrome." In fact, so many people who are ever so PC in their language can be involved in
all sorts of practices that are outright detrimental to the people they talk about. It reminds us
of the torturers who politely say, "Here, take this, Mr. Smith," as they ratchet up the rack by
a notch. Such gaffes may either reflect that a person's attitudes have not caught up with the
person's language, or that the person is stupid, ignorant or thoughtless about language, and is
merely trying to be chic but is not quite making it.
Thus, one must suspect a complex mixture of motives, among which are included not only
guilt, but actual unconscious social devaluation for which PC language talk is a cover on the
conscious level.
*Dan Beale (1. Dev. Disabs., 5/92) said that he "can accept" the term mental retardation
"... because I can accept those with mental retardation. I spent my formative years surrounded
by people with mental retardation, chronic mental illness, and assorted other disabilities and
differences... I am not afraid of these children nor of the names of their disabilities. I recognize
that they are more than their disabilities, and no less than others with no apparent or disagnosed
disability. I would prefer the company of a kind and gentle person with mental retardation to
that of a mean spirited and selfish person of average intellectual functioning and no adaptive
behaviour deficits. And that, in my opinion, is the crux of the matter. It seems that if by
avoiding terms with any hint of negativism, any reference to 'less' of anything, that one will not
see the unique differences in individuals, indeed that one will not see the individuals at all. It
is rather arrogant to assume that mental retardation is a negative and that 'normal' intellectual
functioning is a positive. Those are value judgemtns better reserved for character than for
intellect." While Beale does not take account of the impact of language on third parties, he is
undoubtedly right that many people play language games because they are not comfortable with
the very people discoursed about.
*If advocates (a) are very much at war with each other on language use, and (b) constantly
keep changing the rules, then it is inevitable that the public will eventually get to the point of
at least mentally saying to themselves, "To hell with them!" The consequence of this will be a
backlash against all sorts of advances that have been made.
Conclusion to Issues of LanlWa~eAbout Devalued People & Human Services
We have been told that TV--and to some degree radio--has been fashioned to consist ever
more of so-called sound bites, in which information is transmitted in ever smaller snippets and
bits, and the assumption is that the public consists of a bunch of idiots who cannot relate to
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anything longer or deeper. Of course, it is the other way around in that the public's mind has
been systematically trained that way by the news media and entertainment media.
With the public thusly conditioned by the media, politics has now also been largely reduced
to clever "sound bites" that will play well on the evening television news, and in which
candidates try to outdo each other in reducing the issues that confront an electorate to clever
catch phrases. During WWII, Navajo soldiers served in the US military as "code talkers," since
there was no Axis capacity for understanding their messages. We are now in a new era of PC
code-talkers and slogan talkers. One corollary of all this is that there is very little discussion of
the issues themselves. After all, "the sleep of reason produces monsters" (Goya).
It has come to this:
between the sin and the syntax,
between the gulf and the gaffe,
the words have turned against us ...
they grew sick from abuse,
tired of being twisted and shackled
to sets of assigned meanings.
Now they are gathered at the river.
They mix as we taught them,
wearing their names as announcements.
They shake and vow subversion,
to never mean what we say.
So now their charter reads ...
they're going to be free from meaning,
they're going to be free from us,
they're taking all the library keys,
they're setting the adjectives free.
- Terry Fugate, after Derrida
Words strain,
Crack and sometimes break, under the burden,
Under the tension, slip, slide, perish,
Decay with imprecision will not stay in place,
Will not stay still
- T.S. Eliot, "Burnt Norton," Collected Poems, 1909-1935
In human services and advocacy, we are now confronted by analogous phenomena. Talk
by people in it consists of word bites or phrase bites, i.e., slogans which are well received
because they are catchy and even promising, but where the universe of these word and phrase
bites adds up to either nothingness, or a morass of very low-quality of service or life realities.
Increasingly, slogans--often empty and meaningless--catch on and are spouted by everyone,
especially those who want to be considered progressive, and the vast majority of service workers,
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administrators, even planners and leaders, either refuse or are unable to seriously and
painstakingly analyze issues in depth. Readers may have noticed how often we were "puzzled,"
"taken aback," "amazed" or "thunderstruck" by a new language atrocity. We hope that we will
not lose this capacity to be thusly affected.
One thing we have concluded is that if people in human services suffer from human service
stupidity, they will also display the symptoms of idiom stupidity. And we surmise that the
opposite is often or largely also true: idiom stupidity probably means that its "possessor" (who
"has" it) practices service stupidity.
Here is what a traditional native healer in Fiji said (Parabola, Spring 94): "The words we
speak are powerful... When we treat words with respect and use them respectfully, they can
help and heal us. If we abuse them-use them dishonestly or without care-they can do serious
harm to ourselves and others ... " "If you speak from the heart, and say only what you know to
be true, you never have to worry about what you're going to say or how you'll say it... "
"... Don't copy words from others. Say what you think is right, and you yourself will know
when what you have said is wrong ... " "And remember, avoid shortcuts!"
Remember also that earlier, we heard that Confucius said that "calling things by their right
name is the beginning of wisdom."
Considering the amount of emotion and rhetoric that has been associated with language
signifying human impairments and societally devalued conditions/identities, there has been near-
zero empirical demonstration that different terms or special grammar accomplish the goals
envisioned by their proponents. However, even this fact has not been a subject of serious
discussion.
We reiterate that this TIPS issue has primarily "deconstructed" the language at issue, and
given only occasional hints at what some alternatives might be. In fact, this TIPS issue can be
thought of as one gigantic "perversion alert." What some of the language alternatives might be
will not be--indeed, cannot be--speUed out in this TIPS issue. This would involve delineating
the ~ and multidimensional rules (that must be balanced against each other) as to what
language about devalued conditions or devalued people is least worst. We plan to write such a
thought paper in the future (having accumulated much material on it already), and perhaps to
develop a workshop on it.
We were told that someone had offered a $50,000 prize for developing a good terminology
for "people with disabilities." We think that the treatment of language in this TIPS issue
deserves a $5 million prize, at least, especially since the $50,000 went to a special education
media specialist for the phrase, "people with differing abilities." We say someone got sold
linguistic snake oil, at a $50,000 clip.
We recommend that readers purchase copies of this TIPS issue (at 60% of the cost of a
year's subscription, as listed on the last page of this TIPS issue), and give them as therapeutic
and liberating presents to confused others, and also encourage others to buy copies for
themselves.
MISCELLANEOUS HUMAN SERVICE NEWS
*Authorities concerned with sexual offenses have begun to make a distinction between a
"mental illness" and a "mental abnormality"--an amazing bit of language manipulation. One
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factor in this debate is that some people want to keep habitual sex offenders locked up after they
have served their sentences, but because under the US constitutional system, this is not possible
within the criminal justice system, they would have to be locked up in mental institutions. Some
people are alarmed that this would give "mental illness" a bad name (Newsweek, 9 Dec. 96).
One can see here once again how our scientific and programmatic constructs are being shaped
by non-programmatic concerns, such as attitude shaping issues, societal concern about the safety
of the public, and professional turf battles.
*We ran across the acronym DEMONS to refer to medical conditions that have a higher-
than-average likelihood to be associated with depression: Deficiencies, Endocrine problems,
Malignancies, Other problems, Neurological symptoms, and Seizures.
*A Jewish shrink has coined the term "meshugoid" to refer to people who are only a little
bit crazy (C£, 8/97, p. 724).
*Pop psychology guru Harriet Schiff has coined the term chadult for adult children.
*We increasingly see ads in newspapers asking people to "volunteer" to assist handicapped
persons in a somewhat representational role, but with a promise that the volunteers would receive
a "stipend" which can actually exceed the minimum wage.
*The TIPS editor has become a bit hard of hearing over the years, probably because of too
many war-related explosions during his childhood. He will gladly and publicly attest that even
his modest loss is a definite impairment=indeed, an affliction that makes life much more difficult
in many ways, particularly because a lot of people (including some PC ones who use the latest
language conventions) who know about his impairment seem to be unable to practice even the
simplest verbal habits that would enable him to hear better what they are saying. One is thus
overwhelmed with a sense of the absurd to learn that people in the deaf culrure--and even some
of their non-deaf advocates=pontificate that not only hearing loss but even out-and-out deafness
is "not a disability, but a difference" (Parade, 15/1/95).
*An article in Mouth (11/96) pointed out that there is "a pecking order in disability": "non-
disabled trumps disabled, walking trumps rolling, sensory impairments trump mobility
impairments, para trumps quad, acquired trumps developmental," and on and on.
*In 8/97, we ran across an agency (which actually was a small institution) describing itself
as "providing high-quality services and choice-driven opportunities."
*A professor at the Medical College of Virginia has been claiming that no one needs to get
old at all, because aging is "not a normal life event but a disease," and has been promising that
hormones will soon be able to not merely slow but even reverse the aging process (Newsweek,
16/9/96).
*Since 1973, Childhelp USA has built and managed residential treatment "villages" for
children believed to be too damaged to live with families. These children, between ages 2-12,
have often been ejected from five or more foster homes. Childhelp has villages in California,
Virginia and Tennessee (MM, 7/97).
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